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STATEMENTS

1. The brackish water resources of arid and semi-arid countries play a
determining role in future agricultural development.
2. "Primary salinization" reflects an age-old situation. Human activities
aggravate thisproblem by introducing "Secondary salinization".
This thesis
3. Salinity is awater quality problem with a regional character. Therefore,
itssolutionneedsacomprehensiveregionalapproachbasedonimplementation
ofaseriesofcatchmentmanagement,engineering andagriculturalmeasures.
This thesis
4. The effects of water quality on irrigation are serious, but perhaps more
serious isthe effect of irrigation onwater quality.
Kandiah,A., 1987.Water quality infoodproduction.Water Quality
Bulletin, 12,pp. 3-13.
5. The conventional guidelines for assessingwater suitability for irrigation
are conservative and inadequate.
6. The successful long-term use of brackish water for irrigation depends on
adoptionof appropriate crop,soil andwater managementpractices.
7. Stratification in reservoirs should no longer be considered as harmful or
negative vis-a-vis water quality. Selective withdrawal from stratified
reservoirs maybeused tobeneficially controlwater quality.
This thesis, and Kaplan, E., 1981. Multiobjective reservoir
optimization
via lake stratification modeling and constrained
nonlinear programming. In: Unny, T.E., and McBean, E.A. (eds),
Proceedings of International Symposium on Real-Time Operation of
Hydrosystems, University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, June 24-28,
1981,pp.563-581.
8. Assisting the developing countries to achieve a sustainable agricultural
growth will help the developed countries to alleviate growing problems of
land andwater resources pollution.
9. In development cooperation, higher priority should be given to training,
technical education and research programmes.
10. Therewas aDoor towhich IfoundnoKey.
Therewas aVeil pastwhich Icouldnot see.
Some little Talk awhile ofME and THEE
There seemed-and thennomore ofTHEE andME.
Omar Khayyam (1048-1122) -translationby EdwardJ. Fitzgerald

K.Shiati
Salinitymanagementinriverbasins;
modellingandmanagementofthesalt-affectedJarrehReservoir (Iran).
Wageningen,24June1991

ABSTRACT

Shiati, K., 1991. Salinity management in river basins; modelling and
management of the salt-affected Jarreh Reservoir (Iran). Doctoral thesis,
WageningenAgricultural University, Wageningen, The Netherlands, ix+183p.,
61 Figures, 9 photographs and 20 Tables (Summary and Conclusions in
English,Dutch and Farsi).

The sources and origin of salts in the basin of the two salt-affected
Shapur and Dalaki rivers (Southern Iran) and the processes involved in
salinizationhave been studied. The extent ofwater deteriorationhave been
identified by examining spatial changes in the rivers water quality. Among
salinity management measures pertaining to water quality, the engineering
measures are investigated. It appears that the construction and management
of the planned Jarreh Reservoir on the Shapur River is the most feasible
one.
The dynamic reservoir simulation model, DYRESM (Imberger, et al.,
1978, Version 6.4) is adapted to simulate the salinity/temperature
distribution, long-term behaviour and response to various management
policies in this reservoir. A simplified method to account for the effect
of sediment particles on density of inflows and the inflowing processes in
mild bed slope reservoirs is introduced. The method applies only to the
steady motion of a turbidity current that isneither depositing nor eroding
sediments. Thevertical propagation of sedimenthasnotbeenmodelled. This
applies to those substances (like dissolved salt) that are not reacting
physically or (bio)chemicallywith suspendedparticles.
Various management options to minimize the salinity build-up in the
reservoir are examined. Among these, the diversion of the most saline part
of the summer flows to a point downstream of the last irrigation intakes
will result in a significant water quality improvement. At the end of a 5year simulation, only a weak salinity gradient remains in the reservoir.
Based on simulations, using 15 years of data, and the salt balance
calculation, the long-term behaviour of the JarrehReservoir is studied. It
isshown that the salinity in the reservoir is largely determinedby annual
variabilty in the river discharge.

KEY WORDS: river basin, salinity, salt diapirism, salt-affected reservoir,
density, stratification, sediment particles, s e dime n t-1a d e n
inflow, salinity management, Southern Iran
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INTRODUCTION

SouthernIran,withanaverage totalannualrainfallof300mm,about10
per cent of the total annualpotential evaporation, isconsidered as anarid
region.Ifwater isavailable,however,theclimateandlandresourcespermit
irrigatd agriculture. Apart from thewater scarcity, the quality (salinity)
problemofsurfacewaterresourcesconsitutesthemainobstaclefordeveloping
theregion'swater andlandresources.Theproblem islargely associatedwith
the geomorphology and hydrology of the natural river basin and is hardly
influencedbyhumanactivities (natural salinization).
ConsiderableamountsofIran'sbrackishsurfacewaterresources,about6700*106
m 3 Yr"1, are flowing in the southern part of the country (e.g. Mond river,
Shapur and Dalaki rivers,Shur river). They often form the sole sources for
irrigation. Therefore, any quality improvement of these vast brackish water
resourcescouldhaveagreatbeneficialinfluenceonagriculturalandregional
development.
Although the factors causing natural salinity are essentially
unchangeable, regional solutions exist which can control or mitigate the
salinity effectsby implementing acombinationofcatchment,engineering and
agricultural management measures. As an attempt to alleviate the salinity
problem, an investigation program was started for the basin of two saltaffected rivers,Shapur and Dalaki inSouthern Iran.
Shapur-Dalaki basin (52°20\ 50°45' - 30°02', 28°45') has an area of
approximately 10000km2,with geographical area ofplains about 160000ha,
and an average total annual discharge of about 1000*106 m3. Average total
dissolved solids for the Shapur andDalaki rivers in the summer and at their
last water offtakes (Borazjan coastal plain) reaches up to 3700-4000 mg/1.
Suchhigh salinities impose significant agricultural constraints.
Thesequalitativeproblems stemfrom theexistenceofsalty springs (salinity
up to 150 dS/m),formations interbedded with salt and gypsum as well as a
number ofextruded saltplugswhich gradually deteriorate thequality of the
river waters.
High levels of abundance of sodium and chloride ions in the river's water,
compel farmers to grow a specific group of plants with sufficient tolerance
to salinity (date palm,wheat andbarley)and also to implement anumber of
agricultural management measures (Photo 1 ) .Obviously, the use of brackish
water results in a low yield (about 40 kg of dates per tree) and other
secondary effects (Photo2 ) .
The region contains a number of water bearing limestones (Asmari and
Sarvak formations),but the alluvialmaterials intheplains are rather poor
intermsofgroundwater resources.Only intheperiphery ofsomeplains itis
possible to develop, to a limited extend, the groundwater resources.
Consequently, the brackish rivers are the only available sources for
irrigation.
Shapur and Dalaki rivers have a torrential regime. Reservoirs areneeded to

provide storage space to alleviate the hydrological events and to provide
water for irrigation. There is a plan to construct a storage dam in the
(brackish) Shapur river atJarreh,near itsconfluencewith theDalaki river
toirrigate 13000haofthecoastalareas.Therearegreatconcernsaboutthe
behaviourofthesalt-affectedJarrehReservoir.Acomprehensive studyofthe
role of this reservoir onwater quality of the river had yet to be carried
out.Thepresent studywas initiatedby theneed toinvestigate someofthese
issuesprior to the construction of thedam.
The objectives of this research are:
-To identify the origin and sources of salinity in thebasin and
especially theprocesses involved in this salinization.
-Todetermine thecontributionofpolluting sources insaltaccretionand
the extent of salinity in therivers.
- To develop methods and to formulate measures to reduce the salinity of
the river waters.
-To model the water quality (salinity) of the salt-affected Jarreh
Reservoir, itsbehaviour upon a large time spanaswell as its response
todifferent managementpolicies.
Catchment and agricultural management measures are not of interest in this
study. The former is less effective in the sparsely-vegetated Shapur-Dalaki
basin since theexisting ofsalty formations hamper theplant growth and the
latterhave been extensively researched and documented.
Records collected since 1974 by the staff of Water Resources
Investigation Bureau of Surface Water Section of Ministry of Energy,
Meteorological Organization, and Yekom Consulting Engineers of Iran form an
essentialbackground to this thesis.
The subject matter of this thesis is divided into two parts.The first
part deals with salinizationprocesses and extent of salinity in thebasin.
The characteristics of the basin are described in Chapter 1. Origin,
appearanceandsourcesofsalinityinthebasinandspatialvariationinriver
water salinity are dealt with in Section 2.1. The dissolved and suspended
matter transport in the basin and the processes which are involved are
presented in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, the relationships between river
discharge, suspended matter and dissolved matter developed by regression
analysis arepresented. Thisrelations areused toestimate thefuture inputs
into theJarreh Reservoir.
Part twodealswith theregional approach tosalinitymanagement inthe
river basin and some new aspects related to modelling and management of a
salt-affected reservoir.
InChapter 3thesalinitymanagementmeasurespertaining towater quality are
classified and described quantitatively.
Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to taking into account the effect of sediment
contentofinflows inmodelling reservoirquality. InSection4.2 aprocedure
is developed to calculate the water density as a function of temperature,
dissolved salts and sediment particles. Section 5.1 dealswith the behaviour

of sediment-laden inflows into a reservoir and the equations which describe
their characteristics. InSection 5.2, theJarrehReservoirwater quality as
affectedbytemperature,salinityandsedimentparticlesismodelled.Finally,
theresponseofJarrehReservoirtosomemanegmentoptionsaswellassalinity
trend and saltbalance calculations are dealtwith inChapter 6.
In thiswork thenumbering of figures isdone by Chapters. The symbols
used are defined throughout thetext.

BASIN CHARACTERISTICS

1.1 DRAINAGE BASINS
The ShapurandDalakiriverbasinsarelocatedinsouth-westIran(long.
52°20' ,50°45' E , lat. 30°02' ,28°45' N) and cover parts of the Fars and
Bushehrprovinces (Fig.1.1). Theuplands ofthebasins aremountainouswith
amaximumelevationof3000mabovem.s.l.Thealtitude decreases toabout20
m at the confluence ofboth rivers inthe coastalplain.

Fig. 1.1 The Shapur-Dalakibasin.

The total drainage area is approximately 10 000 km2, of which the
Shapur river and its tributaries drain4110 km2 of the northern region
and the Dalaki river and its tributaries drain 5800 km2 of the southern
region. The rivers join to form the Helleh river which debouches into the
PersianGulf. InFig. 1.2 the longitudinal profiles of the Shapur and Dalaki
rivers and theirmain tributaries are shown.
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tributaries.

1.2 GEOLOGY OFTHE SHAPUR-DALAKI CATCHMENT
TheregionoftheCoastalFars,wheretheShapur-Dalakiriverbasinsare
situated, ischaracterized byvery thick sequences ofSecondary and Tertiary
formations. Up to the Oligocene, these formations are dominantly made up of
limestonesalternatingwithoccasionalmarls.Onthecontrary,theMioceneis
characterizedbymarineshales,marlsandsomesandstonebeds,whichindicates
thevicinity ofaneroding landsurface. InthePliocene,the coastal region
of Fars rose above sea level and continental conglomerates started to be
formed from limestone pebbles transported from the interior. Quarternary
formations lie at the surface in the intermontane basins inland and in the
coastalplain.
The successive formations found inthis region are listed inTable 1.1,
together with their lithology. A geological map of the study area (colored,
scale 1:250 000),providedbyYekom Consulting Engineers,Iran, ispresented
asAnnex 1.
In theLate Tertiary, theentire series ofolder formationswere folded
into anumber ofparallel,NW-SEtrending longanticlines and synclines,now
forming the Zagros Mountains. The thickness of the strata is great,and the
distancebetweenthesefoldsislarge,oftheorderof10-20km.Theemergence

of the area in the early Pliocene was followed by severe erosion; this has
given rise to erosion of limestones and subsequent deposition of limestone
pebbles, thatwere later cemented to form the Bakhtyari conglomerates.
Erosion of the softer marls and shales left fewer traces in the river
basins,because the resulting clay and siltwere mostly transported towards
the sea. Such erosion is stillvery active at present. The Zagros Mountains
still have all the characteristics of a young mountain chain: actively
downcuttingrivershaving,inspate,highsedimentcontents,formingbadlands
in soft formations and narrow gorges in places where harder strata are
traversed.
Theerosionofsoftrockshaslefttheharderformations standingoutin
relief;wherethestrataaredipping,cuestashavebeenformed,facingtowards
the centre of the anticlines. Near the coastal plain, where the dip is
monoclinal towards the PersianGulf, the cuestas are facing inland.
Theanticlinesstillformthehillsormountains,althoughsometimessoft
layers in their centres have been removed by erosion. In that case their
harder rims form the highest points in the area. The synclines form long
valleys, often drained by subsequent rivers. Locally, they are filled with
recent alluvial deposits, in which case these fertile plains are used for
intensive agriculture.
In some places, and especially in the centre of some anticlines or at
faultlines,saltplugsofPrecambrianagehaverisenfromgreatdepths.Three
suchplugsemerge inthecatchmentoftheShapurriver,andthreemore inthe
Dalaki basin. In this arid climate, the salt could rise locally up to the
surface, although in other places the domes are covered by a caprock of
anhydrite or clay,being a residue from thepartly dissolved salt stock.

Table 1.1Geological formations of the Shapur-Dalaki basin (after
James andWyne, 1965;NIOC, 1977)
recent clays,silts and occasional sands
clays, silts,sands, sometimes
weakly cemented, forming terraces incoastal plain and
intermontanebasins

Q Holocene
u
a Pleistocene
r
t

Pliocene

Bakhtyari F.
Lahbari Member

well-cemented conglomerates
more silty, less cemented

Miocene

Aghajari F.

saline siltstones, alternating
with occasional sandstone beds
marls, siltymarls
limestone
shaleswith evaporites (gypsum
anhydrite,halite)

Mishan F.
Guri Member
Gachsaran F.

Oligocene

Asmari F.

hard limestones,marls

Eocene

Pabdeh F.

mainly marls

S UpperCret.
e
c
o Lower Cret.
n
d Jurassic

Guri F.
Sarvak F.

marls
limestones

Kazhdumi F.

marls

SurmehF.

dolomites & limestones

HormuzF.

salt plugs

PreCambrian

1.3 GEOMORPHOLOGICAL PROCESSES AND RIVER SYSTEMS
In the following, most attention will be given to the Shapur river,
because on this river the largeJarreh storage dam istobe constructed. The
behaviour of the future reservoir above thisdam, especially with regard to
itsinfluenceonwaterquality,willbetreatedinPartIIofthisthesis.The
characteristics oftheDalaki river, therefore,willbe given onlyas faras
needed for comparisonwith Shapur.

1.3.1 Shapur river

The Shapur river basin occupies the north-western part of the ShapurDalaki catchment. In the upper reaches of the Shapur basin, the geology is
dominated by limestones and marls of Cretaceous to Oligocene age, whereas
furtherdownstream theriveranditstributariesdrainaregionthatisalmost
entirely occupied by salineMiocene formations (Annex1 ) .
TheShapurriveranditsheadwatersoriginateonthesteepsouthernflank
of the Kuh-E Nowdan anticlinal ridge, the highest points of which reach
heights of over 3000 m above mean sea level. This ridge mainly consists of
Cretaceous limestones (Sarvakformation)andissurroundedbyalowlandwhere
thesofterGuriandPabdehformationshavebeenpartlyremovedbyerosion.The
hard limestones of the Oligocene Asmari formation stand out as a high rim
aroundtheanticline,throughthesouthernpartofwhichtheheadwatersofthe
Shapur riverhave cut spectacular gorges.
Most of these streams are temporary; they join the Sefid river, a
consequent seasonal river flowing from east towest in the syncline between
theKuh-ENowdananticline andanotheranticline tothesouth, thatforms the
Kuh-E Davan/Kuh-E Morgh mountain ridge. In the west, the flow of the Sefid
riverbecomespermanentanditswatersjointheRenjanriver.Renjantraverses
the Kuh-E Davan/ Kuh-E Morgh ridge through a water gap to reach the next
synclinalvalley, theKazerunplain.Here itjoins theChenar Shahijanriver,
draining theNW-partoftheuppercatchment andtogether they form theShapur
river. In its upper reach, this river runs southward, following a zone of
weakness due toa large fault.
Apartfromthisflowofsurfacewater,mostofthelimestonesarekarstic
and supply theheadwaters of the Shapur riverby springs.On the otherhand,
also losses from the riverbasin arepossible.From tracer experiments itis
knownthattheParishanLakeintheKazerunvalley isreceivingwaterfromthe
DashtArzhan swamp further north and loseswaterby subterraneous outflow to
theDalakiriverfurthersouth.Althoughacomparable subterraneanwaterloss
fromtheShapurcatchmentisnotexcluded,thewaterbalancesfrombothrivers
show that itcanonly form a smallproportion of the total flow.
Near the exit of the Kazerun plain, the Pahnak river, draining the
southern flanks of Kuh-E Morgh, joins the Shapur river. Shortly below this
point, water quantities and qualities are extensively measured at Bushgan
Station.
The anticline south of the Kazerun plain, likewise consisting of
Creteceous toOligocene limestonesandmarls,plunges towards thenorth-west.
Near its nose, the Shapur leaves this plain. The southern flanks of this
anticline,however,aredrainedby theDalaki instead of the Shapur. Further
downstream, the Shapur catchment consists of formations younger than
Oligocene, and most of these are more or less salty. The anticlines in this
part of the river catchment become successively lower towards the coastal
plain.
Shortly after leaving the Kazerun plain, the Shapur is joined by the
Shekastian river,which drains a large areaofMiocene shales and evaporites

(Gachsaranformation)inthenorth-west.Asaconsequence,itswaters contain
large amounts ofsediments -especially duringhigh discharges -and soluble
salts throughout theyear.
Only a few kilometers downstream of this junction, the Shapur river
traverses an area with two large emergent salt diapirs. They form heavily
eroded hills where gypsum, anhydrite and clay form a partial cover on
Precambrianevaporites (Hormuzformation)thathave risenfrom greatdepths.
Part of the salt has reached the surface. There are sinkholes and solution
tunnels inseveralplaces,andafewsaline springsoccur intheneighbouring
rivervalley.
Beyond this point the Shapur river cuts through the Rudak anticline,
formedby theAgha-Jari formation.Wherehard sandstone layersarepresent in
thisformation,rapidsandgorgesoccur.Atoneofsuchpoints,neartheentry
of the river into the Khesht plain, the Churum diversion dam is now under
construction. The waters, tobe taken from the river at this point,will be
usedtoirrigate 6000hectares intheKheshtplain.Thelatter isanalluvial
basinsituated intheKhesht synclinebetweentheRudakandTakabanticlines.
Only a few hard layers within the Agha-Jari formation, hardly forming a
watershed, separate this plain from the valley of the nearby Dalaki river,
whichflowsonalevel200metersbelowtheplain.Thisdemonstrates thatthe
present topography of this area isavery recent feature.
Just before entering the Khesht plain, the Shapur river changes its
southward course to flow inawesterly tonorth-westerly direction,more or
lesscoincidingwith theKheshtsyncline andthusavoiding tocrosstheTakab
anticline lying tothe south. Curving around thenose of this anticline, the
river resumes its southward direction and soon afterwards ithas cut a deep
gorge through the hard conglomerates of the Pliocene Bakhtyari formation,
lyingatthe southernflankoftheTakabanticline.At thispoint,the strata
dipgently towards thesouth,andtheBakhtyari rocks formasteepnorthwardfacingcuesta risinghigh above the softer shales of theLahbariMember.
Inthegorge,theJarrehstoragedamwillbebuilttoirrigate13000ha.
of thecoastal area.Thebottom of the storage reservoirwillmainly consist
ofslightly saltyshalesbelonging totheMioceneAgha-Jari formationandthe
Mio-PlioceneLahbariMember.
The hard formations through which the waters of the Shapur river find
theirwaycause asteepgradient intheriver.Togetherwith thelarge detour
made around the Takab anticline this explains why the Shapur, near Khesht,
flowsonamuchhigher levelthantheDalakiriver,whichhasnot encountered
comparable obstacles in itsmiddle and lower reaches (cf. Fig. 1,2 and Fig.
1.6).
Afterthisgorge,theShapurentersthecoastalPlain,whereitjoinsthe
Dalaki to form theHelleh river.Justbefore thisjunction,at Saad-Abad, an
existing diversion dam isused to irrigate agricultural lands and especially
date plantations along the Shapur and Helleh rivers. The latter, flanked by
datepalmsoverthefirst10km,finallydebouches intothePersianGulf,just

north-west ofBandar Bushehr.

1.3.2 Dalaki river
The headwaters of the Dalaki river are formed by three streams: the
Shirinriver,draining thenorthernpartofthebasin,theJireh river coming
from the east,and the Farrashband river from the south-west.
Ofthese,theShirinisthemost important tributary. Itoriginates from
alimestone areamadeupmostlyoftheAsmariandSarvakformations.Wherethe
riverbecomes perennial ittraverses a large saltplug,where itswaters are
contaminated by solution of the evaporites and by the outflow from highly
saltysprings.AftercrossingasmallalluvialplainnearMosghan, the Shirin
hascutawatergapthroughalimestone anticline.Atthesouthernendofthis
gorge, Mosghan storage dam has been planned. Slightly further downstream a
second large diapir influences Jireh river, and a third salt dome occurs in
the basin drained by the Farrashband river.As a consequence the streams in
the upper part of the Dalaki system have a higher salinity than the
corresponding waters in the Shapurbasin.
After the headwaters join to form the Dalaki river, this stream mainly
followssynclinalvalleys.Shorttributaries fromthenorthdrainareaswhere
evaporites in the Miocene Gachsaran formation contribute large amounts of
salts.Especially theShurrivercarriesalargesaltload.Thus,althoughthe
Dalaki basin has far fewer Miocene sediments than the Shapur catchment and
especially theGachsaranformationislimitedtoafewsmallareasonly (Annex
1), the salt loads and salt concentrations of both rivers are comparable.
Further details about river salinity and its causeswillbe given inChapter
2.
At Sarqhanat,where the river enters the coastal plain, anew diversion
dam,which replaces anolder structure, isunder construction. From thisdam
7000 ha. of the coastal plain will be irrigated. About 25 km further
downstream the Dalaki joins the Shapur to form the Helleh river.

1.4 CLIMATE
The climate of the Shapur-Dalaki basin (Table 1.2) canbe classified as
arid (UNESCO,1979;Sabeti,1969): theaverageannualrainfallisbelow20per
cent of the total annualpotential evaporation. Only inthehighest parts of
thebasin,where theprecipitation ishigher, the degree ofaridity is less.
Except in occasional wet years,most precipitation is confined to the
winter months.The dry season lasts fromApril toOctober.
1.4.1 Precipitation
Thetotalannualrainfalldecreasessouthwardstowardsthecoastalplains
andthePersianGulf.Meanvaluesvarybetween600mm intheupperpartofthe
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basins to less than 200 mm along the coast (Fig. 1.3) and they are closely
related to the elevation of the terrain.Rainfall occursmainly during the6
monthsofNovember throughApril,withapeakinmid-winter.Inthemountains,
partofthewinterprecipitation fallsassnow.Thesnowcover,however,does
not lastbeyond the end ofMarch. There is only erratic rainfall during the
summerseason.Maximumandminimumrainfalloccurrespectively,inJanuaryand
July.
Daily values of precipitation are quite variable. In winter, daily
amounts of over 40 mm are rather frequent; they give rise to considerable
runoff from steep, impermeable and sparsely vegetated hillslopes. There is
also considerable variation from year to year. Whereas the wettest year on
record (1975-76)had 390mmmeasuredatShabankarehStation, thedriestyear
(1962-63)didnot givemore than 73mm.

1.4.2 Temperature
In the Shapur-Dalaki basin, a great variation of mean temperature is
observed over the year. The mean annual values range between 16 °C in the
highest (northern) part of the basin and 24 °C in the south-western coastal
plain (Fig. 1.4). Themaximum andminimum temperatures occur inJuly/August
andJanuary/February,respectively. Valuesofmeanmonthly,meanmaximum,and
mean minimum temperature are shown in Table 1.2. Frosts are common in the
interior, but rare in the coastal plain. Daily variation in temperature is
very high inall parts of thebasin.

1.4.3 Evaporation
The annual potential water evaporation is high: the total annual
evaporation, measured with a Class-A pan, exceeds 3000mm. After correction
for the class-A pan, the mean annual potential evapotranspiration becomes
approximately 2000mm (Table1.2).Bothestimates showaclear seasonal trend
with a maximum in summer. Their ratio is almost constant over the year and
varies around 0.67.The actual evapotranspiration ismuch lower;an estimate
for the annual value of thebasinwillbe given insection 1.5.2.

1.4.4 Relative humidity
The mean yearly values of relative humidity are around 55%,and follow
a clear seasonal trend. The monthly averages are up to 72% in January,
decreasing steadily to40% insummer (Table1.2).

1.4.5 Wind
Windvelocity hasbeenmeasured only atBushehr,along the coast,where
it is considerable, ranging from 18 km/hr inMarch to 12km/hr inJune. No
dataaboutwindvelocities inotherpartsofthebasinareavailable,but the
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wind is more feeble further inland. In Shiraz, for instance, the average
yearly velocity is only 9km/hr.

1.5 HYDROLOGY
1.5.1 Groundwater
Inthisaridclimate,rechargeofgroundwaterbywinterrainsorsnowmelt
ispossible inthelimestoneareas.Thepermeablecharacteroftheserocksand
the thin soil cover promote such recharge. Outflow of groundwater to the
headwaters of the rivers causes apermanent flow in streams like theRenjan
andShirinrivers.Thereareplanstodevelopgroundwaterabstractionfromthe
karstic limestones of the Asmari formation in the anticlines bordering the
Kazerunplain.
On the other hand, the Miocene formations are nearly impermeable.
Moreover,surfacerunofffrom theseareas ispromotedby thesteep slopesand
the sparse vegetation. Some small springs occur, probably associated with
faultzones.Theyoftenyieldhighlysalinewater.Inthecoastalplain,sandy
aquifers occur locally, but their water is often too salty to be used for
irrigation.

1.5.2 River flow
The average annual flows from the Shapur and the Dalaki are listed in
Table1.3.Asappearsfromthis table,thecatchmentareasofboth rivers are
rather similar in size, and the same holds for the annual discharges. The
amount of water removed per year gives no indication for a considerable
transferofwater from theShapurbasin totheDalaki river;onthe contrary,
the specific discharge is slightly higher for the Shapur. These data canbe
used to estimate the annual actual evapotranspiration as the difference
between precipitation (asderived from Fig. 1.3) and specific discharge.
The variation from year to year is considerable: over the period of
observation, theannualdischargevariesbetween124-1270Mm3 for theDalaki
river and between 162-992 Mm3 for the Shapur river. The discharges mainly
occur duringwinter, and reach amaximum inFebruary.
Average monthly flows over the period of observation are shown in Fig.
1.5a. Itappears thatthe Shapurhasagreatervariability over theyear than
theDalaki.Themonthlyflowsshowahighvariabilityfromyeartoyear,still
more thantheannual totals.Anexample forthewettestmonth (February)and
driest month (August) indifferent years is given in Fig. 1.5b and c. These
figures confirm the irregularities due to thevagaries of the climate. The
flow inboth rivers is permanent, even indry years,which is an indication
for acontributionby outflowing groundwater.
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Fig. 1.3 Meanannualprecipitation inthe Shapur-Dalakibasin.
0

Fig. 1.4 Mean annual temperature in the Shapur-Dalaki basin.
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Table 1.2

Climatological data of the Shapur-Dalaki basin
(data:Meteorological Organization of Iran)

stat. no. 0
ofyears

N

M

M

D

precipitation (mm)
1
19
2 24 46 70 37 14 16
2
19
4 38 47 128 80 49 41
3
19
5 10 37 80 45 11 30

year

1
2
2

3
7
3

temperature (°C)
1
25
27 20 15 14 15 19 24 29 32 34 34 31
2
19
24 17 12 10 12 16 20 26 31 33 33 29

max.temp.
1
19
2
19

(°C)

min.temp.
1
19
2
19

(°C)

37 28
34 27

- 213
- 447
- 223

25
22

22
20

20
19

23
19

28
23

33
28

39 43 44 43
35 40 43 43

41
39

33
31

13
8

8
4

8
2

8
4

10
7

14
10

18
17

18
18

16
12

relativehumidity (%
51 59
1
25
2
19
51 58

72
67

73
71

68
69

59
60

51 43 44 48 49 50
54 46 39 41 44 47

56
54

17
13

22
20

24
23

25
22

sunshine (hours/month)
4
10 294 237 204220 193 243 240 308 341 330 325 305
windvelocity (km/hour)
4
10
15 14 16

17 17 18 16 14 13 12 12 14

evaporation Class-Apan (mm)
1
19 267 160 84 54 75
2
19 261 165 87 58 79

E 5106'
E 5140'
E 5154'
E 5050'
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132 212 351485 445 418 339 3022
117 145 239 405 459 458405 2876

evapotranspiration calculated from evaporative pan (mm)
1
19 174 104 59 38
49 86 138228 315289
54 80 99163 235335
2
19 191 120 65 46
Stations:
1 Shababkareh
2 Kazerun
3 Jadval-Torki
4 Bushehr

270

N29
N29
N29
N28

23'
37'
16
59'

elev
elev
elev
elev

14

40m
860m
715m
4m

272 220
333 296

1972
2017

Table 1.3 Average annual discharges from the Shapur and Dalaki
rivers
Shapur

at Saad-Abad

km2

area drained
annual discharge
rainfall onbasin
specific discharge
actual evapotransp
Note:
16years analysed,

Mm3/yr
mm/yr
mm/yr
mm/yr

Dalaki
at Sarqhanat

3990

5190

530
350
133
217

425
300
82
218

period:1961 1978; rainfall from Fig. 1.3.

Onadailyscaletheirregularitiesarestillmorepronounced. Especially
the impermeable and mostly steeply sloping shales and siltstones cause an
almostimmediaterunoffafterheavyrains.DailyflowsintheShapuratJarreh
areknownsince 1975.Theyhavebeenusedasinputs intothemodel simulating
thebehaviour of the future Jarreh reservoir (PartII).
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Fig. 1.5 Flowvariability for Shapur-Dalaki rivers (1961-1977); (a)mean
monthly; (b)wettest month, (c)driest month, data by Ministry of
Energy, Iran.
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1.5.3 Water quality
The Shapur and Dalaki rivers are primarily originating from karstic
springs,whichyieldwatersofexcellentquality.Furtherdownstream,theyare
passing through large areas with salt domes and saline erodible formations.
As aconsequence, they increasingly become contaminated by salts.The severe
erosion of these scarcely vegetated and soft materials results invery high
silt contents of thiswater (cf.section 2.2).Ifthe formations aresaline,
also salts are liberated during this process, and the runoff carries a
considerable saltload,althoughtheconcentrationduringtheseeventsremains
low due todilution.
If heavy rains are followed by a dry period, capillary rise will
concentrate salts at freshly exposed surfaces, from which they may be
dissolved by a following rain. Inthisway, light rainsmay result inhighly
saline runoff from such areas. The Shekastian river (a tributary of the
Shapur), for instance, which drains an area largely occupied by the salty
Gachsaran formation, has low concentrations but high salt loads during high
discharges andhigh concentrations but lower saltloadsat low flows,with a
salinity sometimes approximating thatof seawater.
Thehigh saltcontents formanobstacle totheiruse for irrigation.The
average total dissolved solids of the river waters are listed inTable 1.4.
The TDS-contents for the Shapur are higher than for the Dalaki. In both
rivers, they increase inadownstream direction.

Table 1.4.Average total dissolved solids (TDS)for the Shapur and
Dalaki rivers
winter
(ppm)

summer
(ppm)
Shapur:
Khesht
Jarreh

2720-2780
3700-4000

1740-1800
2130-2440

Dalaki:
Jireh
Sarghanat

1540-1830
3680-3800

920-1380
1850-2110

In Chapter 2, more details will be given about the origin and chemical
composition of the salts in the river waters and about the plans to reduce
theirhigh concentrations.
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1.6 AGRICULTUREAND LAND USE
In the Shapur and Dalaki basin, agriculture has been practised for
centuries.The inlandbasins,filledwith fertilealluvial soilsandpartsof
the coastal plain are intensively cultivated (Fig. 1.6),whereas the steep
hills andmountains and the saline parts of the coastal plains are used for
grazing,mainlywithsheep.
The following limitations are found to impede the agricultural
development of the alluvial plains:
- shortage ofwater
- salinity ofwater
-adverse chemical andphysical soil properties
According toYekomConsult.Engrs., 1980,outof86000ha.of irrigable
lands about46000hacouldactuallybe irrigated after full implementation
ofwater resources development projects.
Highsalinity -ofsodiumchloridetype -onlyallowsthefarmerstogrow
crops thathave sufficient tolerance to salinity (datepalm, barley, wheat
and alfalfa).
Soil salinity and sodicity inthecoastal plainnear Borazjanaremajor
constraintstosuccessfulfarminginthisarea.Mostofthesaline-sodicsoils
in this plain suffer from high water tables and inadequate drainage. Only
along the main rivers,where the natural levees provide sufficient natural
drainage, highly productive date plantations are found (Photograph 1 ) .
Elsewhere,drainage isneeded topreventwaterlogging and salinization, such
as shown inPhotograph 2.

1.7 WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
TheShapur andDalakiriverspossessaregime offlashfloods inwinter,
whereas during the summer drought their flow falls tovery lowvalues (Fig.
1.5a). Therefore,onlyastorage damwillbeable toregulate theflowofthe
river needed to create the conditions necessary for developing the
agricultural resources. Inaddition, aswillbe shown inChap. 5, salinity
canberegulated andimprovedbycarefulmanagementofsuchreservoirs.Table
1.5 showsthefeasiblewaterresourcedevelopmentsfortheShapur-Dalakibasin
asproposed byYekom Consult.Engrs. (1980). Fig.1.6 shows the agricultural
zones and the proposed water resources development projects in thebasin.
Thereislimitedpotentialityfordevelopinggroundwaterresourcesinthe
alluvialplains duetobothquantity andquality ofsuchwaters.Onthe other
hand,relatively abundant reservesofgroundwater exist inthekarsticAsmari
limestone formations, especially in the Sarbalesh anticline, south of the
Kazerun plain (Annex 1 ) ,where about 50Mm3 will be abstracted in the near
future. The total safeyield of this aquifer isestimated at 200Mm3/year.
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BORAZJAN
KHESHT

.FARRASHBAND

KAMAREJ

Fig. 1.6

KAZERUN
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JIREH

tZ3 Diversion dam (planned)

Sforage dam(plannedN ^ ^ J l b
\

j
j

NOUJi.N

fZB Diversion dam(under construction)

FARRASHBAND

M

Diversion dam (existing)

Agricultural zones and proposed water resources development
projects inthe Shapur-Dalaki basin.
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Table 1.5. Water resources development projects for Shapur-Dalaki
basin (source:Yekom Consult.Eng., 1980)
river
basin

reservoir

height stored level of irrigated water
volume project
area
use
(m)
(Mm3)
(ha.)
(Mm3)

surfacewater:
Jarreh s.dam 97
Churum d. dam 12

SHAPUR

phase II
under const.

470
-

Irrig. & Drain,
network in
Khesht plain

under cons.

Irrig. & Drain,
network in

phase II

5600
(2230)

100
(63)

13000

278

Borazjan plain
(3075) (85)
ground water:
alluvium
23
(18)
limestones

200
(0)

surfacewater:
Musghan s. dam 93
Gikh d. dam
10
Sarghanat d.damll

DALAKI

245

phase I
phase II
under const.

Irrig. &Drain.
network in
Jireh plain
Irrig. &Drain,
network in
Dalaki plain

phase II

6300
(4470)

112
(165)

underconst.

7000
(5340)

180
(160)

groundwater:
alluvium

27
(13)

Note:
Inbrackets are thevalues ofpresentuse.
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Photo 1

Present agriculture in the study area (Borazjan plain). Farmers
utilize thebrackish water by adopting a series of agricultural
management measures:cultivation of salt tolerant crop (date palm)•
leaching accumulated saltbyusingbasin irrigation method (7*20*1
m ) , andby irrigation scheduling.

•J tftf i*v

Photo 2 Present agriculture in the study area (Borazjan plain). Soil
salinity and alkalinity and low yield are the secondary effect of
usingbrackishwater inareaswith inadequate drainage.
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2.1 SALINITY INTHE SHAPUR-DALAKI BASIN

2.1.1 Introduction
Salinity is a water quality problem of increasing importance in many
irrigatedareas. Inaridandsemi-aridcountriesthisproblemisparticularly
seriousbecause:
(a) Brackish water isoften the only supply available for regional
development.
(b) Increasingpopulationpressure causesmoremarginal lands tobebrought
under cultivation and increases the need for using brackish water for
irrigation.
(c) Great efforts are needed to overcome the secondary effects of using
saline irrigationwater.
AccordingtoSadleretal. (1981) salinity becomes a major obstacle
for agricultural development inWestern Australia and is widely spread
in WesternAmericaaspointedoutby Miller et al. (1981). The problem
remains particularly serious in arid and semiarid countries such as
India, Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Egypt and Tunisia.
Brackish water
often accounts for a large portion of the water
resources. For instance,inIran,annuallyabout6700Mm3 of such waters
flow through 12major rivers, mostly in the southernpart of the country.
Any quality improvement of these vast brackish water resources has a
greatbeneficial influence on agricultural and regional development.
Various processes are involved in causing salinity in river basins.
Furthermore, theorigin, sources andtypeof salinityare different (Peck,
1978,W. Australia;U.S.B.R., 1974,W. USA; Greenlee et al., 1968,Montana,
USA; Van der Molen, 1986, Ebro, Spain; Shaun et al., 1987,Ontario, Canada;
Sommerfeldt, 1977,Alberta, Canada).
Asanattempt toalleviate salinityproblems inriverbasins a studywas
carriedoutoftwosalt-affectedrivers,theShapurandtheDalakiinSouthern
Iran. The objectiveswere:
(a) To identify theorigin and sources of salts that affect thequality of
the river water used for irrigation, and especially the processes
involved inthis salinization;
(b) To determine thecontributionofpollutingsources insaltaccretionand
the extent of salinity intherivers;
(c) To develop methods and to implement management measures to reduce the
salinity of the riverwaters.
The firsttwoobjectiveswereaccomplished by studying thegeological
features and especially the presence of salt structures in the basin,
monitoring an extensive salt/flow observation network and furthermore by
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examining spatial changes ofriverwater quality.
This chapter isthe outcome ofstudying the objectives (a)and(b),
improvementby management measures willbe dealtwith inChap. 3.

The

2.1.2 Originof salinity
From the Precambrian upto the Pliocene the entire country of Iran was
mostly covered by seas which were different in depth,water temperature and
lifetime. During regressions conditions were sometimes favourable for the
formationofsaltdeposits (evaporites).Theyoccureitherasthickdeposits
of halite or in the form ofhalite and gypsum interspersed with layers of
marlsandsome dolomites. In SouthernIran, thesaltcontentofthe rivers
mainly originates from erosion of three such evaporites, two ofwhich occur
in the studyarea.
i -Precambrian evaporites
Late Precambrian evaporites, known as Hormuz formation (after Hormuz
Island inthePersianGulf)extend from theouterpartoftheArabianshield,
across the Zagros orogenic belt, on to the internal plateau of Inland Iran
(Kent, 1979). They arewidespread inthe Shapur-Dalaki basin (Fig.2.1).

LEGEND
Known extent of
Hormuz Formation
Inferred continuation from
^ a detachment tectonics
Emergent Hormuz Salt
Plugs
Outcropping Thrust
Planes
Project area

Fig. 2.1 Extent ofHormuz Formation and extrusive Hormuz salt plugs in
Southern Iran (afterKent, 1979).
TheHormuzformation isbelieved tobederivedfromawidespreadunitof
interbedded
halite, gypsum and non-evaporitic rocks, underlying the
phanerozoic rocksofthe Zagros mountains atadepthof2-5 km (Kent,1958;
Kent andHedberg, 1976;Kent,1979, 1987). TheHormuz salt itself isusually
dull gray and coarsely crystalline; it contains shale and other rock
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fragments. From the quantity of gypsum on the weathered outcrops it may be
deduced that anhydrite ispresent in importantportion.
ii -Jurassic evaporites
Evaporative conditions during the lower Jurassic resulted in the
formation of evaporites with considerable amounts of gypsum and to a lesser
degree rock salt and layers of marls and dolomites. Similar evaporites
coveringtheoil-bearingJurassiclimestones,areknowninSaudiArabiaasthe
Arab formation (Hith anhydrite). The gypsum in this formation changes to
halite near Kuwait and to gypsum again in Khark Island and Southern Iran.
These evaporites have notbeen found inthe study area.
iii -Miocene evaporites
Theseformations,whichextendoveralmostthewholeofSouthernIranare
themainsourceofthepresent salinity inthestudy area (Annex 1). These
evaporites cover the oil-bearing Oligocene limestones (mainly Asmari,
formation) and play a major role in preventing oil to migrate from this
reservoir.
Apart from these evaporites,almost allTertiary formations are saline
due totheir initial saltcontent.Erosionofthenaturallandscape likewise
affects the salinity of river waters and sediments displaced over short
distances.

2.1.3 Salt appearance
In an evaporative environment salt precipitates as a tabular layer
interbedded with other sediments. From this primary stratiform and
subhorizontal state, itmaybe displacedby tectonic processes and appear at
the surface indifferent shapes.
The youngsaltsofMioceneevaporitesappearinterbeddedorinterspersed
inTertiarystrataaffectedbyfoldingor tectonic motions.IntheAgha-Jari
formation, crystallized plates of gypsum occur (Photo 3) whereas the
evaporites in the Gachsaran formation are folded together with the strata
(Photo4 ) .
Saltlayersofadequatethicknesscan flowplasticallyunderstressesdue
togravity,toimposed tectonic forces,ortoacombinationofboth (Appendix
1,Al.l). Theeffectivenessofdifferential stress indriving itsdeformation
depends onsuch factors astemperature andconfiningpressure.The presence
of impurities is important; water increases diffusive flow, whereas
nonevaporitic materials reduce plasticity (Jackson and Talbot, 1986).
In thisway,plastic salt flowagehas transformed the tabular old salts
of the Precambrian Hormuz formation into pillars having a large variety of
shapes. In this text they will be denoted as "salt diapir", "salt dome" or
"saltplug".Thesetermswillbeused interchangeably although thestructures
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consisting ofHormuzsalts all obey thedefinition of "saltdiapir" as given
by O'Brien (1968): "abody thathas pierced, or apprear to have pierced, a
shallower overburden". Someof these diapirs appear at the ground surface as
"salt plugs"and they may reach aheight of thousands of meters above their
original position. An outstanding case is the Dashti salt plug, which is a
magnificent dome of shining salt with a height of 1300 m, located SE of
Bushehr.Themaintypesoflargesaltstructuresasdistinguishedby Jackson
andTalbot (1986)are shown inFig.2.2.

PIEDMONT fxruusivr
» " « " SAUcSI

DIAP.B.C
SALT STOCK

STRUCTURE CONTOURS ARE
IN ARBITRARY UNITS.

Fig 2.2 Themain shapes of large salt structures,
(fromJackson and Talbot, 1986)

Southern Iran isamost favourable area to observe extruded salt plugs
(Fig 2.1).In this area 150saltdiapirs are known, six ofwhich are located
in the study area. The literature list (Appendix 1, A1.4) gives a rather
extensivebibliography ofthesephenomena,ofgeneral interest aswellasfor
this specific area. Intrusion of the majority of the plugs already occurred
before the Pliocene Zagros orogeny. This orogeny has been influenced by the
pre-existing weak points provided by the salt plugs. Photograph 5 shows the
Bachon salt plug in the Dalaki river basin,where water erosion has caused
a typicalbadland topography. Photographs 6and 7show theKamarej saltplug
intheShapur riverbasin.Thesaltofthisdiapir ismined for domestic and
industrial purposes. Salt structures are importantas:
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INTERBEDDED SALT LAYERS IN TERTIARY
EVAPORITES (AGHAJARI FORMATION)29°30'.51°30'
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Photo3 CrystallizedplatesofgypsuminAgha-Jariformation (locationKhesht
plain).

Photo 4 Layering and gypsum outcrops intheGachsaran formation (location
east of Sarmashad).
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- traps forhydrocarbons (petroleum);
-possible storage sites for radioactive wastes and otherpoisons;
-sourcesofminerals likehaliteandespeciallypotassium andmagnesium
salts;
- locations for temporary storage ofcompressed naturalgas.
Theseapplicationshaveprovidedthemainstimulusforanintensivestudy
of their structure, development ("saltdiapirism")and dynamics in Southern
Iran.

BACHON SALT PLUG : 28°58'- 52°15'.

Photo 5 The Bachon saltplug.
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Photo 6 A view of theKamarej saltplug (29°37'- 51°28').

Photo 7 Saltmining in theKamarej saltplug.
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The saltdiapirisrainthestudyareawas inducedby isostatic pressure
from the overburden, by tectonic forces and/or by an igneous intrusion
process as schematically shown in Fig 2.3 (Harrison, 1931; O'Brien, 1957;
Kent, 1958;Ala, 1974;Kent, 1979 and others).
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TECTONIC FORCES
Diapir
I-'•Overburden • • • /
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Anticline

'

°*Pe?enj

\
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<°r
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Anticline

i , Application of Stresses
—•• Direction of Salt Movement

Stage i f
Salt Penetration
a. Induced by isostatic and tectonic forces

Stage N.
" e ®Si*
Salt Emergence

b. Induced by igneous intrusion process

Fig. 2.3 Salt diapirism in the study area (after O'Brien 1957).

The
geological activities which are associated with
the
salt
structures give aunique geological character tothe study area.A satellite
pictureoftheareataken bytheEarthResourcesTechnologicalSatelliteERTS
(Photo8)hasbeenusedtocomparethefoldedpatternsoftheZagrosmountains
with possible (but non-existent) folded belts on the planet Mars (Mutch et
al., 1976). On this picture also the salt domes in the area are clearly
visible.
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Photo 8 A satellite view from the study area and the appearane of the salt
plugs s.p. (afterMutch et al., 1976).

2.1.4 Sources of salinity
The basins of the Shapur and Dalaki rivers have been extensively
investigated (Yekom Consult. Engrs., 1980). For this purpose, a network of
measuring stations was set up and river flows and water quality have been
measured simultaneously since 1961. The network consists of 154 selected
points in the main rivers, tributaries and polluting sources (Fig2.4).
Single, seasonal or monthly measurements were carried out in order to
investigate the influence of the natural geochemistry as related to the
surfacehydrology inthebasin.
A high standard of water chemical analyses in the cooperating
laboratorieswasmaintainedbyanintercalibrationprogram. Thedataonwater
chemical analyses and flow measurements have been provided by Yekom
Consulting Engineers, Iran. In these investigations, all major sources of
salts have been traced to determine their contribution to the salt loads
and the chemical composition of theserivers.

On thebasisofthestudythepollutingsourcesarecategorised aspoint
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ornon-pointsources. Thepointsourcesconsistmainly of mineralandsalty
springs,drains and ghanats, so thatataspecific point salinewater enters
the river. On the other hand, the evaporites, salt plugs and saline
groundwater are non-point sources of salinity in the study area. The major
sourcesofsaltsandtheircontributiontothesalinityoftheriverwaterare
showninTable 2.1.Figs. 2.5 and2.6 show thewaterchemical compositionand
the spatialvariations of thewater quality, respectively.
Fig2.5presentsanoverviewoftheriverwatersalinities,as measured
onAugust 12, 1975. The size of the icons reflects the salt concentration,
their shape the ionic composition (in meq/1). The extremely high
concentrations of theShekastian (Shapurbasin)and the Shur (Dalaki basin),
during a summer period with low flows, are obvious. It is also clear that
sodium and chloride gain in importance as the concentrations become higher.
In summer Na and CI comprise 88-97% of the ions (compared with 84% in sea
water). The remaining salts are CaS04 and small amounts ofbicarbonates.

Table 2.1 Main sources of salinity inthe Shapur-Dalaki river basin

basin

Shapur

salt load
(1000 tonsperyear)
(%)
Shapur atBushgan (mainly Ca andMg-salts)
Shekastian river
springs nearKamarej salt plug
Barang river
Tanbakukar river
drains & streams between Buraki & Jarreh
irrigation return flowsbetweenJarreh &
Saad-Abad

Total salt load at Sadabad

Dalaki

upper reaches (mainly Caand Mg-salts)
Cerezak spring nearRumgan salt plug
Mosgan spring nearMurjan salt plug
Jireh river
Farashband river
Shur river
irrigation return flows & sulphur springs
inlower reaches (Dalaki-Kolol stretch)
Total salt load at confluence with Shapur
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137
234
169
188
52
119

12
21
15
17
5
11

217

19

1116

100

71
69
45
67
145
216

5
5
3
5
10
15

800

57

1413 100

Fig. 2.4 Observation network and polluting sources in the Shapur-Dalaki
basin.
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Fig. 2.5 Chemical composition ofShapur andDalaki river'swater (meq/1)in
August 1975.
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Fig. 2.6 Spatialvariation of river's salinity.
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2.1.4.1Shapur river
Thetributariescomingfromthelimestoneareasinthenorth havewater
of low saltconcentration, ofwhich the cations are dominated by calcium and
theanionsby sulphateandbicarbonate ions. Itisthistypeofwater thatis
diverted atBushkan for supply to Bandar Bushehr. For all purposes it is of
excellent quality.
The Shekastian river, joining the Shapur shortly downstream of this
point, has a very high salt content, that is dominated by Na and CI ions.
These salts are derived from theGachsaran formation. Inwinter, the period
of major discharges, the salt concentrations are moderate, but in summer,
duringlowflows,theymayexceedthatofseawater (Fig2.5). Severalsprings
occurintheShekastiancatchment;areconnaissance,madeinMarch1976showed
that springwaters issuing from theAsmari limestoneshave EC-valuesbelow 2
dS/m,those from theMishanbedsareslightlyabove 2,whereas those from the
Gachsaran aremostly above 100dS/m.
TheexceptionisformedbytheGardanbehspring,locatedintheGachsaran
area, but yielding fresh water (0.7 mS/cm), which probably issues from the
underlyingAsmarilimestones.Inthisperiodthesalinity inShekastianriver
was around 12mS/cm. Of this total,the springs sampled contributed notmore
thanaround 16%,indicating the importance of diffuse sources like deposits
formedby evaporation inthe riverbeds during foregoing dryperiods.Over a
shortdistance,thesalinity fromtheShekastian isstillnoticeablenearthe
right bank of the Shapur river (Table 2.2, Station 2 ) ,but this lateral
difference disappears within a fewhundreds ofmeters (Stations3-4).
Between the confluence with the Shekastian and "Station 70" further
downstream, the salt loadof the Shapur river increases due to the influence
oftheKamarejsaltplugs.Asketchofthelocalgeology isgiveninFig.2.7;
due to the tectonic movements associated with the diapirs, the situation is
farmorecomplicated indetail.Severalsaltspringsarefoundalongtheleft
bankoftheriver inthisarea (photo 9 ) . Frommeasurementsatthese stations
itfollowsthattheircontributionismoreevenlydistributed intimethanthe
salt load from Shekastian (Table 2.3). The data for the stations were
obtainedbymeasuring EC,multiplying thedS/mby 0.7 toobtainTDS inkg/m3
and againmultiplied by themeasured river flow.
As can be seen from this table, the Shekastian and Kamarej salt plugs
contribute 44 and 31 per cent of the Shapur river salts at Station 70,
respectively. Moreover, the contributions of the salt plugs have much less
seasonality than the other data,which probably reflects their origin from
salt springs slowly dissolving thehalite diapirs.
In this area, the river water ismore salty near that bank, where the
polluting source enters the river (Table 2.2, Station 6 ) .The differences
disappear after a few hundred meters due to transversal dispersion in the
river. No differences were found over thevertical.
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Table2.2 Salinityofthe ShapurriverneartheKamarejsaltplug
(measurementsofYekomConsult.Engrs.,Iran,on23/3/1977)

stationkm

source
(A)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.0
0.5
0.8
3.2
4.8
5.2
6.4

1.00
2.70
2.70
2.90
2.90
9.54
4.62

(B)

(C)

1.03
2.50
2.57
2.88
2.89
3.43
4.61

1.25
2.50
2.89
2.90
2.90
3.45
4.64

(D)
1.19
5.00
3.00
2.90
2.91
2.97
4.60

Shekastian

springs

Note:Forlocationofmeasuringpoints,seeFig.2.7.

Table2.3 ContributionsoftheShekastianriverandtheKamarejsalt
plugs (meanannualvalues,1961-1977)

month
Bushgan

Shekastian

in1000 tons
-Sta.70
Kamarejplugs(1)

Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Jun.
Jul.
Aug.
Sept.

8.7
11.0
14.2
14.5
16.8
12.9
13.3
11.3
9.6
8.4
7.7
7.5

13.5
16.6
27.0
30.0
43.3
21.7
19.2
15.2
13.5
11.1
11.1
12.0

35.4
41.4
55.8
57.9
70.4
50.7
49.6
42.8
37.6
33.1
30.8
34.4

13.2
13.8
14.6
13.4
10.3
16.1
17.1
16.3
14.5
13.6
12.0
13.9

Year

136.0
(25)

234.2
(44)

539.9
(100)

168.8
(31)

(%)

(1):Sta.70-(Bushgan+Shekastian).
Furtherdownstream,theBarangandTanbakukarriversdrainalargearea
withTertiarystrata,partofwhichbelongtotheGachsaranformation.Asa
consequence,theirwatersalsocarrylargeamountsofsalt,comparabletothe
Shekastianriver.LikeintheShekastian,thereisamarkedseasonalvariation
insaltload,whichishighestinwinterduringlargedischarges,whereasin
summer small flows with high concentrations occur.TheBarang and the
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LEGEND :
Agha-Jari formation
Mishan

formation

Gachsaran formation
Salt plug

Fig. 2.7 Local geological features and transversal salinitymeasurements in
ShapurR.betweenBushganand Sta.70.

Photo 9 Salty springbetween
the Shekastian and point 70
Stations. The spring appears
near the river bank from
Mishan F., salt is derived
from extruded Kamarej salt
plugs and the Gachsaran F..
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Tanbakukar contribute onaverage 188000and 52000 tonsof saltperyear to
the Shapur river, respectively.
All sources mentioned above are entirely natural. Irrigation return
flows,however,becomeincreasingly importantdownstream.Their contributions
will hardly affect the future Jarreh reser-voir because most of them are
located in the coastal plain downstream of the proposed dam. Those entering
the Shapur river between Jarreh and the Saad-Abad diversion dam are harmful
for the areas irrigatedby waters taken at thispoint.

2.1.4.2Dalaki river
The upper reaches of the Shirin ("sweet")river, themain tributary of
the Dalaki,have water of low salt concentration, of which the cations are
dominated by Ca and Mg and the anions by bicarbonate (Fig. 2.5). These
components originate mainly from the dissolution of calcite CaC03 and
dolomiteCaMg(C0 3 ) 2 ,formingtheOligocenelimestones inthisregion. Further
downstream, aftertheinflowfromthreesaltysprings,thesaltconcentration
markedly increasesandNaClbecomesthedominantsalt.Thesespringsoriginate
from twoemergent saltdiapirswhicharelocated 15kmapartfromeachother.
They are known as the Romgan andMurjan saltplugs (Annex 1 ) .These springs
contribute annually about 180000 tons of salt to the Dalaki river.
Until the confluence of the Shur river the changes inwaterquality are
slight (Figs. 2.5 and 2.6).The Shur river, a tributary which drains mainly
Tertiary strata along the southern flank of the Sarbalesh anticline, is a
major source of deterioration of Dalaki river water. Salt is mainly
contributedby springs (DalakiShur springs)which appear at the footof the
Guri limestone along a stretch of about 400m. The salts originate from the
Gachsaran formation which is found at the surface nearby and which is also
underlying theGuri limestone.
Incontrast with the Shekastian, almost all salinity in the Shur river
stems from these springs and the effect of diffuse sources (like salty
deposits inthe riverbeds) isnot significant.Themeanannualvariation in
salt concentration of the Dalaki Shur springs is shown in Table 2.4. The
annualaveragesalinityisabout119g/1; itvariesbetween60g/1inFebruary
and 198 g/1 inAugust. Table 2.4 also shows that these springs contribute
about210000tonsofsaltperyear totheShurandconsequently totheDalaki
river,andthatthiscontribution isratherevenlydistributedovertheyear.
Thesecharacteristics -pointsources,evenlydistributedcontributionintime
-suggest the influenceofa (hypothetical)concealed saltdiapirrather than
the erosionof theGachsaranbeds asa source of thesesalts.
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Table 2.4 Salt contributions ofDalaki Shur springs (annualmean,
1961-1977)
Month

Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

May
Jun.
Jul.
Aug.
Sept.
Year

Discharge
(1/s)

Salinity

Salt load
(1000 tons)

(g/D

29
38
42
56
148
113
71
42
37
35
32
29

198
168
157
121
60
65
98
160
170
177
187
198

15
16
17
18
23
19
19
18
17
17
16
15

56

119

210

Dalakiwater isdivertedatSarqhanatbyadiversiondam toirrigate the
coastal Dalaki plain.Up to this locationallpolluting sources are entirely
natural andnot inducedbyhumanactivities.Further downstream, irrigation
return flows contribute considerable amounts of salt to the river. However,
their contribution is harmless, since the river water is hardly used
downstream of Sarqhanat.

2.1.5 Comparison of salinization inriver basins
Acomparisonofresultsofthepresent studywithsome similar studies
inWestern Australia (south-west river basins), in Spain (Ebro river basin)
and Western USA (Colorado River basin) indicate that the origin, sources,
type and causes of salinization are different.
A review about the origin and sources of the salts and the processes
whichhavebeen involved inthe Ebrobasin isgivenbyVan derMolen (1986).
In this basin the sources of salinity are cyclic salts,erosion of Jurassic
diapirs,TertiaryevaporitesandformationofsulphatebyoxidationofOligoMiocene pyrites. The pronounced amount of sulphate and the low bromide
content ofhalite indicate a continental rather than amarine origin of the
salts.
IntheColoradoRiverbasinthesourcesofsaltsareerosionof Tertiary
diapirs and glaciation and weathering of marine deposites. The diapirs
contribute mainly NaCl but the dominent salt source is Na2S0A from saline
seeps (U.S.Dept. of Interior, 1973, 1974;Greenlee, 1968).
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InWestern Australia, cyclic salt is transported from the ocean to the
landviarainfall,andstored inthesoil.Theclearingofnative,deeprooted
plants and their replacement with shallow rooted crops allow more water to
percolate tothegroundwater.Thewatertablethenrose,andthestoredsalts
were liberated andleached tothestreams (acomprehensive review isgivenby
Steering Committee forResearch onLandUse andWater Supply, 1989).
Table 2.5 shows the similarities and contrasts of salt problems in
these basins. The salinization in the Shapur-Dalaki and Ebro basins are
connected mainly with the influence of geomorphology and hydrology
of the natural river basin ("primary" or "natural" salinization),
whereas in Western Australia salinity is mainly induced by human activites
("secondary salinization").

Table 2.5

Comparison of saltproblems inriver basins

Basin

Orgin/Type
of s a l t

Source of
salt

Salinization

Shapur-Dalaki
(S. I r a n )

marine/NaCl

E.S.P.(Precambrian)
E.E. (Miocene)

primary

Ebro
(Spain)

continental/
SO4,halite
(lowbromide)

E.S.P.(Jurassic)
E.E. (Oligo-Miocene)
O.S.R.

primary

Collie
(south-west
W.Australia)

cyclic/NaCl

O.S.R.

secondary
(agric.
clearing)

Colorado
(W.USA)

marine/halite
Na, S0 4
(saline seeps
inMontana)

E.S.P. (Tertiary)
E.E. (Tertiary)

primary &
secondary
(irrigat.)

E.S.P. = Erosion of salt plug
E.E. = Erosion of evaporites
O.S.R.=Oceanic saltsvia rainfall

2.1.6 Conclusions
At present, salinity in the Shapur-Dalaki basin isprimarily caused by
natural conditions,thathavebeen active foraconsiderable time. However,
humanactivities suchas irrigationdevelopment along thedownstream reaches
(Borazjan Plain)has locally aggravated the problem.
ThesaltsarefrommarineoriginandoftheNaCltype.Theymainly occur
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as evaporites of the Precambrian (Hormuz formation) and theMiocene (mainly
theGachsaranformation).Thesourcesofsalinityareerosionofextrudedsalt
plugs and salt-containing formations (diffusive sources) and outflow from
salty springs,drains and ghanats (point sources).
The presence of salt structures has played a dominant role in the
geological activities in thebasin.
Comparison of results with those ofWesternAustralian riverbasins,
the Ebro river basin, and the Colorado river basin show similarities and
contrasts intheorigin, sources andcauses of salinization inthesebasins.
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2.2 DISSOLVED AND SUSPENDED MATTER TRANSPORT INTHE BASIN

2.2.1 Introduction
Mechanical and chemical erosion of salty and soft formations are the
dominantprocesses intheoutputofsedimentanddissolvedmatter. Theoutput
from these processes depends largely upon the water flow through the system
and also on the controlling factors such as rainfall intensity, soil type,
landuse,slope andvegetal cover.
In the study basin the runoff can be divided into base flow and flood
flow. The springs,ghanats, drains and seepage form thebase flow, whereas
the flood flows are generated by surface runoff. The size of flood flows is
mainly dependent upon the rainfall characteristics, and there are large
differencesbetween floods. In late spring and summer thebase flow shows a
gradual recession. At the end of the dry season the river flow reaches its
lowestvalues,being about 3-5 m3/s forboth Shapur andDalaki rivers.
The regime of dissolved and suspended matter transport has been
investigated by periodic flow measurements and samplings at hydrometrical
stationsoverseveralyears.Moreover,theirspatial-temporaldistributioncan
becharacterized inrelationtowateryields,whichareavailableforalonger
period ofobservations.

2.2.2 Suspended materials
Sources
In the region, the vast areas of sparcely vegetated and soft Miocene
formations arethemainsourceofsuspendedmatter.Inaddition,mobilization
of sediment from the river bed also yields suspended matter, although on a
lessspectacular scale.Theformerprocess isdominant inwinter,whereas the
latter ismore pronounced in the summer period.
Processes
Raindrops detachand incorporate thesoilparticles andsplash theminto
the air. On level ground the particles are redistributed more or less
uniformly inalldirections,butonslopes there isanetdownward transport.
Iftheintensityofprecipitationexceedstheinfiltrationrate,overlandflow
willoccur.Thisflowentrainssoilparticlesandmovesthemfurther downslope
"sheeterosion" (Linsley etal., 1985). Sheeterosionrarelyoccursalone.As
a consequence of micro-relief concentration of flow occurs, leading to
scouring and "rill erosion". This process of "surface erosion" plays a
dominant part in creating large sediment loads in the rivers of the study
area.
"Gully erosion", ishardly observed inthe region. Inthis case,erosion is
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morerapid inthegullies.Avalueof80kg/m3ofsuspendedmatter isreported
by Schouten (1976) for the Puketurua River basin in New Zealand, where the
gullies are themajor source of sediment output. Inthe Shapur-Dalaki basin,
gullying occurs especially on the salt domes, where it is inititiated by
dissolution phenomena andwhere it leads to formation ofbadlands, solution
tunnelsetc.
Besides the above mentioned processes the slow downward creep of soil
mass and landslides contribute sediment particles to thestreams.
Fromtheplotsofobservedsuspendedmatterloadsagainstriverdischarge
andagainsttime (ShapurriveratSaad-Abad, 1975-1980),asshowninFig.2.8,
itcanbe seenthat:
the suspended matter concentration shows a strongpositive correlation
with the discharge;
the concentrations of suspended matter are only of geomorphological
significance during periods of floods;
during periods ofbase flow recession, concentrations are always
extremely low (below 50 mg/1).
The maximummeasured suspended matter concentration of the Shapur river
at Saad-Abad Stationduring the observationperiod (1975-1980)reachedup to
42 kg/m3. Higher values are found in other river basins in Iran: in Qezel
Owzan, for instance, abranch ofSefidRud inNorthern Iran,maxima up to 60
kg/m3havebeenrecorded (Parhami, 1986). Thesemaxima generally occur during
and just after peak discharges. The mean annual sediment discharge of the
Shapur at Saad-Abad Station is4.8*106 t/yr. Over its drainage basin of 4110
km 2 is approximately 1200t/km2/yr.Muchhighervalues areknown from basins
ofcomparable sizeelsewhere:fortheDaliriverbasininNorthShaanxi inthe
People's Republic of China and for theAure riverbasin inNew Guinea (3900
and4360km 2 ) the sediment yields are 16300 and 11000 t/km2/yr, respectively
(Walling, 1988).
There isacloserelationbetweenriverflowandsediment concentration,
asshowninFig.2.8a. Fromthisrelation,datacanbederived forperiods for
whichriverdischargesareavailable,butmeasurements ofsuspended sediments
are lacking. Ina laterpartof this study,such synthetic datawillbe used
topredict the long-term behaviour of the future Jarreh Reservoir (PartII,
Chap.5 ) .

2.2.3 Dissolved materials
Sources
Thesourcesofdissolvedmatterhavebeendescribed indetail insection
2.1. Theseare:
1)
2)

extruded saltplugs;
saltyMiocene formations;
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3)

salty groundwater contributed by springs, ghanats, seeps and
drains.

The inputofdissolvedmatterby fertilizerapplications,mining,
significant in the region.

etc. isnot

Processes
Precipitation water also affects the soil chemically, mainly by
dissolvingthemorereadilysolublesubstancescontainedwithinthesoil.This
process, "chemical erosion" or "chemical soil weathering" (Zachar, 1982) is
foranimportantparttemperature-dependent.However,thesupplyofdissolved
matter by this process is mainly depending upon the flowing water and soil
types. Molecular diffusion also contributes solubles,but on amuch smaller
scale since theprocess isslow.
Theeffectivenessofsuchprocesses differbetweenwinter.,theperiodof
high flows, and summer, the period ofbase flows. A comparisonbetween the
chemicalcompositionofriverwaters inhighandlow flowperiods isshownin
Fig. 2.9. It indicates that thehigh discharges due towinter rainfall cause
a drop in mineralization. Also the composition of the dissolved components
changes with the season. At high flows, Ca and SO^ are relatively more
prominent, whereas during low discharges Na and CI are by far the dominent
ions. The Ca and SO^ are supplied by the erosion of the gypsiferous Miocene
strata, theNa andCImainly by springs inthe salty Gachsaran formation and
around the salt plugs. These sources contribute small amounts of water
throughout theyear,buttheireffect ismostpronounced insummer,whenthey
cause aconsiderable rise inthesaltconcentrationoftheriverwaters.More
detailswill be given inSection 2.3.3.
Severalspringwaterscontainconsiderableamountsofsulphurcompounds,
speciallyhydrogensulphide.Such"sulphur springs"arestemming frompyritebearing formations.Onexposure to the atmosphere, theirwaters are oxidized
and amilky suspension of elementary sulphur can often be observed in their
outflow channels. Further oxidation will lead to sulphurous and sulphuric
acid. The main streams in the Shapur-Dalaki basin,however, are non-acidic,
with pH of 7.0-8.5. This indicates that the formation of sulphuric acid by
oxidation of sulphur compounds isneutralized by the large amounts of CaC03
present in the area. Acid-sulphate weathering, as described, among many
others,byVanBreemen (1973), Collier et al. (1970)and Schouten (1976), is
not active in the study area.
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Fig.2.8 DischargeandsuspendedmatterloadsintheShapurriveratSaadAbadStation;(a)relationshipwithriverflow,(b)againsttime.
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Fig. 2.9 Chemical composition of the Shapur riverwater (Jarreh Station) in
Winter and Summer.

SUSPENDEDMATTERAND DISSOLVED MATTER

2.3 RELATIONS BETWEEN RIVER DISCHARGE,
INTHE SHAPURAND DALAKI BASIN

2.3.1 Introduction
Inmostriverbasins,theconcentrationsofsedimentsandtotaldissolved
solids (TDS) show a marked variation in time because of changes in the
underlyingprocessesofmobilizationandtransport.Partofthisvariationhas
a seasonal character.Usually there is a close correlation of sediment- and
TDS-concentrations with river discharges. Because the latter are easily
measurable andareoftenbeingobservedoverlongperiods,such relationships
canbeused toobtaindataon sediment- andTDS-transport overperiods where
nodataforthesequantities areavailable or togenerate long seriesofdata
as input for conceptual models. Regression analysis is mostly used for
establishing these relationships (e.g. Schouten, 1976).
The obtained relationships are used in estimating the sediment and salt
concentrations of the Shapur river atJarreh Station (Chap.5 ) .
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2.3.2 Available data
For the Shapur-Dalaki riverbasindata ondischarges and suspended load
concentrations were provided by the Water Resources Investigation Bureau,
SurfaceWaterSectionoftheMinistryofEnergyofIran.Amongthese,thedata
from Saad-Abad Station on the Shapur have been chosen for analysis because
theyformedthelongestandmostcontinuousseries.Intotal,746measurements
are available for this station,covering the six-year period1975-1980.
DataonTDS-concentrationswereprovidedbyYekomConsultingEngineers,Iran.
TheyconsistofaseriesofinstantaneousmeasurementsofTDSandsimultaneous
river discharges at Jarreh Station on the Shapur extending over the same
period.

2.3.3 Suspended matter
The relationbetween river discharge and sediment load (the product of
discharge and sediment concentration) isknown as sediment rating curve; it

200

WO

600
800
observations (6yrs)

Fig. 2.10 Instantaneous discharge andsediment concentrationofShapurR.at
Saad-Abad Station (1975-1980).
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isoftenused toestimate thesedimentyield inriverbasins (e.g.Singh and
Chen, 1981).Astheriversunderconsideration arestillinanalmostnatural
condition,Nilson (1977)warning against its use in regulated streams is of
no avail.
Fig. 2.10 shows the observed discharges and suspended sediment
concentrations forthe746samplestakenatSaad-Abad.Itisevidentthathigh
river flows are accompanied by high concentrations of suspended solids and
thatboth are extremely variable intime.
For further analysis the annual cycle has been divided into three
periods:
winter (late Sept. -late Febr.), withhigh discharges due towinter
rains;
spring (late Febr. -late March), with discharges from rains and
snowmelt;
summer (lateMarch -late Sept.), with lowbaseflow.
The rationale for this subdivision is based on the studies of RendonHerrero (1974) and Rendon-Herrero, Singh and Chen (1980) and is further
evident from the differences in the scatter diagrams representing the
relationsbetweendischargesandsedimentconcentrations (Figs.2.11a-d; note
the differences in scale). Whereas in summer the relationwith discharge is
almost absent, the winter and spring seasons are characterized by a strong
increase insediment concentratiionwithdischarge.Inmostcases thereexists
a difference inreactionbetween the snowmelt period inspring and the rainy
winter season (Rendon-Hererro, 1974), but in this region the area affected
with snowmelt is too small tobring out thisdifference (Figs, liband lie).
In winter and spring, the influence of rains and snowmelt producing
surface runoff isdominant,whereas insummermobilization of sediments from
the riverbed ismore important.
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The overall sediment concentrations as a function of Shapur flows at
Saad-Abad Station,presented inFig.2.12werecalculatedbyKarogo (1989)by
usingthestandard regressionmethod outlinedbyRiggs (1968).The following
relationships between sediment concentrations (mg/1) and river discharges
(m3/s)are established:

(log)
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Equation
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R. atSaad-Abad Station.

2.3.4 Total dissolved solids
Whereas the suspended sediments strongly increase at increasing river
flows, thedissolvedmatterbehaves inanoppositeway.However,the relation
betweendischargeanddissolvedmatterisgreatlyinfluencedbyoutputsources
ofthese materialsandalso thedominantprocessesare involved.The classic
relationbetweenriverflowandTDS-concentrationisaninverseone,and this
typehasbeenobserved inthestudy areaande.g.by Guyotetal. (1990)for
the BolivianHighlands.But insouthWesternAustralia,where the solutes in
soil are liberated and transported to streams by subsurface runoff, the
mineralization is increasing with river discharge (Peck, 1978; Schofield et
al., 1988).
ThescatterdiagramofFig.2.13demonstrates thestrongdecreaseinTDSconcentration at increasing discharge. The graph suggests that TDS consists
of two components:
a "base-concentration", around 1.4 kg/m3, mainly Ca+Mg, HC0 3 and SOA
a"variablepart"VP,decreasinginverselywithstreamflow,mainlyNaand
CI.
Thiswould indicate thattheloadofthe "baseflowcomponent" isproportional
to the discharge, whereas the load of the "variable component" is almost
constant.
Qwat*VP= load ofVP = constant
In connection with the origin of the dissolved substances as discussed in
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section2.1 thiscouldmean thatthesecondcomponent stemsfrom salt springs
witharather constant flowthroughout theyear.Inwinter,theireffectsare
diminished by the large quantities of surface runoff, but in summer they
dominate the composition of the riverwaters.
The variation of chemical components of the Shapur river at Jarreh
Station,as shown inFig. 2.14 indicates that the concentration ofNa andCI
variesbetween6-69 meq/1.WhereasCa,S0 A ,Mg,andHC0 3 showless spectacular
variation.
The TDS as a function of river discharge for the Shapur river is
presentedonalogarithmic scaleinFig.2.15.Thefollowingrelationshipsare
established:
- 0 . 2 3 7 l o g Q Mat + 3 . 6 2 4
0 . 8 1 l o g Q wat + 3 . 5 7

logTDS (mg/1)
logLoad (g/s)

(r=0.89 n-75)

which is infair agreementwith the functional relationship that load equals
flow times TDS. The relations given above have been used to estimate the
future inputs intoJarreh Reservoir.
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2.3.5 Relationships between the components ofdissolved matter
Most components of the dissolved load have an ionic nature when in
solution.Consequently, there isasatisfactory relationshipbetweenTDS and
electrical conductivity, although itvaries with the kinds of ions present.
Once these relationships have been established for aparticular water type,
it ispossible to obtain a record onmajor ion concentrations, suitable for
most uses,by onlymeasuring the conductivity. Thesemeasurements are simple
andinexpensiveanditiseasytoobtaincontinuousrecordsforthisvariable.
The electrical conductivity (EC)of a solution isusually expressed as
thereciprocal oftheresistance inohms (mhoorSiemens)ofan1cm3cubeof
a solutionat25°Ctemperature. The conductivity offreshwater is reported
in micromhos/cm or microSiemens/cm (for brackish water the unit of
milliSiemens/cm is more commonly used; sometimes it is expressed as
deciSiemens/m, dS/m, which has the same numerical value). Provided that the
solutions are very diluted, the Kohlrausch law of independent ionic
conductivities is valid (Robins, 1972); each ion makes an independent
contribution to the total conductivity.
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Fig. 2.16 Total dissolved solids (TDS) and electrical conductivity (EC)
relations of Shapur and Dalakirivers.
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FortheShapurandDalakiriverstherelationsbetweenmainwaterquality
compounds and electrical conductivity at some hydrometrical stations are
presented inFigs. 2.16 and2.17.A longseriesofconductivitymeasurements,
made during theperiod 1975-1980 inthe Shapur river at Saad-Abad isused to
estimate TDS-inputs into the future Jarreh Reservoir.
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ABSTRACT
Shiati.K., 1991.Aregional approach tosalinity management in riverbasins.Acasestudy in southern
Iran.Agric. WaterManage., 19: 27-41.
The present level of salinity in the Shapur and Dalaki river basin (southern Iran) is hardly influenced by human activities and may bedenoted as"natural" salinity. This paper aims to describe the
engineering measures for the salinity control of the river water in this basin. Among possible salt
disposal measures, collection and evaporation of polluted sources in ponds is the most practicable
and feasible one. However,greater benefits can begained by implementation ofsalt mitigation measures.The model DYRESM wasused tosimulate thesalinity distribution intheplannedJarreh reservoir.
Results of the simulation indicate that the Jarreh storage reservoir can regulate and reduce the salt
concentration of the irrigation water to a range between 1500and 2400 mg 1~' compared with between 1000 and 4200 mg 1~' for the original river salinity. Furthermore, the diversion of the most
saline inflow in summer alsodecreases salinity.

INTRODUCTION

Salinity is the greatest water quality problem in arid and semi-arid countries. In several regions, the problem is largely associated with the geomorphology and hydrology of the natural river basin and is then referred to as
"natural" or "primary" salinization. Such natural salinity is reported from
the United States (Colorado River basin), Spain (Ebro river basin), Romania (Culmatsui riverbasin),and from Tunisia (QuedTessaand Medjerda
river basins). It is found extensively in southern Iran (e.g., Shapur and Dalaki and Mond river basins).
In many regions human activities aggravate the initial problem by introducing "secondary" salinization. In non-irrigated areas,this is referred to as
dry land salting (Peck, 1977). Dry land saltingiswidespread in southwestern
Australia, in the Great Plains region of the United States (Montana, North
and South Dakota) and in Canada in the prairie provinces of Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan (Peck, 1977;Milleretal., 1976;Sommerfeldt, 1977).
0378-3774/91/S03.50
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Regardless of the cause of salinization, the manifestation of the salt problem, i.e., a rise in soil and water salinity is similar.
Considerable amounts ofbrackish surface and subsurface waters are available in many countries and often form the sole resources for irrigation. For
example,in Iran,an amount of6700million m3peryearofsurface water with
a salinity above 2500 mg1 ' isreported to be available.
Although the factors causing natural salinity are essentially unchangeable,
regional solutions exist to control or mitigate the salinity effect by adoptinga
combination of catchment management, engineering and agricultural measures. In an attempt to alleviate the salinity problem, a regional study was carriedout inthebasin oftwosalt-affected rivers,Shapur andDalaki in southern
Iran. As part of this study, the salinity management measures pertaining to
water quality are classified and described quantitatively.
Catchment management measures are not of interest here because the
Shapur and Dalaki basin ischaracterized by a very scarce natural vegetation
due to the existing salty formations which hamper plant growth. The measures related to agricultural management have been extensively researched and
documented (e.g., UNESCO, 1970;Van Hoorn, 1971;Doneen and Westcot,
1984; Ayers and Westcot, 1985; Rhoades, 1984, 1985, 1987). In this paper
only engineering measures for salinity control ofthe river water are presented.
AREA DESCRIPTION

Catchment and riversystem
The Shapur and Dalaki basin (52°20\ 50°45'E, 30°02', 28°45'N) islocated in the southwestern part ofthe Zagrosmountain range in southern Iran
(Fig. 1). The basin has an area of approximately 10,000 km2. The Shapur
and Dalaki arethe major rivers inthebasin,with an averageannual discharge
of 530 and 425 million m3, respectively. The rivers join to form the Helleh
river which enters the Persian Gulf. There are plans to irrigate an area of the
coastal plain withwater from areservoirtobeconstructed intheShapur river
at Jarreh, near itsconfluence with the Dalaki river.
The basin is mountainous with very sparse vegetation. The highest peaks
reach an altitude around 3000m,although lessthan 5%ofthe area lies above
2100 m.
The climate iscategorized as arid according to the UNESCO classification
(UNESCO, 1979).The annual average rainfall ofthe area isonly about 10%
of the total annual potential evaporation. Some climatic data are given in
Table 1.
As a consequence of climate, landform and geological setting, river flows
are extremely variable. The Helleh river discharges over 80% of its annual
flow during winter (December-April).
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Fig. 1.The Shapur and Dalaki basin.

TABLE1
Mean monthly climatological data ofthe area.
Month

Rainfall
(mm)

Evaporation
class A pan
(mm)

Temperature
(°C)

Relative
humidity

(%)

Wind
at 2 m
(km/h)

Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep

2
24
46
70
37
14
16
3
0
0
1
0

267
160
84
54
75
132
212
351
485
445
418
339

27
20
15
14
15
19
24
29
32
34
34
31

51
59
72
73
68
59
51
43
44
48
49
50

9
8
10
11
10
11
12
13
13
11
10
9

Year

213

3022

24

56

11

Analysed over 25years,period 1952-1978.
Shabankareh Station (51"06'E; 29°23'N).

The region issparsely populated. Apart from nomadicgrazing, few agricultural activitiesare found, except for a few small irrigation schemesusingwater
from rivers,qanats and springs.
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Salinity ofthe river waters
Originandsources.The salt intheseriversisderived from marine formations
orevaporites (Shiati. 1989). These formations are mainly Late Precambrian
evaporites (Hormuz Formation) which locally'appear atthesurface asemergent salt plugs, and salty gypsiferous marine Miocene strata (Fars Formation), the latter extending over almost the entire study area. These sources
contribute their salt to the receiving waters either over a large and extended
area (non-point or diffusive sources) or discharge at a specific place (point
sources) such assalty or mineral springsand qanats.
Seasonal variation.The mean monthly discharge andtheconcentration ofthe
total dissolved solids (TDS) ofthe Shapur river at Jarreh Station isshown in
Fig. 2. It shows that TDS varies inversely with the flow. It reaches an annual
high value in the summer period (June-September) and falls to an annual
low value in winter (December-March). The seasonal variation in ion concentration and itsrelation with electrical conductivity (EC) are shown in Fig.
3. In summer, Na + and Cl~ contribute up to 75% of the total anions and
cations but their share decreases to 45%during winter. These temporal variations in discharge and salinity play an important role inthesalinity management strategies to be discussed in the next section.
Salt loads.Mostofthegeological formations present intheareaareimpermeable or nearly so. Consequently, surface runoff and erosion are common in
winter. Summer flows originate mainly from groundwater issuingfrom springs
and old and often disused qanats. The most important processes that affect
the salinity ofthe rivers are:

Fig. 2. Seasonal variation of discharge and TDS for the Shapur river at Jarreh Station.
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Fig. 3. Seasonal variation in ion concentration and its relation with EC for the Shapur river at
Jarreh Station.

(1) diffusion ofsaltsfrom nearly impervioussalineformations intothewater
flowing over their surface during rains;
(2) erosion of such formations, yielding salts as well as sediments from the
eroded soil masses;
(3) saltygroundwater from springs and other outlets, flowing throughout the
year.
The first two processes dominate in winter. In the upper reaches ofthe rivers, older formations consisting ofhard limestones dominate, and the runoff
water remains nearly salt-free. But further downstream, the marine Fars Formation yields large amounts of NaCl and CaS0 4 (the latter especially from
the gypsum present in these strata). Due to the high discharges and ineffective salt-transport processes involved, however, the concentration of these
compounds in the river water remains relatively lowduringthe rainy season.
The third processadds smaller amounts of waterthroughout the year, with
highconcentrations of (mainly) NaCl. Inwinter, their effects are diminished
by the large quantities of surface runoff, but in summer they dominate the
composition ofthe riverwaters.Snowmelt isnot an important source ofwater
in this riverbasin, for lessthan 5%ofthe area ishigh enough to retain a snow
coverfor morethan a few weeks.
Human activities, other than nomadic grazing, are negligible. The present
salinity, therefore, reflects an age-old situation that will bedenoted as "natural" in this study.
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Strategies
Salinity is a water quality resource problem with a regional character.
Therefore, its solution needs a comprehensive regional approach based on
implementation of a series of catchment management, engineering and agricultural measures. The solution also depends on the objectives as well as on
the local physical conditions. Thus, each basin requires its own special combination of measures and strategies. For example, different solutions have
been suggested for North Dakota and Montana (Van Schilfgaarde, 1981), for
integrated control ofthe Colorado River in the United States (USBR, 1974)
and for south Western Australia (Sadler and Williams, 1981;Schofield, 1989).
These examples, however, differ drastically from the conditions in the study
area.
In the Shapur and Dalaki basin a combination of engineering and agricultural management strategies should be adopted. Two engineering strategies
can be employed for salinity control: first, to dispose of the salt before it enters the receiving water course and, second, to reduce the salt effect in the
river course (e.g.by means of reservoir management).
Salt disposal methods
Several methodsofsalt disposal havebeen investigated byYekom Consulting Engineers (1980); they are summarized in Table 2.Collecting and evaporation of polluted waters in natural ponds isthe most practicable and feasiblealternative. Ittakesadvantage ofthehighannualevaporation (3000 mm)
of the area. The main obstacles for implementation of this measure are the
scattered occurrence and the difficult accessibility of polluting sources, and
the difficulty to collect the water and convey it to an evaporation pond, and
finally the high cost of implementation. The following four salinity control
schemes have been found technically and economically feasible (Fig. 4).
(1) Shekastian riverproject (Shapur). The project includes a pumping station with a capacity of 100 I s 1 , 11 km of pipeline and evaporation basins.
The scheme conveys an average of 1.6 million m 3 of salty Shekastian river
water during the dry season (May-November) to evaporation basins in the
northeast of the Kamarej plain. The implementation of the project will prevent the annual entry of about 53,000 tons of salt into the Shapur river. Asa
result ofthe project the annual average salt concentration ofthe Shapur river
is expected to drop by 100 mg 1~', and by about 420 mg 1 _1 during the dry
season.
(2) Tol-Kharaki drain project (Shapur). The project includes a pumping
station with acapacity of 2501s - ' and adiversion canalof 8km.The scheme
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TABLE 2
Engineering measures for salinity control in the Shapur and Dalaki basin (Yekom. 1980).

Salt
disposal

Engineering measures

Applicability

Proposed salt-disposal
projects
(Rcf. Fig. 4)

Collecting, diverting and evaporation in natural
or artificial ponds
Collecting and desalting
Sealing of springs through grouting with cement,
etc.
Recharge through wells into deep aquifers
Evaporation of salty tributaries by use of
sequence of dykes and mining the salt
Disconnect the recharge (limestone) from the
polluting source (salt plugs) by pumping
Diverting the polluting source to a point
downstream
Use of salt water in the chemical industry

Applicable

Shur river project
Shckastian river project

Salinity
Construction and management of storage
mitigation
reservoirs

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
(too costly)
Applicable

Cerezak spring project

Applicable

Tol-Kharaki drain project

Not applicable
(too costly)
Applicable

Jarreh storage res. project

Not applicable
(too costly)
Not applicable
Applicable
Shapur and Zohrch river
(costly)
water blending project

Partial storage of saline or fresh water
Blending or cyclic use

diverts 4.6 million m3 of Tol-Kharaki drain water during the dry season
downstream of the last diversion dam in the Shapur river. The implementation of the project will lower the annual average salt concentration by 50 mg
1~\ and by about 150 mg l~l during the dry season, which is equivalent to
31,000 tonsof salt.
(3) Cerezakspringproject(Dalaki).The project includesthedrillingof deep
wells in a limestone aquifer. Water will be pumped from the aquifer into the
river before being contaminated by a salt plug. The main effect will be a decreased discharge from saline springs into the Shirin river, resulting in a decrease of the salt load by approximately 69,000 tons per annum and the average salt concentration in Dalaki river by 370 mg1~'.
(4) Shur riverproject (Dalaki). The project includes a collecting system, a
pumping station, 7km of pipeline, adiversion canal and evaporation basins.
The system conveys a total of 1.7 million m3 of salty spring water to evaporation basins in the south of the Kamarej plain. The implementation of the
project will prevent the annual entry of about 225,000 tons of salt to the Dalaki river and lower itsaverage salt concentration by 530mg1"'.
Thespatial variations ofsaltconcentration (TDS) intheShapurand Dalaki
rivers,expressed asannual averages,are shown in Fig.4.Intheirupper reaches
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the rivers have good quality water (300-400 mg 1~'). However, along their
route, due to the effect of point and non-point polluting sources, the water
quality deteriorates tenfold, reaching concentrations of 2300-4500 mg l" 1 ,
equivalent to 1.1X106and 1.7x 106tons of salt before their confluence. Figure 4 also shows the effect of the four salinity control projects that can decrease the average annual salt load of the Shapur and Dalaki river by 82,000
and 294,000 tons, respectively.
Salt mitigation methods
Construction and management ofastoragereservoir
The Shapur and Dalaki rivers have a torrential regime. To use the flow of
the river for irrigation in the coastal plain,a reservoir isneeded to store flood
waters.Thus,the Jarreh reservoir with acapacity of470million m3 has been
planned atalocation 15kmupstream oftheJarreh-Bala villageonthe Shapur
river. The Jarreh reservoir was used to evaluate the effectiveness ofa storage
reservoir as salt mitigation measure.This method makes use ofthe temporal
variation in stream discharge and salt concentration and of a phenomenon
called stratification which occurs in natural and artificial impoundments.
(i) Stratification. Impounded waters are often stratified due to difference
in density caused bytemperature, dissolved substances and suspended particles. In a stratified reservoir, different layers can be recognized: the warmer
and usually fresher top layer (epilimnion); the colder and mostly saltier lower
layer (hypolimnion); and an intermediate layer (mesolimnion). The dynamic reservoir simulation model DYRESM (Imberger et al., 1978; Imberger
and Patterson, 1981) was used to predict the stratification in the future Jarreh reservoir, DYRESM only models temperature and salinity contribution.
However, the model is under modification to account for the effect of inflow
of suspended particles as well.
Figure 5 shows the daily averages of the simulated temperature, salinity
and density for the year 1982.For this simulation the following situation was
assumed: irrigation water wasdrawn from the midlevel outlet (height 52 m),
thebottom outlet (height 23m) wasclosed and theexcessfloods spilled over
the top spillways (height 92 m). As can be seen in Fig. 5, during winter the
watercoolsdown atthe surface. Thiscoolerand heavier waterthen sinks into
deeper layers. Due to this vertical mixing in the reservoir, its contents becomes homogeneous. Stratification due to the increase in solar radiation and
heating of the upper water layers starts in spring (date 82080) and builds up
until earlyautumn. In this period the inflowing water issaltier than the water
at the surface of the reservoir. The inflow intrudes at the level of the sharp
density gradient of the thermocline and builds up a relatively thin layer of
water with a salinity increasing from 1400 mgl~' (date 82100) up to about
2000 mg 1~' (date 82260). From early autumn onwards the solar radiation
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reduces,the upper water layerscool down again,and the stability ofthe stratification decreases.Duetothe influence ofwind thehomogeneous mixed upper layer becomes deeper until an overturn occursand the reservoir becomes
homogeneous again.
Figure 6showsthe daily averages of the simulated salinity over aperiod of
four years (1982-1985) and the variation in salinity at the midlevel outlet.
The summer stratification inhibitsthe withdrawal ofthethin layerofthe saltier water at the midlevel outlet. Therefore, the overall salinity in the reservoir increasesafter each turnover inwinter.Thepredicted salinityatthe midlevel outlet and the original salinity are presented in Fig. 7.The regulation of
theShapur riverbytheJarreh reservoirwillreducetheextremely high salinity
in springand summer. For theyears 1982-1985thesalinityofwater supplied
for irrigation varies between 1500 and 2400 mg 1 _1 in comparison with between 1000and 4200for the original salinity ofthe river.
(ii) Management ofsalt-affected reservoirs.The salinity of the water that
willbe supplied for irrigation can be further improved by management policiesofthe reservoir in the following ways:
(1) Manipulating the level of the halocline such that the irrigation water
can be supplied from the less saline part ofthe reservoir for most ofthe irrigation season, e.g.by a release ofwater from the bottom outlet.
(2) Releasing the most saline inflow as waste water before mixing occurs,
by meansofa selectivewithdrawal structure.
(3) Bypassor diversion of the most saline inflow, e.g.bytunnels or pipes.
The effect of one of the management policies, i.e., the diversion policy is
shown in Fig. 8.In this simulation a total of about 50 million m 3 of the most
saline river inflow ( T D S > 3200 mg1~') wasdiverted during the summers of
1984 and 1985.The maximum salinity that occurs at the end of 1985 at the
midlevel and bottom outlets, decreased about 300 mg 1"'.
Othersalt mitigation measures
Desalination remains a very costly process and is not likely to be utilized
asasaltdisposal method in the foreseeable future in southern Iran.This measure was studied for the Dalaki river at the Sarganat Station. The scheme
involved a desalting plant with a capacity of 125 million m3 per year and an
salinity of240mg1~', which canbeblended with 74million m 3ofriver water
resulting in a salt concentration of 1300 mg 1 _ '. The desalting cost was estimated from the desalting cost for the Wellton-Mohawk drain, a tributary of
theColorado River in southern Arizona which iscomparable in capacity and
salinity (USBR, 1973). It appeared to be prohibitive.
Fig. 5. (a) Simulated temperature, (b) salinity,and (c) densitydistribution in theJarreh reservoirfor theyear1982.
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Partial storage of either saline or fresh water cannot be applied because the
rivers are brackish for most of the year.
Blending of the Shapur water at the Churum Station with the less salty Zohreh river water is technically feasible but costly. Moreover, Rhoades (1987)
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contends that using the two water types cyclically instead of mixed yields
greater flexibility and opportunity for crop production.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In the Shapur and Dalaki basin, engineering measures seem promising for
salinity control. Among the measures for salt disposal, collection and evaporation of saline water in ponds appears to be the most practical alternative.
Most ofthe measures studied are unfeasible due to high cost, little effect and
technical difficulties. The proposed salinity control schemes reduce the averagesalt load ofthe two rivers by 376,000ton yr~' (Fig. 4).
Amongthe measures for salt mitigation, theconstruction and management
of a storage reservoir isthe most successful one.The Jarreh storage reservoir
canregulateand reducethesaltconcentration ofthe irrigation watertoarange
between 1500 and 2400 mg 1 _1 (Fig. 7). The reduction of more than 1800
mg1~~'during spring and especially summer is very valuable because cultivation of moderately tolerant crops (soybean, cowpea, safflower and clover)
becomes possible. Furthermore, the diversion of the most saline inflow during summer also decreases salinity (Fig. 8). Finally, careful management of
the storage reservoir, making use of the natural stratification processes in its
waters,may further improve the quality ofthe water released.
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4 BEHAVIOUR OFA SALT-AFFECTED RESERVOIR

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Reservoirs are providing storage space to alleviate the consequences
of extreme hydrological events (draughts and floods) and provide water for
various purposes: e.g. irrigation, hydropower generation, water supply.
Reservoirs also play an important role in environmental concerns: they act
as sinks for certain residuals carried by river waters, alleviate the
extreme variability of conservative water quality parameters (e.g.
salinity) of rivers,and improve thewater quality by careful management. A
phenomenon of considerable influence onwater quality is the stratification
of the water in reservoirs. In a stratified system, the following water
quality profiles are typically observed (Fig.4.1):

T

= Temperature

Oj = Dissolved Oxygen
NHj = Nitrate component
POj"= Phosphate component
TDS = Total Dissolved Solids
P

= Density

Fig. 4.1 Typicalwater quality profiles instratified systems.

Existence of a comparatively heavier, cooler, and often more salty
layer at the reservoir bottom, and enriched by products from the
mineralization and decomposition of organic matter, brings about marked
changes inwater quality of the reservoirs. Thus, quality deterioration may
occur due to a depletion of dissolved oxygen and an increase in nutrient
concentration of the hypolimnion water. In this study, we are concerned
only with salinity as a water quality parameter of interest. In the
foregoing sections, it was shown that a feasible engineering measure for
salinity management in the salt-affected Shapur river basin comprises both
construction andmanagement of theJarreh reservoir. Of course,amuch more
careful management is required to fulfill various salinity constraints
together with criteria associated with different purposes. It is the aim of
this study to investigate i) some new aspects of modelling water quality
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(salinity) of such reservoirs, ii) their behaviour upon a large time span,
and iii)their response to different managementpolicies.
The first objective is accomplished by modifying and extending an
existing model for stratified reservoirs, the dynamic reservoir simulation
model DYRESM (Imberger et al., 1978), in order to take into account the
effect of sediment on physical processes (mixing) in the reservoir (Chap.
5). Chemical and biological processes, running simultaneously with the
physical processes are not dealt with in the present work (e.g. Jorgensen,
1980; Jermer, 1987). The second and third objectives are achieved by
applying the dynamic reservoir simulation model to simulate the reservoir
on a long—term basis (1975-1990), and by examining different management
options (Chap. 6 ) .The planned Jarreh Reservoir on the brackish sedimentladen Shapur river, in Southern Iran, is used as a real case throughout
this study.

The stratificationphenomenon
Deep reservoirs are stratified due to differences in density caused by
temperature, soluble salts and/or suspended particles. The thermal
stratification can be briefly explained as follows. Most of the solar
energy received at the reservoir surface is absorbed as heat. Some of the
heat is transmitted downwards by conduction and by turbulent diffusion
caused by wave action and the remainder is lost to the atmosphere mainly
through evaporation andby longwave radiation exchanges. During summer the
surface tends towarm up, and the top water becomes warmer than the bottom
water. As a result, three distinctive zones develop: a thin, warm and
generally fresher layer with approximately constant temperature at the top
(epilimnion), a cold and more salty layer with small gradient at the
bottom (hypolimnion), and a zonewith steep temperature gradient inbetween
(thermocline or metalimnion). During the autumn, the incident radiation
decreases, the temperature of the epilimnion drops, the thickness of the
epilimnion increases and the density difference between the epilimnion and
hypolimnion decreases. If cooling continues the top layer may become
heavier than the water underneath. This condition is not stable, which
results in a circulation in the reservoir. This "turnover" is usually
assisted by wind drag on the surface. During this period of water
circulation, the flow induced by thewind mixes almost the whole volume of
the reservoir.
The degree of stratification depends on the densimetric Froude number
(Fr), Fr= U/(g'H) 1/2 . If the length and volume of the impoundment are
introduced as characteristic parameters Frbecomes:

= <!><#<!>*

where
= reservoir length (m)
= average reservoir depth (m)
= average flow-through velocity (m/s)
= discharge (m3/s)
= reservoir volume (m3)
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(4.1)

g'=modified acceleration due togravity (m/s2),g'=g(Ap/p)
g = acceleration due togravity (m/s2)
p —water density (kg/m3)
Ap- density difference over depthH (kg/m3)

According toWater Resources, Inc. (1969), strongly stratified impoundments
are those for which Fr< 1/w, weakly stratified are those for which
0.1<Fr<1.0 and fully mixed impoundments are defined by Fr>l (Orlob, 1983).
According to Catner (1983) if Fr is less than 1/TT, stratification is
expected, with the degree of stratification increasing with decreasing
densimetric Froude number.

Jarreh Reservoir classificationand characteristics
Based on geometry, meteorological conditions and hydraulic and
nutrient loads,theJarreh Reservoir canbe classified asfollows:
- Warm monomictic : with water temperature never below 4°C, winter
circulation and summer stagnation (Hutchinson, 1957; Jorgensen, 1980)
occur.
- Strongly stratified :with densimetric Froude number Fr« 1/w.
- Time of residence :with an average residence time equal to V/Q = 470
Mm3/430Mm3 yr~x= 1.1 year.
- Due to low concentration of phosphate and nitrate nutrients in the
inflows, estimated as 0.02 mg/1 and 0.4 mg/1, respectively, and a
residence time of a year, the Jarreh Reservoir is expected to be of
Oligotrophic-mesotrophic type (theprocedure suggested by Jorgensen, 1980
is followed). Future agricultural development in the region (fertilizer
application, urbanization, ...etc.) will result in an increase in total
phosphate and nitrate concentration of inflows and may cause
eutrophication of the reservoir.
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ABSTRACT
Thecontribution ofdissolved saltsand/or sediment particlesinalteringthefluiddensity cannot beneglected instudying
density stratified flows. In this paper equations are presented to evaluate the density of water as a function of
temperature,saltcontent,and sediment load.A nomograph based ontheseequations isconstructed. Thenomograph is
applied toestimating thedensity variations ofthe Shapur River,a sediment-laden stratified river inSouthern Iran. Itis
illustrated that sediment givesriseto large peaks indensity ofthe river. Such variations are known to bean important
factor in geomorphology.
KEY WORDS Density Estimator Stratified river Sedimentparticles
INTRODUCTION
Sediment loads play an important rolein shaping the morphology ofriversand waterways.A sediment-laden
stratified inflow (e.g. river) has an impact on physical, chemical, and biological processes in impounded
waters. The sediment-laden stratified inflow into lakes or reservoirs forms turbid underflow currents, which
constitute an important mechanism in reservoir sedimentation. Engineering practices involving such flows
require accurate knowledge of the density of stratified fluids.
The density of a fluid (p) isdetermined by its temperature (7"),inorganic soluble solids (S),and suspended
particles (s). Under atmospheric pressure it can be expressed as:
p= {(T,S,s)
Thecombined effects ofdissolved saltsand temperature on density isinvestigated bymany researchers(e.g.
Chen and Millero, 1977a, 1977b;Millero etal.,1976;Fischer etal.,1979)and istabulated in the literature(e.g.
hydrographical tables in Knudsen, 1901;U.S. Navy H.O., 1952). The combined effect of temperature, salt,
and sediment on density are not linear and they do not simply add up. Therefore, one should provide
estimators of density which allow for the interplay of these three factors. In this study basic equations are
presented and based on these, a nomograph isconstructed. With the help of this nomograph density can be
conveniently estimated for usein practical engineering problems. The use of the nomograph is illustrated by
applying it to the Shapur River (Southern Iran).
TEMPERATURE AND DISSOLVED SALT EFFECTS p{T, S)
The dependence of p on temperature is non-linear, because the density of water reaches a maximum at 4°C.
Also the relation with salinity is non-linear because of volume contraction in the fluid. The contribution of
0197-9337/90/040365-O4S05.00
© 1990 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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dissolved salts in the fluid is to increase density, depress the temperature of maximum density, and further
more affect on static stability of an impounded water (Chen and Millero, 1977a).
The most commonly used relation for the effect of salt and temperature on density is the empirical
expression due to Knudsen (1901):
p(T, S) = p(T, 0) + [0-805 - OO0286(T- 4 + 0-22S)]S

(1)

whereSisthe salinity in %o,7"isthe water temperature in °C,p{T,0) isthe density ofpure water at different
temperatures in kgm" 3 , and p(T, S) is the density at varied salt and temperature in kgm" 3 . Equation 1
shows that even a nominal amount of dissolved salts increased the density of the fluid. All of the recent
studies indicate that Knudsen's tables are reliable to + / — 1 ppm in expansibility or thermal expansion
and + / — 10ppm in density (Millero et al., 1976).
Fischer et al.(1979) developed an estimator for sea water, valid for small range of S as:
a[T,S) = a(T,S0)+ da(T,S0)/dS [S - S 0 ]

(2)

a(T,S) = (p(T, S)- 1)1000
where S is the salinity in %o, S 0 is the reference salinity (34%o), T is the temperature in °C, and p(T, S) is
the fluid density in gmscm" 3 . a(T, S0) and da(T,S0)/BS are calculated from a table (Fischer et al., 1979,
Table A.2).
Equations 1 and 2are valid at atmospheric pressure only. More elaborate expressions,correcting density
at other pressures, have been obtained by later investigators (e.g. Millero et al., 1976; Chen and Millero,
1977b).
SILT EFFECT p(s)
The contribution ofsediment to p islinear for all practical purposes. Consider afluidelement with mass (M)
and volume (V) containing sediment particles with density (ps), total volume (v) and total mass (m),then the
mass of the suspension and the fluid density (p) can be expressed by:
M = p'v +

p0(V-v)

(3)

p = p'(v/V) + p 0 (l - v/V)

(4)

where p0, the density of sediment-free water, is mostly a function of temperature and salt. Defining c as
volumetric concentration of sediment c = v/V, Equation 4 can be written as:
p= p'c + p0(\ - c)

(5)

Equation 5 can also be written in terms of sediment concentration x, x — p'c as:
P = x + p 0 (l - x/ps)
or in terms of submerged specific weight of sediment particles R, R = (p*— p0)/po

(6)
as:

P= Po+ PoRc
TEMPERATURE, SALT, AND SUSPENDED PARTICLES EFFECT p(T, S,s)
The fluid density p is first calculated as a function of salt and temperature and then the contribution of
sediment can be added. p(T,S) was calculated by Equation 1 and p(T, 0) by a 4th degree approximation of
data on density of pure water given at various temperatures (Handbook of Chemistry and Physics-D171).
The additive effect of silt load in changing the density was calculated by Equation 6.
Anomograph based on theempirical equations given above isconstructed over a range ofvalues normally
encountered, salinity in the range 0-20%o,temperature in the range 0-48"C, and sediment concentration in
0-120 k g m " 3 as shown in Figure 1.The nomograph is applied to estimating the density variations of the

(7)
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Figure 1. Fluid density for various temperatures, salinities and sediment concentrations
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Figure 2. Variation in density of a stratified river (Shapur River, Iran) due to temperature, salt, and sediment load
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Shapur RiverinSouthern Iran(Figure 2).It indicates that, whereaschanges in temperature and salinity cause
a slowly varying seasonal fluctuation, sharp peaks in density are caused by the heavy sediment loads in this
river.
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Derivation of equations presented in sections 5.1 and 5.2 are
presented inAppendix 2.
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SUMMARY

A sediment-laden stratified flow influences the physical processes,
sedimentation and water quality in a reservoir. In this paper, its
characteristics at the plunging region, and the resulting underflow and
sediment transport related to such flows are studied. It is shown that in
reservoirs, turbidity currents are characterized by a constant Richardson
number (Rj) larger than one, a constant velocity (U) and, hence, a normal
or steady condition. Accordingly the basic equations (Parker, 1982)may be
considerably simplified. Results of field measurements in Latian Reservoir
(Iran) are compared with predictions of current velocities obtained from
different equations of momentum. Finally, the behaviour of the sedimentladen stratified inflows is compared with that of a conservative gravity
current used in the model DYRESM (Imberger et al., 1978) for two inflow
conditions into the future Jarreh Reservoir (Iran). It is shown that the
sediment load considerably enhances the velocity and the buoyancy force of
theunderflow current, especially athigh river discharges.

INTRODUCTION

The water quality in a reservoir is greatly influenced by
a
phenomenon called "stratification". Due todensity gradients over depth the
vertical turbulent mixing is reduced, leading to stagnation, followed by
the possibility of oxygen depletion in the lower layers. Deep reservoirs
are generally stratified as a result of heat input at the water surface by
solar radiation. Vertical mixing is induced by cooling at the surface, by
wind energy and by the kinetic energy of inflows and outflows. After some
initial mixing, the inflow will penetrate to a depth where its density is
in accordance with the density of the environment. Therefore, reservoir
stratification is greatly influenced by three main properties of fhe
inflowing water: temperature, soluble substances and suspended matter. If
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the river water has a higher density than the contents of the reservoir,
underflowwill occur along thereservoir bottom.
Underflow caused by inflow devoid of suspended matter is called
"conservative gravity current" or "density current". The behaviour of
density currents in a reservoir and the effects of temperature and/or
soluble substances on the water quality have been extensively studied and
modelled (e.g. Hebbert et al.,1979; Imberger et al., 1978). Orlob (1983)
gives adetailed review of existingmodels forpredicting water quality and
ecological relationships in reservoirs. However, the effect of suspended
matter is seldom taken into account. The presence of sediment particles in
the inflowing water affects the dynamics of the resulting underflow (now
called "turbidity current") and the mixing process in a reservoir.
Sediment-laden rivers are most commonly found in arid and semi—arid
regions, and their influence on reservoir stratification needs to be
fundamentally studied. Shiati (1990) has shown that, although changes in
temperature and salinity cause a slowly-varying seasonal fluctuation in the
density of river water, sharp peaks in density may be caused by heavy
sediment loads.
The aim of this paper is to study the combined effect of temperature,
salt and sediment content of inflowing river water on themixing process in
a reservoir and to model its water quality, especially its salinity. In
this Section (5.1), relationships that describe the sediment-laden
stratified inflows in a reservoir are derived from the basic equations.
Field measurements inLatian Reservoir (Iran)havebeenused to compare the
various momentum equations suggested by different researchers. Next, the
behaviour of a conservative gravity current (Hebbert et al., 1979) and a
turbidity current (presentpaper) are compared. In Section 5.2, the dynamic
reservoir simulation model, DYRESM (Imberger et al., 1978) has been
modified in order to take into account the contribution of sediment
particles. Throughout this study the planned Jarreh Reservoir on the
brackish sediment-laden Shapur river (Southern Iran) is employed as a real
case.

ANALYSIS OFA SEDIMENT-LADEN INFLOW INTOA RESERVOIR

A schematic view of a sediment-laden stream entering a stratified
reservoir is shown in Fig. 5.1. There are four regions of flow. First we
have the "channel flow" where the sediment-laden stream flows into the
nearly stagnant water of a reservoir. The inflow pushes the ambient water
ahead until abalance of forces is reached and at thatpoint (called plunge
point), it starts to sink beneath the ambient water and forms "underflow".
The region of transition from channel flow to underflow is referred to as
"plunging region". Two types of underflow canbe formed, depending mainly
onbottom slope: a supercritical depositing/eroding turbidity current on
a steep slope and a steady uniform turbidity current on a mild slope.
Turbid underflow travels over the reservoir bottom and is diluted by water
entrainment from the ambient water and by deposition of sediment. In a
stratified reservoir, the underflow may intrude horizontally at its level
of neutral buoyancy to form "interflow" and finally it diffuses into the
reservoir water body. The analysis of sediment-laden inflow into a
reservoir requires anaccurate description of the dynamics of flow in these
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Fig.5.1 Inflowofsediment-ladenriverwaterintoastratifiedreservoir
(schematic).
four regions as well as of the sedimentation pattern throughout the
reservoir.
Plungingflowanalysis:
Theanalysisofaturbiditycurrentintheplungingregioniscomplex.
Thus far most researchers have neglected the effect of sedimentation in
this region.ThereadercanbereferredtoAkiyamaandStefan(1987)fora
detailed review on the subject. The analysis of theplunging process is
directed towardspredictionofthedepthattheplungepoint (hP).Incase
of a non-mixing plunging flow Akiyama and Stefan (1984) derived the
mild (hp,,,) and steep slopes (hPs),
following equations
for hP
respectively:

*"

(

SS2)

l

e ^

(5.1)

(5.2)
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where q is river inflow rate per unit width [L2T_1] , e0 is the relative
density difference between inflow and ambient water [-], S is channel bed
slope [-],g is acceleration due to gravity [LT~2],and the dimensionless
constants ft, Slt S 2 are total friction factor and profile parameters for
which the following values are proposed: ft=0.02; S^O.25; and S2=0.75,
respectively. They showed that on a mild slope the Richardson number
downstream of theplunge point could be approximatedas:

RT=-

(5.3)
SS,

which is large compared to one and indicates subcritical flow for this
case.
Eq. (5.3) is consistent with field measurements in Wellington
Reservoir,Australia (Hebbertet al., 1979).

Underflow (turbidity current)analysis:
The steady state, two dimensional, layer-averaged equations which
describe thebehaviour of turbidity currents on slopes are the equations of
conservation of fluid mass, sediment mass, momentum and turbulent kinetic
energy. The latter is reduced according to Bagnold's auto—suspension
concept, US/VS>1 (Parker, 1982; Akiyama and Stefan, 1985). These equations
are:
i)Equation of fluid massbalance:
d(Uh)
dx

(5.4)

-E„U

ii)Equation of sediment massbalance:
(dUhC) = VJE -C )
S
h
dx

(5.5)

iii)Equation ofmomentum balance inx-direction:

d l

*

h )

-RgChS- (1)R g

d

^ -CDU>

where U is the layer-averaged flow velocity [LT"1],h is layer thickness
[L],x is coordinate in downstream direction [L],C is the layer-averaged
volumetric concentration of suspended sediment [-],C b isnear-bed sediment
concentration (Cb-r°C) [-],V s is settling velocity of particles [LT_1],E w
is coefficient of entrainment of water from the quiescent water above the
underflow [-], E s is coefficient of sediment entrainment, r° is ratio
between near-bottom and average concentration, R is submerged density ratio
of the sediment, also denoted as "submerged specific density"
(R=(ps-p„)/p„)

(5.6)

[-], ps isdensity ofsediment, p„isdensity ofambient water, andC Dis
drag coefficient [-].An important parameter governing thebehaviour of
stratified flow istheRichardson number, Rj=RgCh/U2. Ifthe Richardson
number exceeds unity, theflow istermed subcritical, else supercritical
(these terms refer tothemode offlow, with supercritical flowbeing able
tocause erosionofthebottom).
The above mentioned authors found that anappreciable bedslopewas
required to maintain the current ina supercritical state, which isa
necessary condition forerosion tooccur. Inreservoirs,thebedslopeis
usually smallandtheturbidity currentsareofthedepositing type.To see
the consequences of these findings fora practical case, the relations
(5.4)-(5.6) were applied to theJarreh Reservoir (S=0.0035) and solved
numerically.TheresultsareshowninFig.5.2.
InFig.5.2aitcan
beseen
that theRichardson number (R:) reaches a value close tounity within a
very short distance (a few meters) after which the current becomes
subcritical. Thecase ofaneroding/depositing turbidity currentwasonly
observed when thebottom slope was fictitiously increased to4%(Fig.
5.2b),farhigher thantheexisting0.35percent.
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Fig.5.2 Applicationoferosive/depositive turbidity current relationsto
theJarreh Reservoir (Iran).

Thus, on small bed slope turbidity current is characterized bya large
value ofRj (Rj>l).Inthat case itisnotunrealistic toassume thatthe
velocity U does notchange with distance (Luthi, 1980; Altinaker etal.,
1987). Inaddition,theassumption ismade thatallthesediment particles
in theturbidity current remain insuspension (Es=Cb) during thetime that
the underflow is actively moving along the bottom. In that case the
equations (5.4)-(5.6) reduceto:
dh_
dx~
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(5.8)

(5.9)

C^R^S-^EJ

Luthi
(1980); Parker (1982); Graf (1983) have suggested momentum
equations similar to eq. (5.9), which are shown in Table 5.1. Graf et al.
(1987) and Altinaker et al. (1987) have demonstrated experimentally that
the head of a turbidity current on a small slope (0<2.1°) slightly
decelerates due to a loss of buoyancy flux caused by weak sedimentation.
This occurred when the slopewas smaller than acritical value.They showed
the critical slope to be related to a parameter (S-Vs/U), i.e. Bagnold's
criterion for auto-suspension.
Flow properties calculated by various momentum equations for the case
of inflow of Shapur river into the Jarreh Reservoir (RUN1, 27/1/1980) are
given in Table 5.1. It appeared that the differences in the flow velocity
givenby these equations are small.However, the equation (5.3), aswell as
the equations (5.11) and (5.12) that consider a nett settling of sediment
particles, resulted in a higher Richardson number and a slightly lower
current velocity.
Table 5.1 Flowproperties calculatedby various momentum equations
(JarrehR., RUN1)

Equation

U
(ms"1)

State of flow

(-)

Ri

C D —RjS
(Parker, 1982)

Eq.5

10 4.28

0.23

subcritical
steady

Ew+CD=RI(S-(Ew/2))
(present study)

Eq.5

9

4.59

0.22

subcritical
steady

Rj-ft/(SS2)
(Akiyama&Stefan,

Eq.5 3
1985)

7.62

0.19

subcritical
steady

Evr4-CD-RI(S-Vs/U)
(Luthi, 1980)

Eq.5

11

7.95

0.19

subcritical
steady

C^R^S-Vs/U)
(Graf, 1983, 1987)

Eq.5

12

7.81

0.19

subcritical
steady

Fieldmeasurement :
In this section, results of a field study carried out in the Latian
Reservoir, Iran are compared with predictions of thevelocity obtained from
the equations of momentum mentioned above. On April 25, 1984 a flood of
77.4m 3 s _1wasmeasured in several transects of the inflowing rivers JajRud and Lavarak at their entrance into the Latian Reservoir (IWRIL, 1984).
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Fig. 5.3 Field measurements of turbidity current inlatian Reservoir
(Iran, 25/4/1984).
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In Fig. 5.3 the geometry of the reservoir, the direction of the current,
the region of submergence (D.Z.) and the measured velocity and
concentration profiles at the experimental sections are shown. It appeared
that the underflow attains a uniform average velocity of about 6-8 cm s _1
and moves slowly with a thickness of few meters above the bed towards the
dam-wall (Fig. 5.3, Sections IV and V ) . In this experiment, the flood was
not strong enough and its duration was too short to follow the current all
theway up to the dam-wall,although itwas observed at the location of the
outlet.
Fig. 5.4 shows that the field measurements are inreasonable agreement
with the equations presented in Table 5.1. The expressions of Harleman
(1961) for Lake Mead, USA and Fan (1962) for Chinese reservoirs show a
discrepancy with the others and resulted in higher underflow velocities.
Fig. 5.4 shows also that the simple expression ofAkiyama and Stefan (1984)
eq. (5.3), which predicts the Richardson number of the underflow for the
mild bed slope is rather consistent with the field measurements, although
the latter show amore pronounced influence of sediment concentration.
The sediment in a reservoir has the following deposition pattern: the
coarse material forms deltas at the head of the reservoir; the finer
material forms the bottom sediments, spreading throughout the reservoir;
the finest material has a tendency to remain in suspension and travel with
the turbidity current.The grain size distribution of particles carried by
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Fig. 5.4. Comparison of calculated velocities and field measurements in
the LatianReservoir (Iran,Lavarak branch, S-0.007).
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and dgo in order of
0.004-0.02 mm, respectively, which is consistent with other field
measurements (e.g. LakeMead,USA, Howards, 1953).

APPLICATION OFTHEMODELTOTHEJARREH RESERVOIR

The Shapur rivervalley, in the stretch affected by the reservoir, has
relatively narrow channels, an average bottom slope of 3.5 °/oo and a
triangular cross-sectionwith ahalfbase angle of about80°.
Relations (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) were recast and applied for this
reservoir (see Appendix 2 ) . Furthermore, the results are compared with
those for conservative gravity currents to show the effect of sediment
contribution. For the latter, the work of Hebbert et al. (1979) that is
used in DYRESM (Imberger et al., 1978) and developed for Wellington
Reservoir, Australia has been used. The results of two computer runs
representing a large flood (RUN1) and a normal flow condition (RUN7),
respectively, are presented in Fig. 5.5. It appears that the sediment load
considerably increases the velocity and the buoyancy force (defined as
B-RgC) of the current during flood conditions (Fig. 5.5a). During normal
flow conditions density and turbidity current relationships lead tomore or
less similar results (Fig.5b).

CONCLUSIONS
The expressions (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) describe the turbidity current
on a small bed slope at the equilibrium state. This condition has been
checked by using Bagnold's criterion. The equations of turbidity currents
at the equilibrium state or equations that consider the settling tendency
(V s /U), like those of Luthi (1980)and Graf et al. (1987)may be assumed to
approach conservative density currents in most practical cases. The
sediment effect is mainly present in the initial conditions. However, the
effect of sediment particles in inflowing water cannot be neglected. The
sediment considerably increases the density of the inflow and,
consequently, the velocity and the buoyancy force of the underflow and
will affectboth stratification andmixingprocesses.
In the light of the field measurements it can be concluded that the
larger particles will settle already in the vicinity of the plunging
region. The sediment-laden flow will then continue (and decelerate) with
small size fractions until it reaches an equilibrium state (with a particle
size of about 0.02 mm) and travel downward with negligible deposition
during thismovement.
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5.2 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OFRESERVOIR BEHAVIOUR

5.2.1 Introduction
Most reservoirs, especially those which are deep and have a long
residence time, tend to develop avertical density structure characterized
by a well-mixed epilimnion, a metalimnion with a substantial density
gradient, and aweakly stratified lower region called thehypolimnion. This
vertical density structure depends on the vertical distribution of temperature, salinity and suspended matter. The stratification in reservoirs is
the result of meteorological conditions in the area and of the features of
the inflowing and outflowingwaters.
The inflowing water usually has a temperature and salinity different
from that of the stored water in the reservoir. Besides, the inflowing
water may carry suspended matter. These factors determine the density of
the inflowingwater.
The sediment effect on the density of inflowing water can be observed
from Fig. 5.6, which shows the water density of Shapur river with and
without the effect of the sediment content for the year 1982. It appears
that the effect of sediments is pronounced only during the winter period
(December-April). Sharp peaks indensity are causedbyheavy sediment loads
during flood events; they are accompanied by dips insalinity, resulting of
a lower density of the sediment-free water at the same time. In the dry
season (May—November), the amount of sediment particles in the inflowing
water is almost negligible and the water density is almost entirely
determined by temperature and salt concentration.
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Numerous models have been developed to simulate the thermal
stratification in reservoirs (e.g. WRE model, WRE, Inc., 1969;MIT model,
Huber et al., 1972; STRATIF model, Van Pagee et al., 1982; EPAECO model,
Gaume and Duke, 1975). Also the combined effect of temperature and salinity
on reservoir stratification has been studied and modelled in literature
(DYRESM, Imberger et al., 1978).
The purpose of this study is to investigate the contribution of
suspended sediment on the inflowing water, and its effect on the quality
(salinity)of the reservoirwater.
To accomplish the above objective, analgorithm for the behaviour of
sediment-laden inflows has been described in Section 5.1. The behaviour of
the turbidity current isbased oncertain assumptions specific tomild bed
slopes. These assumptions are: the turbidity current can be characterized
by a constant Richardson number larger than one, RJ>1; a constant current
velocity and hence a steady flow condition; and finally that particles
smaller than 20microns remain in suspension (withnegligible deposition or
entrainment), andwill settle only after the current has ceased.
Although the new algorithm introduces the combined effect of
temperature, salinity and sediment on inflow processes, it does not
simulate the turbidity distribution in the reservoir. This restricts the
application of our model to predicting the distribution of those dissolved
substances which are not reacting (bio)chemically with suspended
particulate matter, like salinity. For other compounds like e.g. phosphorus
andheavy metals a significant amount willbe removed from thewater column
by settling of suspended matter. To model such reactions one needs also to
consider the spatial and temporal distribution of the suspended particles
and their adsorption characteristics. These reactions were not included in
thepresentmodel.
The algorithm is introduced into the reservoir simulation model DYRESM
to simulate the salinity structure in the planned Jarreh Reservoir
(Southern Iran). The main purpose of this reservoir is to irrigate 13000
ha. of the coastal plain (Fig. 1.6).Simulations are carried out for data
of the year 1982. The results show that the sediment particles affect both
temperature and salinity (and thus density) distributions in the reservoir
by intensifying their gradients. Moreover, it affects the salinity of the
water withdrawn from the outlets. However, the latter effect turns out to
be small andmay notbe significant for itsuse in irrigation.

5.2.2 Numerical model
The dynamic reservoir simulationmodel DYRESM as developed by Imberger
et al. (1978) is used to simulate the salinity in the Jarreh Reservoir.
DYRESM is a one-dimensional numerical model for the prediction of
temperature and salinity in small-and medium-sized reservoirs and lakes.
DYRESM uses a layer concept, according to which the body of the reservoir
is divided into horizontal layers (or slabs). These layers are assumed to
have spatially uniform properties but variable thickness as inflows,
outflows, and mixing processes expand and contract them (Fig. 5.7).The
thickness scales of the layers are determined internally by those factors
appropriate to the process acting at the time; likewise the time scale of
the process determines the time steps of the model within the day. DYRESM
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has a fixed time step of one day for inflow and outflow processes and a
variable sub-daily time step, between one quarter of an hour and 12 hours
formixingprocess.
The concepts and architecture of the various processes incorporated
have been described in detail in literature. In particular, Imberger, et
al. (1978), Patterson et al. (1978), Fischer et al. (1979), Spigel and
Imberger (1980), Imberger and Patterson (1981), Imberger (1984) and
Patterson et al. (1984) give a detailed description of the model and its
construction. It suffices to note here that submodels of five basic
processes are incorporated: surface heat and mass exchange, mixed layer
dynamics, inflow and outflow dynamics,andhypolimnetic mixing.
DYRESM has been validated on several lakes and reservoirs. Its major
development and validation was inWellington Reservoir (storage=185*106 m3,
area- 16 km 2 ),an irrigation supply reservoir situated in the southwest of
Western Australia. A quantitative measure of the performance of the model
is given by Patterson et al. (1984). For the Wellington Reservoir the
average expected errors for the hypolimnion were found to be 0.14 °C in
temperature and 25 ppm in salinity, and for the epilimnion, 0.9 °Cand 150
ppm.A short description ofDYRESM ispresented inAppendix 3. In the next

1=^=5" river inflow
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Fig. 5.7 Typical layer inDYRESMmodel.

section a brief description of the inflow algorithm which takes into
account the combined effect of temperature, salinity and sediment on inflow
processes is presented.

5.2.3 Inflowdynamics and algorithm
The density of the inflowingwater varies with time due to differences
in temperature and in dissolved and suspended matter. Besides, deep
reservoirs are stratified for most of the year due to the same causes. The
inflowing water tends to seek a level atwhich its density and that of the
reservoir are the same. The flow either floats over the reservoir surface
if the inflow is lighter or it plunges into the reservoir water if it is
heavier than the reservoir water at thesurface. Itcanalsomix fully over
some depth depending on the density distribution in the reservoir. Typical
patterns of inflow are shown in Fig. 5.8 (Fischer, 1979). We will
especially consider the case that the inflow has ahigher density than the
water stored inthe reservoir.
In that case, a "plunge line" will be visible, if the entrance point
is a well defined drowned river valley. In case of a wide entrance area,
the plunge occurs at a single "plunge point". Only the first case is
applicable to our problem.
Once the inflowing river has passed the plunge line it will continue
to flow down the river channel, entraining reservoir water as it moves
towards the dam wall. The entrainment leads toan increase in theunderflow
volume, thus a decrease in its density. In thisway aneutral condition may
be achieved, where the density of inflow becomes equal to the density of
the surrounding water, and a horizontal penetration (intrusion) of the
inflow is assumed to commence.The inflowmay continue until it runs out of
momentum or until it is stopped by the dam. It may even have enough
momentum to climb the face of the dam and flow over the spillways. Such
flow of muddy water over the spillway has been reported, among other
places, for lake Mead in the USA and lake Matahina in New Zealand
(Raudkivi, 1979); it isnot expected tooccur inJarrehReservoir.

Surface
intrusion•

Plunging line or pointInflow

Entraining
underflow

Fig. 5.8 Typical inflow patterns inareservoir.
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Throughout the inflow process,mixing occurs at the plunge region, as
well as duringunderflow and intrusion.
The dynamics of the river discharge entering the main body of the
reservoir ismodelled by the subroutine INFLOW:
At the beginning, the inflow properties i.e. volume Q, temperature T,
salinity S, silt content SED, and density p are initialized to the river
values. The density of the inflow p is calculated as a function of
temperature, salinity and sediment load (Shiati, 1990). The inflow density
is then compared with that of the top layer p NS : if p<pKS the total volume
is added to the top layer,anew surface level andproperties are computed,
and control is returned to the main program. If, p>Pus, underflow occurs,
and a calculation of the initial inflowing depth h 0 and entrainment from
the layers adjacent to the underflow are required.
The value of h 0 is approximated from equations (5.1) and (5.3). For
Jarreh Reservoir, of triangular cross-section, with abase half angle equal
to 80° and a bed slope of 3.5 °/oo, the equations (5.1) and (5.3) can be
recast into:
A„=0.

36[-21]

(5.13)

where Q is river discharge and A is non-dimensional density anomaly A=(p r PU)/PT<
PU i-s the underflow density and p r the reservoir density. This
formulation applies only to streams with small bed slope;in the case of
larger bed slopes, shear production and mixing at the plunge point must
also be considered (Akiyamaand Stefan, 1984, 1987).
It should be noted that the underflow density pu is calculated with
the assumption that the underflow carries only particles with diameter less
than 20 microns; larger particles are assumed to settle in the stretch
between inflow point andplunge line,forming adelta inthat region (Graf,
1983a, 1983b).
In the preceding chapter it is assumed that the turbidity current
velocity does not change with distance. The inflow may thus be routed down
along the bottom of the river channel of the stratified reservoir by
applying equations (5.7)-(5.9), (after recasting them according to the
reservoir geometry) to the vertically averaged inflow variables. The flow
depth h, and the amount of dilution AQ/Q due to entrainment as a function
of the distance along the river channel x can be written as: (see Appendix
2 for the derivation):
h=Eu

Q~K

x+h„

h '

The entrainment coefficient of water (Ew) is a function of Richardson's
number (Rj).The functional form proposed by Parker et al. (1987)based on
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(5.14)

(5.15)

experimental results for simple conservative density currents (Ashida and
Egashira, 1977)and turbidity currents is
0.075

This yields a value of EW-2.4*10"A for Jarreh Reservoir, quite similar to
measured value (1.9*10"'') in the Wellington Reservoir (Hebbert et al.,
1979). Employing the E w andRt (from eq. 5.3) to themomentum equation (eq.
5.9) gives a value of CD-0.025 for Jarreh Reservoir. Akiyama and Stefan
(1985) suggested a value of CD=0.02 and Hebbert et al. (1979) measured it
as 0.015 inhis field experiment with simple conservative density currents
inWellington Reservoir.
The entrainment AQ from the layers adjacent to the underflow as given
by eq. (5.15) is added to the inflow Q. The properties T, S and p are
adjusted and p iscompared with the density of the next layerbelow. If the
inflow density is smaller, the level of insertion is taken to be the midpoint of the turbidity current layer. Ifnot, theprocess isrepeated until
a neutrally buoyant level is found or until the reservoir bottom is
reached.
Intrusion into a stratified water body has been studied by
Imberger et al. (1976) and employed in the model DYRESM. These studies
calculate the length of intrusion to the damwall(e) and the thickness (25)
of intrusion (seeAppendix 3 ) .The apportionment of the total inflow volume
over 25 is done in such away that the inflow velocity takes abell shaped
profile.
Once the inflow is inserted, the properties T, S and p of the layers
are recalculated and control is returned to the main program. It should be
noted that at this stage thevertical distribution of sediment particles is
not modelled. It is assumed that, once the inflow comes to rest, sediment
particles will start to settle on the reservoir bottom in a process known
as "pelagic sedimentation". The sedimentation process is enhanced by
"flocculation",which, inturn, is stimulated by salinity.

5.2.4 Model inputs
DYRESM uses daily meteorological data (air temperature, wind speed,
short-wave radiation, sunshine duration, vapour pressure and rainfall),
inflow data (water temperature, river discharge, salinity and sediment
content), outflow data (amount of withdrawal from bottom and/or midlevel
outlets) and reservoir geometry (width and length at the outlets and crest
level, area-volume relationship andbed slope).
The planned Jarreh Reservoir is a medium-size (storage 470*106 m3,
area 19.5km2, at the crest level), irrigation supply reservoir in Southern
Iran (Fig. 5.9).Itwillbe about 92m deep at the damwall and extend some
23 km along the relatively narrow Shapur river valley (average bed slope
3-5 °/oo. ar,d a triangular cross section with a half base angle of about
80°). Withdrawal is primarily for irrigation and will occur throughout the
year. The average residence time of thewater in the reservoir is 1.1 year.
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(5.16)

Fig. 5.9 Location and geometry of theJarrehReservoir, Southern Iran.

The seasonal course of various inputs into the reservoir over the
simulation period (1982) is shown in Fig. 5.10. The rainfall and river
discharge are strongly seasonal. Peaks of flow coincide with peak sediment
load but have an inverse relationship with salinity. The salinity of the
inflow becomes as high as 3500 ppm during the summer period. At the
present situation, the salinity of total input to the reservoir is hardly
influenced by human activities (Chap. 2 ) .Wind speeds in Fig. 5.10 have
been shown only if greater than 3 m/s for the sake of clarity, but the
model uses all thedata.
Daily inflow data, i.e. discharge, salinity and temperature are gauged
at the Jarreh Station on Shapur river. The daily meteorological data were
obtained from the nearby stations, Shabankareh and Bushehr Station (see
Fig. 1.6). It should be noted that 1982 is the wettest year (annual
discharge 1120*106 m 3 ) in a 15 years record. Irrigation demands are ,of
course,projectedvalues.
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Fig. 5.10 Inflow,meteorological and irrigation demand input data; Shapur
R. (Jarreh Station).
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5.2.5 Simulation results
DYRESM was run for data of the year 1982 with and without sediment
effect. In these simulations the irrigation water is supposed to be
withdrawn from themidlevel outlet, located 52m above thebase of the dam.
We show the results of these simulations in several forms. Figure 5.11
gives the simulated profiles of temperature, salinity and density for days
which represent different seasons. In Fig. 5.12 the predicted iso-halines
at thebottompart of the reservoir areshown.
In the followingwe will give aphysical explanation for the behaviour
of thepresented results.
Simulationwithout sediment effect
Simulation begins with day 82001 (1st January 1982), with an almost
homogeneous initial condition (T~18 °C, salinity=1850 ppm). From previous
runs of the model, these values appeared to show annual periodicity. Until
day 82027, the inflowing water is saltier and colder than thewater in the
reservoir, thus, it ismare dense. From day 82027 onwards until day 82080,
the inflow is less salty than thewater in the reservoir,butbecause itis
also colder its density is still higher. The dense winter inflow (JanuaryMarch) lodges in deeper layers in the reservoir, causing a change in the
temperature and salinity of these layers.As a result, the temperature and
salinity in the deeper layers of the reservoir reduce between day 82027 to
82080 from 17.8 to 14.4°Cand from 1950 to 1650ppm, respectively. Because
the top layers remain more or less unchanged during this period a weak
stratification with density between 999.6-1000.4 kg m"3 developes (Fig.
5.11 a-b, day 82080).
Summer stratificationbuilds up until autumn due to warming up of the
surface water. A thermocline forms, protecting waters below from exchange
with the upper layers. During this period the inflow enters at the level
of the thermocline because sharp density gradients occur there. Since the
inflows are salty a relatively thin brackish water layer, with a salinity
of up to 2050 ppm is formed (Fig. 5.11a, days 82120 and 82220) at the
thermocline.
In late July the reservoir is strongly stratified, with temperatures
ranging from 14.5 to 35 °C, salinity from 1470 to 1950 ppm, and density
from 995.3 to 1000.4kgm"3 (Figs.5.11a-b, day 82220).
In late autumn the stability of stratification decreases due to the
drop in temperature of the surface water. During this period the inflows
become also colder and because the adjustment of the temperature in river
water to those in the atmosphere goes faster than in the large reservoir,
the riverwater becomes more dense than the reservoir again and intrudes in
deeper water layers. The surface wind mixes the surface layers and finally
an "overturn" occurs at the end of autumn (onday 82340) and the reservoir
becomes homogeneous again over the top depth of 80 m (Fig. 5.11 a-b, day
82350).
The results show that the temperature regime of the reservoir is
determined by the inflows, and by surface heating and cooling. The bottom
temperature of the reservoir for most of the year is determined by the
temperature of the coldest inflows (14°C),whereas the surface temperature
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is determined by the meteorological forcing. On the other hand, the
salinity regime of the reservoir is mainly determined by the vertical
density structure in the reservoir andby the inflows.

Simulation including sediment effect
When the effect of sediment is introduced, the density of the
inflowing water is notably increased so that the inflow penetrates more
rapidly to the bottom layers. Once this dense water reaches the bottom
layers, it tends to stay there longer than in case of lighter water. In
this way the differences in temperature and salinity of successive water
layers will increase. In other words, the presence of sediment intensifies
the gradients. This results intomore salty and colder bottomwater layers,
an effectwhich persists throughout theyear (Fig. 5.11a and 5.11b).
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Fig. 5.11(a) Simulated temperature (°C)andsalinity profiles (ppm) inthe
Jarreh Reservoir fortheyear1 9 8 2 .

Similar results were found by Marjonavic and Orlob (1987) who studied the
effect of salinity on thermal stratification.
During thedry season (spring-mid a u t u m n ) , the effect of sediment is
negligible dueto small amount of sediment inthe inflowing water. In this
period theinflow inserts almost atthesame level forboth simulations.
From late autumn the inflows become sediment-laden and colder and
lodge to deeper water layers. Theoverturn takes place around day82340but
due to the more intense gradients in temperature and salinity at the
hypolimnion, thereservoir becomes homogeneous over theupper 50m only.
The effect of sediment on the simulated temperature, salinity and
density distribution is clearly shown in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12, and is
described below.
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Temperature
As canbe seen from Fig. 5.11(a),when the effect of sediment is taken
into account, the bottom water layers are colder than when the sediment
effect isneglected. The data show a decrease in temperature of the bottom
water layersbetween0.5and 2.5 °C,due to sediment influence.
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Salinity
From Figs. 5.11a and 5.12, it is clear thatbottomwater layers become
more salty due to the sediment effect. The difference in simulated salinity
betweenboth cases persists throughout theyear and reaches up to about 200
ppm. The salinity at the lower part ofJarreh Reservoir shows the following
pattern over the year (Fig. 5.12):
A salty inflow in January (2200-2500 ppm) increases the initial salinity
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(1850 ppm) in the deeper layers upto 2000 ppra.The inflow in February and
March is less saline (it goes down to 1400 ppm) causing a decrease in
salinity in this region. At the end of winter (day 82090) the salinity
ranges from 1600 to 1800 ppm. During spring and summer and early autumn
these values remain unchanged since the sharp thermocline will protect the
deeper layers from salty inflows. In late autumn and winter the salty
inflows can lodge again into the deeper part and cause an increase in the
salinity up to 1900 ppm (day 82350). At that time the upper 50 meters
become mixed.
Density
The vertical density structure will be influenced by the change in
vertical temperature and salinity structures. Therefore, a cold and salty
water in the bottom region results in an increase in density and thus an
intensified stratification. The difference in simulated density between the
"with and without sediment" cases reaches up to 0.3 kg m"3 in the region
below the thermocline. InJanuary, November andDecember, stratification is
weak and cold salty and sediment-laden inflows can lodge into the deeper
part of the reservoir and remain there during the rest of the year. With
sediment, the enhanced stability will restrict the turnover in winter to
theupper 50meters;below thatdepth the stagnationpersists.

300

0

320

N

Year1982

Fig. 5.12 salinity distribution at the lowerpart ofJarreh R. without
(
-)andwith (
)sediment effect.

5.2.6 Effect on output salinity
The withdrawal salinity is mainly affected by the stratification in
the reservoir. Density stratification inhibits vertical motions within the
reservoir, since any water particle displaced vertically into the heavier
fluid below or the lighter fluid above will experience a restoring force,
which will eventually return it to its original level.As a result of these
buoyancy effects,withdrawal water from a stratified reservoir comes from a
horizontal layer centered at the level of the outlet. The process is known
as selective withdrawal and has been reviewed by Imberger (1980). In case
of the absence of stratification, the withdrawal water flows radially
towards the outlet, from all directions equally. The present version of
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DYRESM uses a selective withdrawal algorithm developed by Hocking et al.
(1988).
Jarreh Reservoir can supply irrigation water from two fixed level
outlets: midlevel outlet (height 52 m) and bottom level outlet (height 23
m ) . The average salinity of supplied water as calculated by DYRESM at the
bottom and midlevel outlets for both simulations is shown in Fig. 5.13. It
can be seen that the salinity of the withdrawal water can increase up to
150 ppm when the effect of sediment is introduced. The effect is more
pronounced in the bottom outlet water in winter, because the withdrawal
water in that case comes from deeper layers in which salinity is more
sediment affected. The difference in salinity of the withdrawal water at
themidlevel outletbetweenboth cases is small since this outlet withdraws
water frommidlevel layerswhich are less affected by sediment effects.
As noted before, the simulation year 1982 was abnormally wet, and
consequently the inflowing water carried relatively large amounts of
sediment particles. In order to examine a larger time span, a four years
series of daily input data (1982-1985) is run. This data set also includes
the driest year on record (1984, annual discharge 289*106 m 3 ) which
occurred just two years after the wettest year. The results of these
simulations are presented aswithdrawal salinity at thebottom outlet (Fig.
5.14), and as salt balance of the reservoir (Table 5.3).For the four-year
simulation period an increase in supply salinity when the effect of
sediment is taken into account can be observed. Nevertheless, the
difference in the withdrawal salinity hardly exceeds 150ppm. The dry year
1984 shows the most striking features. In this period the withdrawal
salinity deteriorates to a range 2150 to 2400 ppm in comparison to 1500 to
2000ppm in thewet year 1982 (Fig. 5.14).
An increase in withdrawal salinity up to 150 ppm is still not
significant for its use in irrigation, but somehow it influences the salt
balance in the reservoir. Table 5.2 shows the salt balance in the Jarreh
Reservoir for the simulation year 1982. It shows that when the effect of
sediment is taken into account, an extra amount of 3.1*106 kg salt is
withdrawn with the irrigationwater from thebottom outlet. This means that
the amount of salt stored in the reservoir at the end of the year will be
overestimated (up to 3*106 kg) if sediment affect is not taken into
account. For the period 1982 to 1985 (Table 5.3),the withdrawn irrigation
water contains an extra amount of 9*10s kg of salt. At the same period,
less salt (about 6*106 kg) has been withdrawn with spilled water. As the
result, at the end of simulation, the amount of salt stored in the
reservoir decreased by 3*106 kgwhen sediment effect is taken into account.
Apparently, this value is negligible when compared with the total salt
content of the reservoir (Table5.3).
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Table5.2WaterandsaltbalanceforJarrehreservoirin1982
withdrawalfrombottomoutlet)
Water
(106m3)
Reservoiron
day0
Inflow

450
(450)

saltconcentration
(ppm)
1850
(1850)

saltload
(106kg)
832
(832)

1128
(1128)

1693
(1693)

Spillover
spillways

816
(816)

1244
(1243)

Irrigation
demand

268
(268)

419
(423)

Evaporation
exceed

24
(24)

Reservoiron
day365

470
(470)

1832
(1827)

862
(859)

Figuresinbrackettsarewithsedimenteffect.
Table5.3WaterandsaltbalanceforJarrehReservoirin1982-1985
(withdrawalfrombottomoutlet)
water
(106m3)
Reservoiron
day0

450
(450)

saltconcentration
(ppm)
1850
(1850)

saltload
(106kg)
832
(832)

Inflow

2284
(2284)

4000
(4000)

Spillage

1127
(1127)

1829
(1823)

Irrigation
demand

1073
(1073)

2061
(2070)

Evaporation
exceed

102
(102)

Reservoiron
day1461

432
(432)

2180
(2173)

Figuresinbrackettsarewithsedimenteffect.
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942
(939)

5.2.7 Validation of one-dimensional assumption
The assumption of one-dimensionality in spatial variation of
parameters is usually made in a stratified reservoir. As a result of
stratification, vertical motions are inhibited, longitudinal and transverse
variations play a secondary role, and the variation over the vertical
become themost important contribution to the first-order balances of mass,
momentum, and energy.
Therefore, in applying a one-dimensional model, DYRESM, to Jarreh
Reservoir oneneeds toverifywhether the conditions for that reservoir are
indeed one-dimensional in the sense outlined. The constraints imposed by
such a one-dimensional model maybestbe quantified by defining a series of
non dimensional numbers (Orlob, 1983; Patterson et al.,1984). The numbers
arebased on degree of stratification,basin geometry, surfacewind stress,
and rates of inflow and outflow:
Wedderburnnumber (W)
This number compares the hydrostatic pressure gradient force with the
friction force in the momentum equation applied to the homogeneous mixed
upper layer inthe reservoir

(Ml) ill)
W=(-^)(^)

(5.17)

where g' is the effective reduced gravity across the thermocline [LT-2],h
depth of thermocline [L], L the reservoir length scale [L], and u* the
surface shear velocity [LT-1].Spigel and Imberger (1980) have shown that
for W>0(1) the departure from one-dimensionality is minimal, that for
0(h/L)<W<0(l)the departure isseverebutmaybe successfully parametrized,
and forW<0(h/L) the slope inthe thermocline is dictated primarily by wind
stress at the water surface and the thermocline can locally reach the
bottom or thewater surface.
Densimetric (internal)Froude number (Fr)
This number compares the momentum force, represented by an average
flow-through velocity, with the internal gravitational force tending to
maintain stability:

Fr =

(5.18)
Po

where U=Q/bd is the average flow-through velocity [LT-1], Q the river
discharge [L3T-1], d the average depth [L],b the width of the reservoir
[L], Ap is the density difference over depth [ML-3], p0 is the reference
density [ML-3], and g is the acceleration due to gravity [LT-2]. If the
length and volume of the impoundment are introduced as characteristic
parameters, (5.18)becomes
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Fi = (%)(%)[
1

d

p-4i'

(5.19)

V Ap g

where L is the length [L],andV-Lbd is thevolume [L3].
The following criterion is suggested by Water Resources Engineers,
Inc. (1969): well—stratified impoundments for which one-dimensional models
are best suited are those for which Fr«l/?r; and fully mixed systems are
defined by Fr>l. Patterson et al. (1984) suggested to use the value of the
internal Froude number for inflow (Fj)and outflow (F0) as a criterion for
one-dimensionality. One-dimensionality isaccepted if:

rz

<i

(5.20)

(9H)

where u is inflow velocity [LT"1], g' is the reduced gravity between the
surface reservoir water and the inflow [LT-2],and H is the depth at the
reservoir entrance.And inaddition if:
<1

(5.21)

(g2H2

where Q is the outflow discharge [LT3 ] and g' the reduced gravity between
the surface andbottomwater andH the reservoir depth.
Ratio of the internalRossbv radiusof deformation and reservoirwidth (R)
This number compares the internal gravitational force with the
Coriolis force.
(gh)
fB
where g' is the effective reduced gravity over depth h [LT-2],h the depth
of interface [L], f the Coriolis frequency [T_1], and B is the maximum
width of reservoir [L].R>1 is the criterion for the absence of rotational
effects and therefore of the absence of a slope of the interface due to
earth rotation.
We now examine the validity of the assumption of one-dimensionality by
calculating the values of W, R, Fr, and F 0 using the simulation density
profiles as shown in Fig. 5.11(b). The computations wereperformed for days
82005, 82080, 82120, 82220, 82320, and 82350 and are considered as typical
forvarious times of theyear.The results arepresented inTable 5.4.
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(5.22)

Table 5.4 Values of the criteria for one-dimensionality inJarreh Reservoir

Criteria
82005
Wedderburn No.
(W)

0.88

82080

10.07

Internal Froude
No.
(Fr)
0.0025 0.0095
0.0017 0.0015
(F0)
Ratio of Rossby
No. and width
(R)

0.87

2.0

82120

260.98

days of 1982
82220
82320

217.91

39.60

82350

10.97

0.0011 0.00016 0.0018 0.0059
0.0004 0.00062 0.0004 0.0007

5.38

7.57

1.98

1.11

The computed values ofW forJarreh Reservoir give avalue ofW>10 for
most of the period. Only during the starting days of simulation (82005),
when the stratification was extremly weak, the value of W is smaller than
one, but still much greater than the depth/length ratio of the reservoir.
Thus the reservoir satisfies the one-dimensionality criterion in this
respect.
The computed values of R vary between 0.87-7.57 throughout the
simulation year and clearly satisfy the criterion for most of the period.
The exception is again for the starting days when the reservoir is almost
homogeneous.
The values of Fr, F 0 as presented in Table 5.4 indicate that the
reservoir is strongly stratified for most of the period. This analysis
leads to the conclusion that the Jarreh Reservoir meets all theoretical
constraints of one-dimensionality.

5.2.8 Conclusions
Results of this study lead to the general conclusion that
the
sediment load of the inflowing water influences the density stratification
by intensifying the gradients of salinity and temperature of the lower
water layers. As a result the presence of sediment in the inflow leads to
colder and more salty deep water layers in the reservoir. For the
simulation year 1982 the salinity of the lowerwater layers increases up to
200 ppm, temperature lowers with 0.5-2.5 °C, and density increases up to
0.3 kgnf3.
The sediment effect on withdrawal water salinity - an increase up to
150 ppm at the bottom outlet - is hardly significant for its use in
irrigation. However, the total salt content of the reservoir is affected by
the change in salinity distribution due to the inflowing sediment.
The influence of sediment has been considered by taking into account
its effect on density in the inflow after entry, dilution with the
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reservoir water, and intrusion into the reservoir water body. After the
flow arrives at the dam wall, the flowwill stop and the suspended sediment
will settle on the reservoir bottom. The vertical and horizontal
propagation of sediment has not been modelled in this approach. This
confines the application of the model to dissolved substances only. For
water quality variables which depend on (bio)chemical reactions with
substances attached to suspended particles, one has to consider the
turbidity distribution inthe reservoir aswell.
Inflow isonly one ofmany significant processes that affect the water
quality structures in reservoirs. Therefore, in order to verify the new
inflow algorithm a short sequence of data in which the inflow is the
dominant process is needed. The present work described the behaviour of a
turbid underflow with negligible deposition and entrainment. Further
research should incorporate the spatial and temporal distribution of
suspended particles as well. Further investigations should also include
experiments inboth laboratory and field, and especially the latter.
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6 MANAGEMENT OFA SALT-AFFECTED RESERVOIR

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In several arid and semi-arid countries, the main water resources for
regional development are from reservoirs constructed on brackish sedimentladen rivers. Such salinity is caused by different processes, as described
in Chap. 2, and results in a rise in salinity of the water stored. The
presence of saline inflows requires a careful management of such
reservoirs.
The models for a stratified reservoir, as described in the foregoing
sections, can be used to predict the effects of various measures to be
taken.
Such simulation studies have been used to find appropriate
strategies for the future Jarreh Reservoir in Southern Iran. This storage
dam with a capacity of 470 Mm3 on the brackish Shapur river will be
constructed to irrigate 13000 ha of a coastal plain. The catchment of
Shapur river is suffering from salinity caused by natural processes (Chap.
2). Due to this, approximately 1.2*106 tons of salt are brought into the
reservoir in an average year. The river discharge and salinity of the
Shapur river at the damsite (Jarreh Station) are shown for the period
1975-1990 in Fig. 6.1. It shows that the salinity (TDS) of the river is
strongly influenced by both long term and seasonal variations in stream
flow. For example, the high annual inflows of 1982 (discharge 1127 Mm3,
2.12 times the median) averaged 1500 mg/1 TDS whereas the inflows of 1984,
a dry year (discharge 280Mm3, 0.54 times themedian) averaged 2180mg/1 in
salinity. On a seasonal basis, the flood flows (winter period) are
generally less saline. Low flows (summer period), however, are in part due
to groundwater flows and remain highly saline. For the recorded period the
salinity of the inflowing watervaries between 750-4200ppm.
The high variability of both the discharge and the salinity of the
Shapur river have compounded theproblem. Inwet yearswhen the river flows
are high, the average salinity of inflow is low and the reservoir is
flushed out so that the quality of the impounded water improves. On the
otherhand, adry year causes aconsiderable deterioration of quality ,and
especially a series of consecutive dry years will deteriorate the quality
considerably.
Inreservoirs, the temporal variation of salt content as shown inFig.
6.1 ispartially alleviated, and thewater quality ismainly controlled by
stratification phenomena and retention time (Chap. 5 ) . It is the aim of
this study to show how appropriate management strategies can improve the
quality of thewater tobewithdrawn and at the same time minimize the risk
of a salinity build-up in the reservoir. Such strategies might be developed
by studying the interaction between inflow characteristics, withdrawal
policy and stratification in the reservoir.
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Fig. 6.1 Distribution of river discharge and salinity of the Shapur
river atJarreh Station.

It should be noted that any improvement in the salinity by means of
reservoir management will be beneficial, especially during the dry years.
As described in Chapter 3, most of the salinity control schemes for
reducing salt entrance into the river, upstream of the Jarreh
Reservoir were technically and economically unfeasible.
DYRESM is used to investigate the response of the Jarreh Reservoir to
various management strategies. Furthermore, it isused to simulate the salt
build-up in the reservoir over a long time span. For the former purpose, a
five-year period (1982-1986) of daily inflow and meteorological data and
for the latter a fifteen-year period (1975-1990) of daily inflow data and
anaverage year ofmeteorological data (1986)are used.
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6.2 STRATEGIESANDMEASURES
Among the factors which influence the reservoir stratification
(meterological, inflow and outflow) only inflows and outflows can be
controlled. As a result, only those management options are investigated
that are based on the manipulation of both inflow and outflow. Inflow
manipulation is achieved by diverting themost saline river inflows
(summer inflows) before they reach thebody ofthereservoir ("by-pass
policy"). Outflowmanipulation includes release of excesswater (subject
to safe yield constraints) from themost saline part of the reservoir
at appropriate outletsand appropriate times ("scouring policy").
Different strategies of course depend
on
the
management
objective; solely to improve theofftake salinity, and/or to improve
the average salinity inthereservoir. Theobjective for Jarreh Reservoir
is primarily to maintain the status quo or, if possible, minimize the
salinitybuild-up inthereservoir.Thequalityoftheirrigation supplyis
not a primary objective because_on one hand any improvement in supply
salinity isnotgoing tobesignificant andontheotherhand itwillbeof
little importance forthe moderately salt tolerant crops that are already
being cultivated inthestudy area.
A general conclusion on the aspects of reservoir management cannot
be given; every reservoir of this kind will require its specific
management. Forexample, theresults ofadopted options for the Jarreh
Reservoir
show
some
similarities but
also
differences with
Wellington Reservoir, W. Australia (Patterson et al., 1978;Fischer et
al., 1979;Imberger, 1981).

6.3 DETERMINATION OFEXCESSWATER FORBY-PASSING OR SCOURING

The amount of water that can be diverted or released should be
consistent with the demand, inflow and the storage volume. Long-term
simulation may lead to the development of operation rules tominimize the
amount of spillage and maximize the available water for scouring or
diversion (e.g. Loh and Hewer, 1977; Yeh, 1985; He, 1987). Long-term
simulation might also lead to improved water quality at the expense of
supply quantity.
It should be noted that the simulation techniques used to derive reservoir
operating rules should include quality criteria. At present little work
has been done to include water quality in the optimization procedure.
Instead the state of reservoir system is simply described in terms of a
single variable, water volume. The above-mentioned problem i.e. how to
couple an optimization algorithm with a simulation model to assess the
water quality and account for multiple objectives, are the core of a
research is currently undertaken for theJarreh Reservoir, Iran (Bogardi,
1990).
At present in the Jarreh Reservoir,
for the period
1982/1986,
different values for diversion or scouring are
examined, usinga simulationprogram, RELEAS (Shiati andTorfs, 1990). A
schematic description ofRELEAS isshown inFig.6.2and Flowchart2.
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Fig. 6.2 Schematic description ofRELEAS.

Various strategies were investigated with thismodel, towit:
DIVERSION Ito IV:bypassing of summer flows withhigh salinity toa
point downstream of the last irrigation intakes.
DIVERSION

I: diversion of flows with salinity of 3600ppm TDS and
over;
same,with cutoff level 3400ppm;
DIVERSION II
same,with cutoff level 3200ppm;
DIVERSION III
same,with cutoff level 3000ppm.
DIVERSION IV
SCOUR Ito IV: selective withdrawal ofwater from the reservoir.
SCOUR I
SCOUR II
SCOUR H a
SCOUR III
SCOUR IV

^

insummer, throughmidlevel outlet atheight 52m;
insummer, throughmidlevel outlet atheight 67m;
in late summer to early autumn,atheight 67m;
insummer, through top outlet atheight 78m;
combination of SCOUR IlaandDIVERSION IV.

For the amounts and times ofdiversion and scouring seeTable 1.
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s t a r t : V F 1 N A L = v1

get new INFLOW, DEMAND,EVAP.RAIN

"start = V F I N A I

solve : V F I N A L = Vjtart ' INFLOW-DEMAND-!EVAP.RAI N | . A R E A I ^ 1 " ^ 1 " ^

deficit = 0
SPILL = V F , N 4 l - V „ A X

deficit =V M I N - V F I N A L

V

VFINAL =VMIN

FINAL= V M A X

release = DEMAND . SPILL-DEFICIT

write V F , N 4 U , r e l e a s e , SPILL, DEFICIT

Flowchart 2. RELEAS flowchart.

6.4 THE EFFECT OF BY-PASSING POLICY
The simulated reservoir volume corresponding to diverting all inflows
with a salinity greater than 3000, 3200, 3400, and 3600 ppm is shown in
Fig. 6.3, Diversion I-IV. As can be observed, for the simulated period
(1982/1986) an amount of 158Mm3 (corresponding with cutoff salinity 3000
ppm)canbe diverted without adversely affecting the reliability of supply.
The corresponding volumes to be diverted, the period of diversion and the
simulation results for some specific days of the simulation period are
shown in Table 6.1. Fig. 6.4 shows the salt content of the reservoir (kg)
and the salinity (TDS) of the withdraw water, respectively. These results
show that a diversion policy will have a major effect on the salinity of
the withdraw water as well as on the overall salinity of the reservoir.
When a cutoff salinity of 3000 mg/1 is examined (diversion IV) the average
salinity of the reservoir on day 84295 is reduced by 7.3% (equivalent to
172mg/1 TDS) and the salinity of released water by 4.6% (equivalent to 100
mg/1 TDS).The maximum reduction in supplied salinity (18 %)occurs on day
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Fig. 6.3. Simulated JarrehReservoir volume corresponding to different
diversionvolumes.

85354, with also 8.7% reduction in average salinity of the reservoir
equivalent to 387 and 198 mg/1 TDS, respectively. At the end of this
simulation the total salt accumulation in the reservoir is reduced by
72*103 tonswhich is 8.5% improvement on the "nopolicy"results.
The price paid for this reduction in salinity is a diversion of 158*106 m 3
of the river flowduring theperiods shown inTable 1.
This management policy has a pronounced effect on the salinity
distribution in the reservoir (Fig. 6.5). As can be observed from this
figure, at the end of simulation the reservoir still is stratified due to
temperature gradients,but only aweak salinity gradient remains.
Implementing
such
a policy
does
not
require
elaborate
engineering
constructions. Of course, the choice of a cutoff
salinity
3000 ppm
requires
larger diversion
structures. A
preliminary plan for diverting three cubic meters per second of the
salty summer inflows (corresponding with cutoff salinity 3000
ppm)
includes:
1) A submerged intake structure with two slide gates to be operated
through awalkway slab.The diversion site is located 22km upstream of the
Jarreh dam site, at an elevation greater than the maximum water level of
the reservoir.
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2) The saline water is then conveyed to the river at a place downstream
of the reservoir command area through two high-pressure plastic pipelines
(0=1000 mm).The length of the pipeline system which conveys saline water
to the downstream part of the existing Saad-Abad diversion dam will be
about 56 km (Fig. 1.6).The friction slope of the pipes is assumed to be
0.3% and the flow will be regulated by two jet valves at the outlet and
will be released to the river after passing an energy dissipator. The
systemwillbe operative during 2-4 months inthe summer period.
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6.5 THE EFFECT OF SCOURING POLICY
Apart from diversion, advantage can be taken of strong summer
stratification in Jarreh Reservoir. In summer, a thin layer of warm and
brackish water will form at the top, above the level of the thermocline
(Chap. 5 ) .This brackish water layer persists up to late autumn, when a
turnover occurs and the water in the reservoir will be mixed. The
development of this strong stratification may be used to our advantage by
selective withdrawal of this layer. In this respect, much will depend on
the flexibility of offtake level selection.
Based on the stratification and a strategy of selective withdrawal,
some of the most saline part of the reservoir water can be removed in
summer (scoured) before internal mixing distributes it over the remainder
of the storage.
A number of options are examined. Furthermore, the policy is tested
for the effects of the timing of the scour and the level at which
withdrawal take place.
The simulation results are also summarized in Table 6.1. The results
are also compared with the simulation results of "nopolicy" option and the
percentage of improvement is cited. For all type of policies tested, the
irrigation water is supplied from the bottom outlet (height 32 m) and an
amount of 153*106m3 ofwater (the same amount as diversion IV) is scoured.
The first class of policies tested, SCOUR I and SCOUR II, is to
remove the top brackish water layer during mid summer up tomid autumn in
90 days, before the occurrence of turnover in the reservoir. In SCOUR I,
scour takes place from themidlevel outlet atheight 52m, aswas envisaged
in the feasibility design of the Jarreh dam. However, the final design of
the dam fixed the midlevel outlet at a height of 67 m above the base of
the dam. SCOUR II simulates scouring at this level. SCOUR Ila shows the
effect of the timing of the operation: itwas delayed to 45 days after all
salt wedges have been fully inserted and after the depth of the brackish
layer has deepened with the cooling at the surface and by the increasing
wind effect.
The second class of policies tested, SCOUR III, involves the removal
of the most saline wedges at the top (about 78 m from the base, see Fig.
6.5), before they participate in mixing. SCOUR IV examines the combined
effect of diverting the inflows with salinity greater than 3000 ppm
(Diversion IV) and SCOUR Ila. In this case a quantity of 316 *10 6 m 3 is
removed, which leads to intolerably low reservoir levels (Fig. 6.3, SCOUR
IV).
The effectiveness of the scouring policy is shown in Fig. 6.6, where
the salinity of the scoured water is illustrated. It is evident that this
salinity is consistently less than the salinity of the diverted water,
indicating that the policy is not as effective as diversion. The maximum
salinity of the scoured water is 2540 mg/1 compared with 4000 mg/1 of
diverted flows.
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The results of SCOUR I and to a lesser extent SCOUR II indicated that
scouringwater from the level of 52m and 67m respectively is ineffective,
sincewater was taken from the fresher regions formost part of the period.
Inboth policies scouring tookplace at outlet levels which are too low in
view of the depth atwhich thehighest salinity concentrations occur. SCOUR
Ila indicated that it isdesirable to delay the scouruntil thebulk of the
high salty summer inflows had been transported to deeper levels in the
reservoir during late summer and autumn. More benefit is gained by SCOUR
III, which allows removal of summer inflowsat ahigh outlet levelprior to
theirmixingwith the surrounding water.As the result of thispolicy, the
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average salinity of the reservoir at the end of simulation decreases by up
to 4.6 % (equivalent to 26*103 tons of salt). The maximum improvement on
supply salinity 4.6% (equvalent to 85 mg l"1TDS) is gained on day 86365.
When a combination ofby-passing and scouring policies is tested, SCOUR IV,
the salt accumulation in the reservoir is reduced considerably (Table 1).
As a result, at the end of simulation (day 86365) the salinity of the
reservoir isreduced by 13.7% (equivalent to248mg/1TDS),supply salinity
by 12.4% (equivalent to 225 mg l"1TDS), and salt accumulation by 117*103
tons. However, the large withdrawal in SCOUR IV causes too low reservoir
levels.
Although the control of the yearly salinity build-up in the reservoir
by SCOUR III and/or SCOUR IV is more effective, their implementation
requires the construction of a selective withdrawal outlet structure. A
multi-level offtake structure allows the management options tobe practised
more effectively and more sophisticated options can be employed (e.g.
removal of the most saline water for scouring and simultaneous offtake of
less salinewater for irrigation supply).

6.6 SALINITY TREND INTHE RESERVOIR
It is important to study thebehaviour ofa salt—affected reservoir on
a long-term basis. For this purpose, a salt balance calculation of the
reservoir isnecessary.
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thewaterbalanceinreservoirreads:
Qi-Qu+B+dV/dt

(6.1)

thesaltbalanceinreservoirreads:
QiCi=QuCu+dZ/dt

(6.2)

where
Qi=inflow(m3/s)
Qu-outflow(m3/s)
B =evaporativeexcess (m3/s)
V =volumeofwaterinreservoir (m3)
C =saltconcentrationinthereservoir (kg/m3)
Ci=saltconcentrationofinflow (kg/m3)
Cu—saltconcentrationofoutflow(kg/m3)
Z -saltstoredinreservoir(kg)
t =time(s)
For a completely mixed reservoir (C=CU), an analytical solution can be
obtainedfromeqs. (6.1)and(6.2)(seevanderMolen,1980,eq. 8):
Oi-B

^ M c - MQ^B'
l .'[V0+(QrB-Qu)
Oi~B 0

1 Oj-B-0„

(6.3)

t

However,forastratified reservoireq. (6.3)cannotbeappliedbecauseof
C/Cu.Forsuchacaseanumericalsolutionisoftenused.Inthisstudya
moduleisaddedtoDYRESMtocalculatethetotalmasscontent,saltcontent
andaverage salinity of reservoiraswellasoutletswaterateachdaily
timestep. The followingschemeisemployed.

Total water mass~Y^ (Vjtpj)

Total salt content=Y^

Average

salinity

(S i *V i+p i )

£ f (gj»rj*Pi>

where
Vt=volumeofthei-layer(m3)
pi - densityofthei-layer (kg/m3)
Sj=salinityofthei-layer (ppm),andi=1,NS
Another source of salt input isby diffusion from the saltyMiocene
formation forming the reservoir bottom. The amount of salt inputby this
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(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

process has been calculated for Jarreh Reservoir; it is presented in
Appendix 4. It appears that salt (diffusive) flux is negligible after the
first few years.
The salinity trend in the Jarreh Reservoir is obtained by using the
15-year daily inflow data. Daily meteorological data are available only
for five years (1982-1986) and not for the whole period of 15 years of
inflow data. Therefore, the meteorological data of an average year (1986)
are used as being representative for the simulation period. The reason
for this standardization is: for the study area, apart from rainfall the
variation in meteorological data (sunshine hr, temperature, short wave
radiation, vapour pressure) from year to year is usually not very
distinctive when compared with inflow data (Fig. 6.7).Moreover, results of
a simulation using all the meteorological data available (5years of 198286) show little (and negligible) difference with using data of the
representitive year of 1986 (Fig. 6.8), indicating the primary role of
inflow indetermining the reservoir salinity.
The results of the 15-year simulation are shown as total salt content
and average salinity of the reservoir, Fig. 6.9, and water and salt
balance at the end of the simulationperiod, Table 6.2. It isevident from
Figs. 6.9 and 6.1 that the salt content of the reservoir is primarily
determined by the annual variability of inflow. The high and fresh
flows of the wet years 1975-76, 1979-80 and 1987-88 flushed out the
reservoir and reduced the salt content to its lowest level of about 7.5
*10 8 kg and the average salinity to 1550 ppm TDS. On the other hand,
the low and saline flows of the dry years 1977-78, 1978-79 and 1983-1984
increased the salt content of the reservoir up to about 1.1 *10 9kg and
anaverage salinity to 2600ppm.
Under certain conditions, QL= B and Qu-0 (all incoming water
evaporates, no outflow, and reservoir volume remains constant) the salt
concentration in a lake or reservoir rises until precipitation of salt
occurs (salt lakes, soda lakes and borax lakes of arid regions).
Apparently, these conditions do not exist for the Jarreh Reservoir because
of Q 1 » B and salt mainly is being removed by the outlet water (see Table
6.2). As canbe observed, at theend of the 15-year simulation (day 89365),
from the total salt input of 1.48*1010 kg, only 55*10 6 kg of salt
accumulated in reservoir and the rest are removed by the spill and
irrigation waters.As canbe observed from Fig. 6.9 the reservoir salinity
on the simulation periodvaries ina rangebetween 1500-2600ppm.
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Table 6.2 Water and saltbalance forJarreh Reservoir, simulation
period 1975-1990 (withdrawal frombottom outlet)

water
(106 *m 3 )

salt concentration
(ppm)

Reservoir on
day 0

450

Inflow

8404

14820

Spill

3787

6740

Irrigation

4022

80204

Evaporation excess

574

Reservoir on
day 89365

470

1850

salt content
(106 *kg)

Ave.
salinity =1887

832

887

6.7 CONCLUSIONS
It is clear that the diversion of the most saline part of the inflow
will result in significant water quality improvements of both offtake and
reservoir. Implementing such a policy for the Jarreh Reservoir does not
involve severe engineering constraints.
Controlby scouring is less effective at the presently planned offtake
levels. However, an alteration of the outlet structures,or use of amultilevel offtake structure would result in more effective implementation of
this policy. Nevertheless, this policy will remain always less effective
than the diversion policy. Scouring the salt wedges in autumn, is a
standard procedure in the management of salinity in Wellington Reservoir,
W. Australia (Fischer et al., 1979; Imberger, 1981). This is because for
the Australian case the high salinity inflow water is usually cold. Hence
saline water lodges inthe deeper places and canbe easily scoured through
the bottom outlet. The above mentioned condition is not to be expected
for Jarreh Reservoir, where the most saline inflows remain near the
surface at the level of thermocline.
In Fig. 6.10 the average salinity of the reservoir operating policies
(with andwithout implementing themanagement policy)are compared with the
original river salinity for the period 1982-1986. It is evident that the
reservoir has alleviated the consequences of extreme river salinity (up to
4000 mg l"1)to an extent acceptable formoderately salt tolerant crops (up
to 2400 mg l"1). In this period the reservoir salinity varies in a range
between 1450 and 2415 mg l"1. The adopted management policy (diversion of
inflows with a salinity greater than 3000ppm) reduces this figure to about
1430 to 2200mg1_1.
The salinity trend inJarreh Reservoir is determined mostly by annual
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variability in river discharge. The high and fresh flows of the wet years
flushed out the reservoir,whereas the low and salty flows of the dry years
deteriorate the quality. This indicates that an equilibrium condition
hardly willbe achieved, but that the reservoir salinity willvary within a
range. For the period 1975-1990 the average reservoir salinity, without
management policies varies between 1500-2600ppm (Fig.6.9).
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

i -Interactionbetween sedimentparticles andphysical mixing processes
The presence of sediment particles in the inflowing water affect the
density, resulting underflow and thus influence the physical mixing
processes in the reservoir. The present work models a steady motion
turbidity current with neither depositing nor eroding sediments. That is
the temporal variation of sediment particles has not been modelled. The
time varying distribution of particles in a reservoir is the result of a
complex set of physical and (bio)chemical processes and their mutual
interactions. In future studies, a model that describes particles
distribution and combines it with the physical mixing processes in a
stratified reservoir should be able to handle the particles settling,
diffusion and coagulation.
Many investigators who have studied the behaviour of sediment-laden inflows
in reservoirs, have verified their theoretical expressions by laboratories
experiments. Only a few field measurement is reported. Further research
should also emphasize more oncomprehensive fieldmeasurements.
ii -Management of salt-affected reservoirs
-Development of reservoir operating rules
The only control available over the behaviour of reservoirs are
manipulation of inflows and outflows. The amount of water that can be
allocated for management purposes should be determined by developing an
operating rule (using an optimization technique). The main criteria should
be to minimize the amount of spillage and maximize the amount of release.
The present study does not include such an optimization.
-Coupling the optimization andwater quality model
The optimization techniques which will be used to develop reservoir
operating rules should include water quality criterion as well. Various
objective functions (such as target salinity and salt load in the
reservoir) and constraints (such as selective withdrawal) may be used. At
present, a research program is established to investigate the abovementioned aspects for management of the Jarreh Reservoir at the Department
of Hydrology, Soil Physics and Hydraulics of Wageningen Agricultural
University.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis presents results of a research on the regional
salinization in the Shapur-Dalaki river basin (Southern Iran) and some
solutions to reduce the salinity of the water to be used for present and
future irrigation systems. The basic data were collected over the period
1974-1990. Special emphasis is given to investigate the origin, sources and
extent of salinity and the processes influencing its production and
transport. An important part of the study comprises the modelling of the
stratification in a future storage reservoir, as affected by temperature,
salinity and sediment.
Chapter 1 describes the general characteristics of the basin, and
provides thenecessary background information.
Two rivers traverse the study area. The northern part is drained by the
Shapur river, the southern part by the Dalaki river. The geological
features of the basin are characterized by very
thick sequences of
Secondary and Tertiary formations inwhich the rivers and their tributaries
have incised deep valleys, that are partly filled with alluvium. Up to the
Oligocene, the formations are dominantly made up of dolomitic limestones.
The Miocene formations consist ofmarine shales and marls, interbedded with
salt and gypsum. At the centres of some anticlines or at fault lines, six
salt plugs of Precambrian age have risen from great depths (3-5 km).The
main landscape-forming processes were erosion, transport, and deposition
under arid climatic conditions. The upstream areas consist of limestones
and marls of Cretaceous to Oligocene age, whereas the middle part of the
basin is almost entirely occupied by saline Miocene formations (Annex1 ) .
Also the alluvial coastal plain, forming the lower part of the basin, is
salty. As a result, the highest salt concentrations in soil and water are
found inthe downstream part of thebasin.
Climate is arid, with temperate winters and dry and very hot summers.
Precipitation mainly occurs during winter (December to March), but is far
less than the potential evapo-transpiration. The seasonality in
climatological factors is great. As a consequence, river flows are
extremely variable. The rivers discharge 70-80% of their annual flow during
winter, often as flash floods of a few days duration only. The alluvial
plains are poor in groundwater resources, and brackish surface waters form
the sole resources of irrigation. Irrigated farming is influenced by the
water quality. In the downstream plains, where the
soil and water
resources are most saline, the highly salt tolerant date palm is the main
crop. In the inland valleys of the upper part of the basin, wheat, barley
andmore sensitive crops (like fruit trees andvegetables) are cultivated.
Chapter 2 describes the salinization processes and the extent of
salinity in thebasin.
Na and CI form the dominant components of dissolved salts, suggesting a
maritime origin. Late Precambrian evaporites (Hormuz formation) and Miocene
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formations (especially the Gachsaran formation) are the main sources. The
salts of the Miocene appear interbedded or interspersed in Tertiary strata
(Photo 3 and 4), whereas the salt of the Precambrian appears at the
surface as large plugs formed by salt diapirism (Photo 5 and 6 ) . The
presence of these structures has influenced the geological activities in
thebasin during the Pliocene Zagros Orogeny.
Salt and water monitoring at the observations network indicates that in an
average year approximately 2.5*106 tons of salt are carried by the Shapur
and Dalaki rivers (Table 2.1). The salty tributaries Shekastian (Shapur
basin) with a yearly average salinity of 6850 (3700-40 000) mg/1 and Shur
(Dalaki basin) with a yearly average salinity of 58 000 (26 000-148 000)
mg/1 are the main sources. The basins of these tributaries are almost
entirely formed by the Miocene Gachsaran formation. Extremely salty springs
occur (salinities up to 198 000 mg/1 have been measured) that issue from
Gachsaran strata or from saltdiapirs.
The upstream river waters originate from limestone formations, and are of
calcium bicarbonate type. After the confluence with the first salty
tributaries sodium chloride becomes dominant. At the entrance into the
coastal plain Na and CI comprise 75%of the total ions; the remaining salts
are Ca andMg sulphate and a small amount ofbicarbonate. The proportion of
Na and CI in waters from salty springs and tributaries varies between
88-97% and is evenhigher than the 84%inseawater (Fig.2.5).
Upstream of the coastal plain, salinity is primarily caused by natural
conditions, that have been active for a considerable time. Secondary
salinization occurs mainly in the areas downstream of the Saad-Abad and
Sarghanat diversion dams. It was introduced by irrigation in the Borazjan
coastal plain,where ithas caused severe problems. However, this secondary
salinization does not influence the quality of the irrigation water, since
the riverwater ishardly used downstream of these diversion dams.
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 deal with production and transport of suspended
and dissolved matter. The salty and sparcely vegetated Miocene formations
are the main sources of these substances. Sheet and rill wash are the
principal debris producing processes, whereas gully and tunnel erosion are
common in salt plugs. Suspended matter concentrations up to 42 kg/m3 have
been measured, and themean annual sediment yield in thebasin is estimated
tobe 1200 t/km2/yr.
The solutes are mainly derived from formation weathering (with acidsulphate weathering being absent because of an abundance of calcium
carbonate) and from salty groundwater contributed by spring, ghanats and
drains.
The output of suspended and dissolved materials in the basin is closely
related to the output of water. The seasonality in flood occurrence plays
an important role. Only 10.5% of the water output and 3.5% of the sediment
load of Shapur river leaves the catchment during the summer months (June to
September).
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Regression analysis is used to determine the relationship between
concentrations of suspended and dissolved matter and river water discharge.
A close positive relationship exists between the suspended matter
concentration and discharge. As shown in Fig. 2.8, 90% of the variance was
explained by a log-linear model.No significant improvement was achieved by
using apolynomial model. In response to seasonal characteristics of flows,
the relation between sediment concentration and river discharge has been
subdivided according to season. No distinctive difference was found between
the snowmelt period in spring (Fig. 2.11a) and the rainy winter season,
because snowmelt is not very important in the study area. In summer the
sediment is purely derived from the river bed and its banks; this explains
the lack ofcorrelation inthis season (Fig. 2.11b).
Whereas the suspended sediment concentration strongly increases with
increasing river flow, the dissolved matter behaves in an opposite way.
Base flows,
with high concentrations of NaCl originate mainly from
groundwater issuing from springs and give rise to high river salinity in
summer. During floods, the salinity is lower due to dilution of the base
flow by the large quantities of surface runoff, although the salt loads are
muchhigher during such events.
The resulting relationships are employed to estimate the sediment and TDS
inputs into the future JarrehReservoir over a larger period.
Chapter 3 deals with salinity management in the basin. In the Shapur
and Dalaki rivers, salinity can be reduced by engineering measures. Those
investigated are: salt disposal toprevent salt entrance into the receiving
water bodies and salt mitigation measures which reduce the salinity in the
river water. Among the salt disposal measures, collection and evaporation
of saline water in ponds appears to be a feasible option, in view of the
high rate of evaporation in the region. After the full implementation of
proposed schemes, the average annual salt loads of the Shapur and Dalaki
rivers are expected tobe reduced by 82 000 and 294 000 tons (that is 7.4
and 17.2%improvement), respectively.
Among the salt mitigation measures, the construction and management of a
storage reservoir will be the most successful one. The planned Jarreh
storage dam on Shapur river has been studied to evaluate this measure. A
four-year simulation (1982-1985) of the reservoir as shown in Fig. 7
indicates that the high salinity of the river in spring and summer (up to
4200 ppm) is reduced to a range between 1500-2400 ppm. This lowering in
salinity would allow the cultivation of cash crops, like sugarbeet in the
coastal region.
The following three chapters deal with the behaviour, modelling and
management of the salt-affected Jarreh Reservoir. The main characteristics
of this reservoir will be: strongly stratified and warm-monomictic, with a
residence time of 1.1 year, and oligo-mesotrophic (at least during the
first years after construction). Stratification in reservoirs is greatly
influenced by the climate and by three main properties of the inflowing
water: temperature, soluble salts and suspended matter. The suspended
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sediment affects the density of inflows considerably and influences mixing
and stratification. However, the effect of suspended matter is seldom taken
into account. In Section 4.2, a procedure is introduced to calculate the
water density as influenced by temperature, soluble salts and suspended
matter. Whereas changes in temperature and salinity cause a slowly varying
seasonal fluctuation in the density of the river water, sharp peaks in
density are causedby heavy sediment loads during floods (Fig.2 ) .
Chapter 5.1 presents the relationships that describe the fate of a
sediment-laden inflow into a reservoir. This dense suspension will move
along the bottom as a turbidity current. The suspended sediment of this
underflow is not preserved; the turbidity current may deposit its sediment
on the bed, or erode sediment from the bed, and in doing so it will affect
its own dynamics.The resulting type of underflow mainly depends on the bed
slope. An appreciable bed slope is required to maintain the current in a
supercritical state (Richardson number Rj<l), which is a necessary
condition for erosion to occur. In most reservoirs, the bed slope is small
and the turbidity currents are of depositing type,with Rjlarger thanone.
The basic equations (eqs. 5.4-5.6)are applied to the Jarreh Reservoir for
a flood on day 27/1/1980 and solved numerically. It is shown that Rj
reaches a value close to unity over a very short distance near the
entrance, after which the currentbecomes subcritical (Fig. 5.2a). The case
of an eroding/depositing turbidity current was only observed when the
bottom slope was fictitiously increased to 4% (Fig. 5.2b), far higher than
the existing 0.35%.
The behaviour of turbidity currents on mild bed slopes has been
investigated by various researchers. The current is characterized by a
constant and largeRj (RX>1)and thus attains a "normal"state. Accordingly,
the equations (5.4-5.6) can be simplified by assuming that the velocity of
the underflow does not change with distance (uniform flow) and that the
sediment particles in the current remain in suspension with negligible
deposition and entrainment during the flow. A momentum equation is derived
and compared with equations described in the literature (Table 5.1).It is
shown that the resulting differences in the flow velocity are small.
However, those equations that consider the settling tendency of sediment
particles, Vs/U, resulted in a higher Rx and a slightly lower current
velocity.
Turbidity currents are rare events and their direct measurement in the
field is difficult and expensive. Therefore, there are few well-described
observations of turbidity currents in reservoirs. A field measurement of a
turbidity current in Latian Reservoir, Iran, as occurred during a flood on
25/4/1984, shown in Fig. 5.3, demonstrates the characteristics of a
continuously-fed turbidity current.As the current advances, it decelerates
and deposits the larger particles, but continues with smaller size
fractions remaining in suspension. After loosing particles greater than
about 0.02 mm, it reaches an equilibrium state, and attains a uniform
average velocity of about 6-8 cm/s. The current moves downward towards the
dam wall with negligible deposition during this movement. The measured
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velocity is in reasonable agreement with values obtained from momentum
equations (Fig.5.4).
In the last part of Chapter 5.1, the results calculated for turbidity
currents are compared with those for sediment-free density currents. The
results of two simulations, representing a flood and a normal flow, are
presented in Fig. 5.5. It is evident that the sediment particles
considerably enhance the velocity and buoyancy force of the underflow,
especially at high river discharges. The sediment effect is mainly present
near the point of inflow. It may be concluded that the behaviour of a
turbidity current on amild bed slope with negligible deposition or erosion
fundamentally reduces toaconservative density current.
Chapter 5.2 deals with modelling of the Jarreh Reservoir water
salinity, as affected by temperature,
dissolved salt and suspended
sediments.
The dynamic reservoir simulation model,
DYRESM (Version
6.4),
originally developed by Imberger et al. (1978)was adapted and modified
to simulate the salinity distribution in the reservoir. Before applying a
one-dimensional model like DYRESM, it is necessary to verify whether or
not the reservoir conditions warrant such an approach. This analysis leads
to the conclusion that the Jarreh Reservoir meets all theoretical
constraints of one-dimensionality (Table5.4).
An algorithm is developed for the behaviour of sediment-laden inflows,
based on the relations described in Chapter 5.1. The sediment will affect
the density of the current during inflow, its dilution with the reservoir
water, and its intrusion into the reservoir. After the flow arrives at the
dam wall, it will stop and the suspended sediment will settle on the
reservoir bottom. The vertical and horizontal propagation of sediment has
not been modelled in this approach. This confines the application of the
model to those substances that are not reacting physically or
(bio)chemically with suspended particles. Salinity may be supposed to be
non-reacting in thisrespect.
DYRESM was run for the data of thewet year 1982 and for a four-year period
(1982-1985), with and without sediment effects (Figs. 5.11 and 5.12). A
physical explanation is given for the observed results. Winter flows are
colder, less saline and are denser than the water in the reservoir. They
lodge indeeper layers where they cause a drop in temperature (from 17.8 to
14.4 °C) and salinity (from 1950 to 1650 ppm). In this period, a weak
stratification (999.6-1000.4 kg/m3) develops. In summer the reservoir
becomes strongly stratified due to warming up of the surface water
(temperature near bottom and top 14.5 & 35 °C, salinity 1470 & 1950 ppm,
and density 1000.4 & 995.3 kg/m3, respectively). A thermocline forms,
protecting the deeper cold waters from mixing with the upper layers. Warm
and salty summer inflows remain near the top of the reservoir, where they
form a relatively thin brackish water layer. In autumn the incident
radiation decreases, the temperature of the epilimnion drops and its
thickness increases. Finally an overturn occurs at the end of autumn (day
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82340)and the reservoir becomes homogeneous again over the entire depth of
80meters.
When the effect of sediment is introduced, the density of the inflowing
water is notably increased, especially in winter. The inflow penetrates
more rapidly to thebottom layer and tends to stay there longer than in the
case of sediment-free inflow. This results in more salty and colder bottom
water layers, an effect which persists throughout the year. For the
simulation year 1982,the salinity of the lower layers increases with up to
200ppm, temperature decreases with 0.5-2.5 °C, and density increases with
up to 0.3 kg/m3. The sediment effect on the salinity of the water released
from the reservoir- an increase up to 150 ppm at the bottom outlet - is
hardly significant for its use in irrigation (Fig. 5.13). However, the
total salt content of the reservoir is affected by the change in salinity
distribution due to the inflowing sediment (Table 5.2 and5.3).
The catchment of Shapur river is severely suffering from salinity, so
that in an average year approximately 1.2*106 tons of salt will be brought
into Jarreh Reservoir. Careful management is required to minimize the risk
of a salinity build-up in the reservoir and if possible to improve the
quality of thewater impounded. InChapter 6, DYRESM isused to investigate
the response ofJarreh Reservoir tovarious management strategies,as well
as to simulate the salinity trend over a long time-span. The simulations
are based on the premise that in summer and early autumn as much water as
possible should be either released from the reservoir (scouring policy) or
be diverted (by-passing policy). On the other hand, the less saline high
flows in winter should be retained as much as possible. Of course, these
actions are subject to constrains regarding the safe yield of the
reservoir.
Different values for release or diversion are examined by using the
simulation program, RELEAS. For the simulation period 1982-1986, an amount
of 158 Mm3 of water (corresponding to diverting all inflows with salinity
greater than 3000 ppm) can be diverted without adversely affecting the
reliability of supply (Fig. 6.3, DiversionIV).
Diversion of themost saline part of the inflowwill result in significant
quality improvement of thewater in the reservoir. The diversion of inflows
with salinity over 3000mg/1 (Table 6.1, Diversion IV),reduces the average
salinity of the reservoir by 8.7% (equivalent to 198 mg/1 TDS),whereas the
supply salinity is lowered by 18% (equivalent to 387 mg/1 TDS).At the end
of the simulated period the total salt accumulation is reduced by 72 000
tons, 8.5% improvement on the "no policy" results. Implementing such a
policy for Jarreh Reservoir does not require elaborate engineering
measures.
Control by scouring at the presently planned outlet levels is not very
effective (Table 6.1, SCOUR I, II and H a ). The maximum benefit is
gained by SCOUR III,which allows removal of warm and salty summer inflows
at ahigh outlet level prior to their mixingwith deeper layers.At the end
of the simulation period, this policy will reduce the salinity by about
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4.6% (equivalent to 85 mg/1 TDS); salt accumulation is reduced by 26 000
tons. A combination of by-passing and scouring policies, SCOUR IV,
considerably reduces the salt accumulation in the reservoir, but this
combination will involve such high water losses that the effects on the
reservoir levels become intolerable. In SCOUR IV, maximum reduction is
again achieved at the end of the simulation period: improvement of 13.7%
(equivalent to 248 mg/1 TDS) in reservoir salinity, 12.4% (equivalent to
248 mg/1 TDS) in supply salinity, and 117 000 tons in salt accumulation.
The large losses by diversion and scouring, however, endanger the
reliability of water supply by the reservoir; therefore, this combination
cannotbe recommended.
For the simulation period 1982-1986, the extreme variation in river
salinity (from 700 to 4000 ppm) is attenuated and reservoir salinity
variation is limited to the range 1450-2415 ppm. The most promising
management policy (diverting of inflows with a salinity greater than 3000
ppm)reduces this figure toabout 1430-2200ppm.
The long term salinity trend inJarreh Reservoir is studied by using a15year (1975-1990) period of input data (Fig. 6.9). It is evident that the
salinity in the reservoir is largely determined by annual variability in
river discharge. The high and fresh flows of wet years flush out the
reservoir, whereas the low and salty flows of dry years deteriorate the
quality. Over the 15-year simulation period the reservoir salinity varies
within a range of 1500-2600 ppm. Salt balance calculations indicate that
only a small fraction of the salt input has accumulated in the reservoir,
the main part being removed by spill and irrigation supply (Table 6.3).
Diffusion of salt from the saline Miocene formations below the reservoir
bottom appears to be negligible in the salt balance of Jarreh Reservoir
(Appendix4 ) .
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Dit proefschrift behandelt de uitkomsten van een onderzoek naar de
verzilting inhetstroomgebiedvanderivierenShapurenDalakiinzuidelijkIran
en beschrijft enkele maatregelen, die het zoutgehalte in het water van deze
rivieren zouden kunnen verminderen. De bevloeiing van landbouwgronden met dit
waterzalindetoekomststerkwordenuitgebreid. Degegevensvoorditonderzoek
werden verzameld inhet tijdvak 1974-1990. Er wordt inhet bijzonder aandacht
besteed aande oorsprong, debronnen endeverbreiding vanhet zout enaanhet
vrijkoraenen deverplaatsing ervan. Eenbelangrijk gedeelte van deze studie is
gewijdaanhetmodellerenvaneentoekomstigstuwmeer,waarindegelaagdheidvan
hetwaterwordtbeinvloed door temperatuur, zoutgehalte enmeegevoerd slib.
Hoofdstuk 1bespreekt de algemenekenmerkenvanhet stroomgebied en geeft
denodige achtergrond-informatie.
Het gebied wordt doorsneden door.twee rivieren. De Shapur ontwatert het
noordelijk gedeelte, de Dalaki het zuidelijke deel. De geologische gesteldheid
vanhetgebiedisgekenmerktdoorzeerdikkepakettenvansecundaireentertiaire
afzettingen,dieinhetPlioceendoorplooiingzijnvervormdenopgeheven (Zagros
orogeen). In deze geplooide afzettingen hebben de rivieren diepe dalen
uitgesleten, die gedeeltelijk door alluvia zijn opgevuld. Tot inhet Oligoceen
zijn voornamelijk dolomitische kalkstenen gevormd. Het Mioceen bestaat uit
mariene kleischalies en mergels, waartussen zout- en gipslagen voorkomen. Op
grote diepte (3-5km)zijnprecambrischeevaporieten aanwezig. Indekernenvan
enkele anticlinalen, ofbijbreuken,zijn inhet stroomgebied uit deze laagzes
grote zoutpijlers opgestegen. Het huidige landschap is gevormd in een aried
klimaatonderinvloedvanerosie,transportenafzetting.Derivierenontspringen
in gebieden met kalkstenen enmergels uithet Krijt tot Oligoceen, terwijl hun
middenloopeengebieddoorsnijdtdatvrijwelgeheeluitzouteMioceneafzettingen
bestaat (Annex 1 ) . Degezamenlijkebenedenloopvanbeiderivierendoorkruisteen
eveneenszoutealluvialekustvlakte.Alsgevolgvandezeopbouwwordendehoogste
zoutgehalten inbodem enwater inhetbenedenstroomse deelvanhet stroomgebied
aangetroffen.
Het klimaat is zeer droog, met gematigde winters en zeer warme zomers. De
neerslag valt grotendeels in de winter (december t/m maart), maar zij isveel
geringerdandepotentieleevapo-transpiratie,zelfszodanigdathetklimaatals
ariede moet worden beschouwd. De verschillen tussen de jaargetijden zijn zeer
groot,waardoorookderivier-afvoerenuiterstvariabelzijn.Ongeveer70-80%van
deafvoervindt plaats indewinter,vaak inzeer fellepiekenmet eenduurvan
slechts enkele uren. In de alluviale vlakten is slechts weinig grondwater
aanwezig,zodatalleenbrakoppervlaktewatervoorbevloeiingkanwordengebruikt.
In de benedenstroomse vlakten, waar bodem en water het sterkst zijn verzilt,
vormt de zout-tolerante dadelpalm het voornaamste gewas. In de vlakten verder
bovenstrooms worden tarwe en gerst verbouwd, maar ook meer zout-gevoelige
gewassen zoals fruit engroenten.
Hoofdstuk2beschrijfthetverziltingsprocesendeverbreidingvanzoutover
het stroomgebied.
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Na en CI zijn de voornaamste ionen in het rivierwater, hetgeen wijst op een
maritieme oorsprong van het zout. De voornaamste bronnen zijn de laatprecambrische evaporieten van deHormuz formatie en de miocene afzettingen, in
het bijzonder de Gachsaran formatie. De miocene zouten komen verspreid of
laagsgewijs voor in de tertiaire afzettingen (Foto 3 en 4 ) ,de precambrische
zoutendaarentegenalsgrotekoepels,diedetopvormenvanzout-diapieren (Foto
5 en 6).De aanwezigheid van deze structuren heeft invloed uitgeoefend op de
pliocene plooiingvanhet Zagros-gebergte.
Metingen, verricht aan eennetwerkvanwaarnemingspunten laten zien dat in een
gemiddeldjaarderivierenShapurenDalakiomstreeks 2,5*106tonzoutafvoeren
(Tabel 2.1).De belangrijste aanvoer komt van enkele zeer zoute zijrivieren:
Shekastian (inhet stroomgebiedvan de Shapur)heeft een gemiddeld zoutgehalte
van6850 (3700-40000)mg/1enShur (inhetstroomgebiedvanDalaki)zelfsvan58
000 (26000-148000)mg/1.Beide ontwateren gebieden,dievrijwel geheeluitde
miocene Gachsaran formatie zijn opgebouwd. Hier en elders komen zeer zoute
bronnenvoor,dieontspringenuitGachsaranlagenofdieonderinvloedstaanvan
zoutkoepels van de Hormuz formatie.
Het water in de bovenlopen van Shapur en Dalaki is afkomstig uit kalksteenformatiesenisvancalcium-bicarbonaat type.Na desamenvloeiingmetde eerste
zoute zijrivieren wordt natrium chloride overheersend en bij intrede in de
kustvlaktebestaat75%vandeionenuitNaenCI;deoverigezoutenzijnsulfaten
van CaenMg en een geringehoeveelheid bicarbonaten. Het aandeel vanNa en CI
inhetwater van zoute bronnen en zijrivieren kan oplopen tot 88-97%, meer dan
de 84%inzeewater (Fig.2.5).
In het blnnenland wordt de verzilting vrijwel uitsluitend bepaald door
natuurlijke omstandigheden, die reeds gedurende geruime tijd werkzaam zijn.
Secundaireverziltingwordtvooralaangetroffenindekustvlakte,benedenstrooms
vandeuitkeerdammenteSaad-AbadenSarghanat.Deverzilting,dieeengevolgis
van bevloeiing in de Borazjan-vlakte, heeft aldaar tot ernstige moeilijkheden
geleid. Zijheeft evenwel geen invloed opdekwaliteitvanhet bevloeiingswater
omdatbenedenstrooms van genoemde dammenhet rivierwater nauwelijks meer wordt
gebruikt.
De secties 2.2 en 2.3 behandelen het vrijkomen en de verplaatsing van
sedimentenopgeloste stoffen.DezouteenspaarzaambegroeideMiocene formaties
zijndevoornaamste bronvandezebestanddelen. Laminaire enril-erosiezijnde
voornaamste oorzaak, terwij1 geul- en tunnel-erosie veelvuldig voorkomen inde
zoutkoepels. Inwatermonsterszijnslib-concentratiestot42kg/m3gemetenende
jaarlijkse slib-afvoer inhet stroomgebied wordt geschat op 1200 t/km2/yr.
De opgeloste stoffen zijn vooral afkomstig van verwering (waarbij uit de
veelvuldigaanwezigesulfidengeenkattekleiwordtgevormddoordatkoolzurekalk
inovermaataanwezigis)enuitzoutgrondwaterdatwordtaangevoerddoorbronnen
endoor drains, afvoersloten en ghanats.
De afvoer van slib en opgeloste stoffen houdt nauw verband met de afvoer van
water. Deverdeling van de afvoer overhetjaar schommelt sterk. Slechts10,5%
vanhetwater en 3,5%vanhet slibvan de Shapurverlaat het stroomgebied inde
zomermaanden (juni t/m September).
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Omhetverband tussenslibgehalteenrivierafvoer tebepalenwerdeenregressieanalyse uitgevoerd. Er bestaat een sterke positieve correlatie tussen
slibconcentratie en afvoer. Uit Fig. 2.8 blijkt dat 90%van de variantie kan
wordenverklaardmeteenlog-lineairmodel.Eenbenaderingmetveeltermenbracht
geen verdere verbetering. In overeenstemming met het seizoens-karakter van de
afvoer werd het verband onderverdeeld naar jaargetijde. Erwerd geen duidelijk
verschil gevonden tussen de periode van sneeuwsmelt in het voorjaar en de
regentijd inde winter (Fig. 2.11a), omdat de sneeuwval indit gebied niet erg
belangrijk is.Inde zomer ishet sedimentvrijweluitsluitend afkomstigvande
rivierbodem en de oevers; dit verklaart het ontbreken van correlatie in dit
jaargetijde (Fig. 2.11b).
Terwijlhetgehalteaanslibzeersterktoeneemtmetdeafvoervanwater,ishet
omgekeerde het geval voor de opgeloste stoffen. De basis-afvoeren, met hoge
gehaltenaanNaCl, zijnvoornamelijk afkomstiguitbronnenen leidentot afvoer
vanvrijzoutrivierwater indezomer.Bijgroteafvoerzijndezoutgehaltenveel
lager door verdunning met grote hoeveelheden oppervlakkig afgestroomd water,
hoewel indergelijke perioden de zoutvrachtenveelhoger zijn.
De gevondenverbanden zijn gebruikt voor een schatting van de aanvoervan slib
enopgelostestoffen (TDS)naarhettoekomstigeJarreh-stuwmeer indejarenvoor
1982,waarvoor alleenwaarnemingen over de rivier-afvoeren beschikbaar waren.
Hoofdstuk 3behandelt het beheer van het zout inhet stroomgebied. In de
rivieren Shapur enDalakikanhetzoutgehaltewordenverminderd door technische
maatregelen. Devolgende mogelijkhedenzijnonderzocht: opslaanvan zout om de
aanvoer naar de rivieren en stuwmeren te verkleinen en maatregelen tot
vermindering van het zoutgehalte inhet rivierwater zelf. De opslag, door het
zoutstewater invijvers teleiden,lijktperspectief tebiedenwegensdesterke
evaporatie indit drogeklimaat. Nadeuitvoeringvanalledaartoe voorgestelde
maatregelenwordt verwacht dat de jaarlijkse zoutlast van Shapur enDalaki met
82000 resp. 294000tonzalverminderen, eenverbetering met 7,4, resp. 17,2%.
Onder demaatregelen totvermindering vanhet zoutgehalte inhet rivierwateralthans indezomer -biedt deaanlegvaneenstuwmeer debestevooruitzichten.
Het effectvan de toekomstige Jarreh stuwdam inde Shapur isnader onderzocht.
Een simulatie over eenperiode vanvier jaar (1982 t/m 1985)geeft aandathet
hogezoutgehalte indezomer (tot4200mg/1)wordt teruggebracht tothet traject
1500-2400mg/1 (Fig.7 ) .Dezeverlagingvanhetzoutgehalte zouindekustvlakte
deverbouwvan gewassen als suikerbietenmogelijkmaken.
Devolgende driehoofdstukkenhandelen overhet gedrag, de modellering en
hetbeheer vanhet toekomstige Jarreh-stuwmeer. De belangrijkste kenmerkenvan
ditmeerzullenzijn:sterkgelaagd,warm-monomictisch,meteenverblijftijdvan
1,1 jaar en oligo-mesotroof (althans gedurende de eerste jaren na de aanleg).
Gelaagdheid inhetwater van stuwmerenwordt sterkbepaald doorhet klimaat en
door drie kenmerken van het instromende water: temperatuur, zoutgehalte en
gehalte aan zwevend slib. Slib dat in suspensie wordt meegevoerd draagt
aanzienlijkbijtotdedichtheidvanhetwater enbeinvloedtdaardoordemenging
en gelaagdheid in het stuwmeer. Deze invloed is echter nog slechts zelden in
beschouwing genomen. InSectie4.2 iseenberekeningswijzegegeven terbepaling
van de dichtheid als functie van temperatuur, zoutgehalte en zwevend slib.
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Terwij1 veranderingen in temperatuur en zoutgehalte van het rivierwater in de
loopderseizoenenlangzameveranderingen indichtheid teweegbrengen,leidende
hoge gehalten aan zwevend slib tijdens hoge afvoeren tot scherpe pieken in
dichtheid (Fig.2 ) .
Hoofdstuk 5.1 vermeldt devergelijkingen, diehet gedragvan eenmet slib
beladen instroom ineenstuwmeerbeschrijven.Deze zware suspensie zalzichals
eentroebelingsstrominglangsdebodemverplaatsen.Hetzwevendesedimentindeze
onderstroom zal daarbij in het algemeen niet in suspensie blijven; er kan
materiaal op de bodem worden afgezet,maar ook kan de bodem worden aangetast,
processendieopnunbeurtdedynamiekvandestromingzullenbepalen.Welktype
stromingontstaat,zalvoornamelijkafhangenvandehelling inde lengterichting
van het reservoir. Er blijkt een aanzienlijke helling nodig te zijn om een
superkritische stroming teveroorzaken (metgetalvanRichardsonRjkleiner dan
1 ) , eennoodzakelijkevoorwaardevoorerosievandebodem.Indemeestestuwmeren
is deze helling daarvoor te gering en zal dus afzetting van sediment plaats
vinden, waarbij RT groter is dan 1. De basis-vergelijkingen (5.4-5.6) zijn
toegepast op het Jarreh-stuwmeer gedurende een hoge afvoer op 27-1-1980 en
numeriek opgelost.Aangetoond wordt dat over eenkleine afstand nabijhet punt
van instroming de waarde van Rjdicht bij 1 ligt, maar dat daarna de stroming
sub-kritisch wordt (Fig. 5.2a). Een eroderende onderstroom kan eerst worden
verwachtbij een langshellingvan4% (Fig. 5.2b),veel groter dandewerkelijke
0,35%.
Het verloop van troebelingsstromingen over een zwak hellende bodem is door
verscheidene onderzoekersbestudeerd.Destromingwordtgekenmerktdooreenhoge
enconstantewaardevanhet getalvanRichardsonRx (R:groter dan 1)enbereikt
een "normale" stromingstoestand. Devergelijkingen (5.4-5.6)kunnen dan worden
vereenvoudigd door aan te nemen dat langs de bodem de stroomsnelheid niet
verandert (eenparigestroming);deslibdeeltjesblijvendaarbijinsuspensie,hun
bezinking is verwaarloosbaar en er wordt slechts weinig helder water in de
stromingopgenomen.Voordittypestromingwerdeenimpulsvergelijkingopgesteld,
die is vergeleken met in de literatuur beschreven betrekkingen (Tabel5.1).
Aangetoond kan worden dat de verschillende vergelijkingen slechts geringe
verschillen in stroomsnelheid te zien geven. De vergelijkingen, die ook de
neiging tot bezinkenvan slib (bepaald door V s /U) inbeschouwing nemen, leiden
echter tot een grotere Rjeneen ietskleinere stroomsnelheid.
Dichtheidsstromingen in stuwmeren zijn vrij zeldzame verschijnselen en goede
metingen ervan zijn moeilijk en kostbaar. Er zijn dan ook slechts weinig
voorbeeldenindeliteratuurbeschreven.Deuitkomstenvaneenveldmetinginhet
Latianstuwmeer,Iran,verricht tijdenseenlangdurighogerivierafvoerop25-41984, isweergegeven in Fig. 5.3. Bij de voortgang van de stroming vermindert
aanvankelijkdesnelheid enwordendegrovere fraktiesvanhetsedimentafgezet.
Nadat deeltjes groter dan ongeveer 0,02 mm zijn bezonken wordt de stroming
stationair,meteensnelheidvan6-8 cm/s.Deze strominglooptoverdebodem tot
aan de dam waarbij de afzetting van slib verwaarloosbaar is. De gemeten
stroomsnelheid komt vrij goed overeen met de waarden welke uit de
impulsvergelijkingen wordenberekend (Fig.5.4).
In het laatste gedeelte van Hfst. 5.1 worden berekende troebelingsstromingen
vergeleken met berekende dichtheidsstromingen vanhelder water. Fig. 5.5 toont
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deuitkorastenvantweesimulaties,eenvooreenhogerivierafvoer,deanderevoor
meer normale omstandigheden. Het is duidelijk dat de aanwezigheid van slib de
stroomsnelheid en de optredende krachten als gevolg van dichtheidsverschillen
verhoogt,vooral bijhoge afvoer. Het effectvan sediment ishet sterkst nabij
het invoerpunt. Het gedrag van een troebelingsstroming met verwaarloosbare
bezinking over een zwakke helling blijkt inbeginsel overeen te komenmet een
conservatieve dichtheidsstroming.
Hoofdstuk 5.2handelt overhetmodellerenvanhetzoutgehalte inhet water
van het Jarreh stuwmeer onder invloed van temperatuur, opgeloste stoffen en
zwevendslib.
HetdynamischemodelDYRESM(Versie6.4),oorspronkelijkontwikkelddoorImberger
et al. (1978)werd aangepast engebruikt omdezoutverdeling inhetwaterna te
bootsen.Alvorenseeneen-dimensionaalmodel (zoalsDYRESM)toetepassen,dient
eerst te worden nagegaan of het betreffende meer op een dergelijke wijze mag
wordenbeschreven.DezeanalysetoondeaandathetJarreh-stuwmeerinderdaadaan
alle theoretische voorwaardenvoor een-dimensionaliteitvoldoet (Tabel5.4).
Op grondvan debetrekkingen die zijnvermeld inHfst. 5.1 werd een rekenwijze
ontwikkeld om het gedrag.van slibhoudende instroming te beschrijven. Het
meegevoerde sediment zal invloeduitoefenenopde dichtheidvandeonderstroom,
op de verdunning ervan met reservoir-water en op het doordringen ervan in het
reservoir.Alsdevoetvandedam isbereiktzaldestromingtotstilstandkomen
en zullen de zwevende slibdeeltjes op de bodem bezinken. De vertikale en
horizontaleverplaatsingvansedimentisnietverdernagegaan.Detoepassingvan
hetmodelblljftdaarombeperkttotstoffendienietwordengebondenaanzwevend
slib. De opgeloste zouten mogen bij benadering als niet-reagerend worden
beschouwd.
Het model DYRESM werd toegepast op gegevens vanhet natte jaar 1982 en op een
vierjarig tijdperk (1982-1985),zowelmetalszonderdeaanwezigheidvanzwevend
slib (Fig. 5.11 en 5.12). Voor de uitkomsten kunnen de volgende fysische
verklaringenwordengegeven.Dewinterafvoeren zijnkouder enminder zout,maar
hebben een grotere dichtheid danhet water inhet stuwmeer. Zijblijven achter
in diepere lagen,waar zij eendaling veroorzaken van de temperatuur (van 17,8
naar 14,4°C)envanhetzoutgehalte (van1950naar1650ppm).Inditjaargetijde
ontwikkelt zich een zwakke gelaagdheid (999,6-1000,4 kg/m3).In de zomer raakt
hetwater sterk gelaagddooropwarmingaandeoppervlakte (temperatuurnabij de
bodem en bovenin resp. 14,5 & 35 °C,zoutgehalte 1470 & 1950 ppm en dichtheid
1000,4&995,3 kg/m 3 ). Ervormtzicheenthermocline,diedekoude diepere lagen
beschermttegenvermengingmetdebovenlagen.Dewarmeenvrijzoute instroomin
dezomervormtboveninhetreservoireenvrijdunnelaagbrakwater.Indeherfst
wordtdeinkomendestralinggeringer,detemperatuurvanhetepilimnionneemtaf
en zijn dikte neemt toe. Tenslotte vindt in de late herfst (dag 82340) een
omkeringplaats waardoor hetwater over de gehele dieptevan 80mweer dezelfde
samenstellingverkrijgt.
Wanneer ook de invloed vanhet sediment indebeschouwing wordtbetrokken, dan
wordtdedichtheidvandeinstroomduidelijkgroter,metname indewinter.Deze
instroomdringtnusnellertotdebodemlaagdoorenverblijftdaarlangerdanbij
toestroming van helder water. Dit leidt tot zouter en kouder water nabij de
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bodem,eenverschijnsel datgedurendehetgehelejaarmerkbaarblijft.Voorhet
gesimuleerdejaar 1982wordtindatgevalhetzoutgehaltevandediepe lagentot
200 pprahoger, de temperatuurvermindertmet0,5-2,5°Cendedichtheid stijgt
meteenbedragtot0,3kg/m3.Deinvloedvanhetslibopdekwaliteitvanhetaan
het meer onttrokken water -blijkens Fig.5.13eenstijging tot150ppm indien
debodem-uitlaatwordt gebruikt -isnauwelijksvanbetekenis voorhetgebruik
daarvan voor bevloeiing. De totale hoeveelheid zout in het reservoir wordt
evenwel duidelijkbeinvloed (Tabel 5.2en 5.3).
Uit het stroomgebied van de Shapur komen zoveel zouten vrij dat ineen
gemiddeld jaar het stuwmeer daarvan 1,2*106 tonontvangt. Door een zorgvuldig
beheer dient accumulatie van dit zout te worden voorkomen en zo mogelijk de
kwaliteitvanhetopgeslagenwatertewordenverbeterd. InHoofdstuk6wordthet
model DYRESM gebruikt om de gevolgen vanverschillende beheersmaatregelen te
onderzoeken.Ookwordtopdezewijzedeontwikkelingvanhetzoutgehalteovereen
langer tijdvaknagebootst.Desimulatiesberustenopdeaannamedathetzijinde
zomer en vroege herfst zoveel mogelijk water uit het meer wordt gespuid
("scouring policy"), hetzij datdezoute afvoeren inde zomer worden omgeleid
naareenverbenedenstooms gelegenpunt ("diversionpolicy").Anderzijds dienen
deminderzoutewinterafvoerenzoveelmogelijkinhetmeertewordenopgeslagen.
Uiteraard zijndeopties onderhevig aanbeperkingen opgelegd doordeteleveren
hoeveelheden water,ookindrogejaren ("safeyield").
Verschillendewaardenvoordehoeveelhedentespuienofomteleidenwaterwerden
onderzocht metbehulp vanhetprogramma RELEAS. Voorhet tijdvak 1982-1986kan
eenhoeveelheidvan158Mm3wordenomgeleidzonderdatdebetrouwbaarheidvande
levering in gevaar komt; dit komt overeen met het omleiden van alle
rivierafvoeren meteenzoutgehalte vanmeer dan 3000ppm (Fig.6.3, Diversion
IV).
Hetafleidenvandemeestzoute instroomgeefteenduidelijkeverbeteringvanhet
opgeslagen water. Omleiding van water met meer dan 3000 mg/1 (Tabel 6.1,
Diversion IV)vermindert het gemiddelde zoutgehalte inhet stuwmeer met8,7%
(overeenkomend met 198mg/1 TDS), terwijl het zoutgehalte vanhet verstrekte
waterwordtverlaagdmet18%(overeenkomendmet387mg/1TDS).Aanheteindvan
debeschouwde periode bedraagt deverlagingvandezoutvoorraad 72000ton,of
8,5%tenopzichtevan"nietsdoen".Hetmakenvaneendergelijkevoorzieningkan
metbetrekkelijkeenvoudigemiddelengeschiedenenvergtgeengrotekunstwerken.
Het aflatenvanwaterviadegeprojecteerde uitlaten indestuwdam blijkt niet
erg werkzaam te zijn (Tabel 6.1, SCOUR I, II en Ila). Het grootste nutwordt
verkregen door SCOUR III,waarbij indezomerwaterwordt gespuid dooreenhoog
gelegenuitlaat,opeentijdstipdathetwarmeenzoutewaterzichnognietheeft
vermengdmetdiepere lagen.Aanheteindevandegesimuleerde tijdvak leidtdit
toteenverminderinginzoutgehaltevanongeveer4,6%,overeenkomendmet85mg/1
TDS;dezoutvoorraadinhetstuwmeerisdaarbijverminderdmet26000ton.Indien
zowelwaterwordtom-alsafgeleid (SCOUR IV), danwordtdevoorraadzoutinhet
meerweliswaarveelminder,maaranderzijdsgaatbijdezecombinatiezoveelwater
verlorendatdedalingvandemeerpeilenontoelaatbaarwordt.BijSCOURIVwordt
de grootste verbetering wederom aan het eind van de periode bereikt: een
vermindering vanhet zoutgehalte inhetmeer met 13,7%(overeenkomend met248
mg/1 TDS),12,4%(248mg/1 TDS)inhet afgeleverde water en 117 000 tonaan
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zoutvoorraad inhet meer. De grote verliezen door omleiding enaflaten brengen
echter de betrouwbaarheid van de waterlevering in gevaar, waardoor deze
combinatienietkanwordenaanbevolen.
Gedurendehettijdvak1982-1986werddezeergroteschommelinginhetzoutgehalte
van het rivierwater (van 700 tot 4000 ppm) sterk gedempt en beperkt tot het
traject 1450-2415 ppm. De raeest belovende beheerswijze (het omleiden van
aanvoerenmeteenzoutgehalteboven 3000ppm)verlaagt dit traject tot ongeveer
1430-2200ppm.
Het gedrag van het meer over een langer tijdvak is onderzocht door de invoergegevens over een periode van 15 jaar (1975-1990) te gebruiken (Fig. 6.9).Er
blijkt duidelijk dathetzoutgehalte vanhetwater inhet stuwmeervoornamelijk
afhangtvandejaarlijkse schommelingenindeaanvoerdoorderivier.Dehogeen
betrekkelijkzoeteinstrominginnattejarenspoelthetreservoirschoon,terwijl
degeringeenvrijzouteaanvoerindrogejarendewaterkwaliteitslechtermaakt.
Tijdens het gehele tijdvak schommelthet zoutgehalte vanhet water inhet meer
tussen 1500 en 2600ppm. Berekeningenvan de zoutbalans wijzenuit dat slechts
eenzeerkleindeelvanhetaangevoerde zoutinhetmeerachterblijftendathet
meeste is verwijderd door het overlopen van de overlaat in de dam en door de
leveringvanbevloeiingswater (Tabel6.3).Diffusievanzoutuitdezoutemiocene
formatiesonderdebodemvanhetmeerblijkt indezoutbalanseenteverwaarlozen
post tevormen (Appendix4 ) .
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Appendix 1

SALINITYAND SALINIZATION
Al.1 Major properties of salt structures
Salthas three major properties which cause it toplay a dominant role
insedimentary basins (Lerche andO'Brien, 1987):
1) On a geological time scale salt flows as a nearly incompressible fluid
under applied stress, thereby both distorting sedimentary patterns and
influencing further basin evolution.
2)Salthas a density approximating 2.2 g/cm3,which is intermediate between
sedimentarydensitiesatdeposition (1.6-1.9g/cm3)andthedensitiesoffully
compacted sedimentary formations (2.6-2.8 g/cm 3 ). The density of salt varies
littleduringburialunderanincreasingoverburdenweight.Thusatsomepoint
inabasin's evolution the saltwillbecomebuoyant andwill attempt to rise
up through the overlying formations.
3) Salt has a thermal conductivity approx. 3 times greater than that of
"typical" sedimentary formations and sosaltbodies actas conduits forheat
transport from depth. In the vicinity of the salt local thermal effects,
caused or modified by this conductivity contrast, impact on chemical
precipitation and dissolution,hydrocarbons maturity, and fluid flow.

A1.2 Cause of salinization

SALINIZATION

SECONDARY SALINIZATION

PRIMARYSALINIZATION
(NATURAL CONDITIONS)

(MAN-MADE)

DRYLAND SALTING
(NON-IRRIGATED SOILS)

INDUCED BY MAN
(CLEARING. ...)

IRRIGATED LAND

NATURAL

Primary salinization: non-man induced (undernatural conditions) salinity is
denoted asprimary ornatural salinization (vanderMolen, 1985).
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Secondary salinization: refer to areas where soluble salt accumulated as a
consequence of irrigation, agricultural practices or the clearing of native
vegetation.

Al.3 Water resources salinity classification
TableAl.1Water resources salinity classification (W. Australian
Water Resources Council, 1986)
Category

Resource salinity

Fresh

less than 500mg/1TSS

Marginal

greater than 500mg/1TSSbut less than
1500mg/1 TSS

Brackish

greater than 1500mg/1TSSbut less than
5000mg/1 TSS

Saline

greater than 5000mg/1 TSS

Note:Usually there is a small difference betweenTDS andTSS (Total
Soluble Salts), due to thenon-major ions.
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Appendix 2

TURBIDITY CURRENT RELATIONSHIPS

A2.1 Governing two-dimensional equations

Velocity profile
Entrapment of water
-Sedimentation profile

H» h

Loose channel bed

Enfrainment
or
Oeposifon of
Sediment

gsin8ogS

Fig. A2.laTurbidity current and definition ofparameters.

A rectangular cross-section is considered (Fig. A2.1). The sediment
particles are assumed to be non-cohesive and to have uniform settling
velocity. Moreover, sediment concentration is assumed tobe small enough to
treat the mixture as a Newtonian fluid (p<1.07 g/cm3).The quiescent water
above the current is assumed to be infinitely deep ( H » h ) , consequently no
account has beenmade for counter-currents in the overlying waters. The bed
has aconstant slope S; thex-coordinate isdirected downstream and parallel
to thebed, the Z-coordinate isdirected upward normal to thebed. Bed load
transport and related phenomena such as additional shear stress due to bed
transforms arenot considered. Somemore assumptions aremade,whichwillbe
described during the derivation of relationships.
Toanalysetheturbiditycurrentatleast threebasic relationshipswill
be used: (1) a momentum equation; (2) conservation of fluid mass; and (3)
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conservationofsedimentmass.Parker (1982)andAkiyamaandStefan (1985)
showedthattheequationoftheturbulentenergycouldbereducedtoBagnold's
auto-suspensionconcept.

1)Equationofbalanceofmomentum:

at

-S3?

3x,

(A2.1)

+P9i

where \xtdenotestheinstantaneousflowvelocityofthemixture, F^denotes
thestresstensor,pisthedensityofthemixture,andg=(gS,0,-g)inwhich
g cos0 is approximated to g, because Sis very small. The constitutive
equationforstressin incompressiblefluidis

F^-P'b

da.

(A2.2)

ij +»

whereP is instantaneous pressure, fi the dynamic viscosity, and SLi the
Kroneckerdelta. Substitute (A2.2)into (A2.1)toobtain theNavier-Stokes
equation,(A2.3)

dt

ax,

dx,

* dXidx,

(A2.3)

P91

Thedensityofthesuspensionisgivenby p-p0 + PoRc,whereRisthesubmerged
specificdensityofsedimentparticle, R=(ps-po)/Po >Pat n ereferencedensity,
andcthevolumetricconcentrationofsuspendedsediment.

Pggg, Po/aeo, p^a.Oj P o ^ e a ^ ^ a g *
da,
a*a*adx
,,
a „ax,
a „ dx±•* a „ a dXjdXj
,, VK°
dt
dt

K

RS)

olvl-' » i

Introducethekinematicviscosity v = p,/p0 toobtain(A2.4)

Wtaw^i.ia£t|?ffL+(ltM)ffi
at

dx

P0
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ax i

ax^x,

(A2>4)

Weassume that the pressure consists of a hydrostatic and a dynamic p a r t , P*=P
+ P s , where hydrostatic pressure d?s/dxi=p0gz.

1 dP' _ 1 , dP _,.„ „ a z ,
vo z
p0 dx±
p 0 dXi
*

Po

OJi

i

Po

e/=<0,0,l>

ax

-l

JLdfl+{1+R~c)gi = -±dl+Rcgi
Po dxi

Po

(A2.5)

dx

i

Substitute (A2.5) in (A2.4) to obtain (A2.6)

3t

dx

p0 dxx

dXjdxj

UsingtheBoussinesq approximation,itisallowedtoneglect Re comparedto
oneinthe lefthand sideofthe equation (A2.6). Integrate (A2.6)over time
usingthefollowing definitionstoobtain (A2.7)

Q{6,x)

=u(t,x)

+6(6,x)

, P(t,x)

=P{t,x) +P(t,x), c(i,x)

=c(t,x)+6 (t'.x)

where u,P,carethemeanvalues andu',P',
andc'arefluctuatingparts.

i+

dt

i—Z+

dx-j

J—Z=-JL.

VC

dXj

p 0 dxi

T

«=-"i u jPo

r±jdenotes theReynolds stress.
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+y_

i—+Rcg-

dXjdXj

2

(A2.7)

du,
dt

_1_ dp
Po dx,

3x,

(A2.8)

dx.

dx

i

Po

Assumptions:considertwo-dimentionalflowXj^x,z)and^-(u,w);withinthe
turbiditycurrentu » w and d/dz » d/dx ;theturbiditycurrentisassumed
tobefullyturbulent,withallviscous termsnegligibleexcepttheviscous
dissipation due to the turbulence and |cw'|» |c'u|S . Under these
constraints,(A2.8)atZ-componentgives
dw+ dwu + dw2__ 1 dP + d , zzx
dt
dx
dz -p 0 dz dx p 0

dw..
dx

© ©© ©

©
l2»+V^)+RCffx

3
dz

(A2.9)

dz

p0

©

©

Neglectallviscousterms(term5and6)andinertialterms(term1,2,3)and
integratefromztohtoobtain(A2.10)

-±(P\h-P\z)=Rgtf*cdz
Po

P^pgRgl

rh

cdz

(A2.10)

Jz

(A2.8) a t x-component gives
du+du2
dt dx

+ duw__

dz

1 dP+ d / ^ x x +_du\ +
p 0 dx dx p 0 dx

a- ( — ^ ^ c g ^
dz p 0 dz

Fromviscoustermskeeponly3rxz/3z- dr/dz ,andgx=gS
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(A2.ll)

2
du_, du
__, duw - g9fh +* 8Tsg
df+to»
= R
cdz
+Rc
dt ox az
OxJz
p oz

(A2.12)

n

Integrate (A2.12)inz-direction (usingLeibnitz rule)

hio^-^ft^^-"2^"^-^-

- ^ 3 t>(f* c d f }dz
dxJo

Jz

(A2 i3)

-

(f*cdi) | | h + l b ^ l k
+Rgsfcdx
iz
'" dx
p„
Jo

I n t r o d u c e U, Ca s l a y e r - a v e r a g e d v a l u e s ( F i g . A2.1b) , U= 1/h J 0 h udz, and C=l/h
J 0 h c d z , and J"zhcdz « (h-z)C t o o b t a i n (A2.14)
velocity profile

sedimentation profjle
upperboundaryof
turbidity current

reference
levelb

Fig.A2.1bVelocity andsediment concentration profiles anddefinitionof
layer-averagedvalues.
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© © ©

©

2

dx

© © ©
p0

RChgS

p0

(A2.14)

®® ©

©

Terms 2,4, 5, 6, 7, and 9 are negligible under the constraints described.
Term 10 denotes thebed shear stress and isexpressed as

C
t72
-c|=
0Po".=Po 'D

where C D is the drag coefficient, andu„ the shearvelocity. (A2.15) is the
two-dimentional, layer averaged equation of balance of momentum for a
turbidity current.

dUh+dpl=-lRgd(C^)
at

ax

2 ^

ax

D

_cu2+RChgS

(A2.15)

2. Equation ofbalance of fluidmass:

||=v.(pu)=0
at —
-

(A2.16)

Average (A2.16)over time andneglect p'u' toobtain (A2.17)

|£+v.(pu)=0

(A2.17)

andneglect thevariation in y-direction

ap_+ d p u + a p j ? = 0
dt
dx
dz
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(A2.18)

Integrate (A2.18)over z (using Leibnitz rule), and introduce the layeraveraged pandU, p - 1/hJ"0hpdzandU=l/(ph)J"0hpudztoobtain(A2.19)
dph_
dt

dh |+ dpUh_ dh
+
w
dt Pi*
dx
dx HPU P \h~ PHO =°

©

©

(D

©

©

(A2.19)

©

Thefirsttwotermscanbeommittedwiththesteadystateassumption,theterm
4and6arenegligibleandterm5denotestheentrainmentvelocity (ue)with
negativedirectionalongthezaxis
(A2.20)

v\ir»B=Eau

3.Equationofbalanceofsedimentmass:
(A2.21)

ae a ^ .
3t

dx,

where Viis the instantaneous velocity of sediment phase and is equal to
velocityoffluid (u±) minusthefallingvelocityofparticlesVs
dS^B[(urVs6u)d]

dt

(A2.22)

ax,.

Integrate (A2.22)overtimetoobtain(A2.23)

at

dx,

dXi (

2

s

13>

(A2.23)

where FL=u'jc'denotestheReynoldsfluxofsediment.Neglectthevariation
iny-directionandthevariationofFinxdirection

dc+ due dwe__a
at dx dz
dz
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(F-V.c)

(A2.24)

F=F3 =6&>

Integrate (A2.24)over zand introduce the layer-averaged values foru andc

dt

!ocdz- Ifc|*+ ic!oucdz- l H * + cwl»- cw\°
©

©

©

©

© ©

•(F-Vac)L+(F-Vsc)

(A2.25)

©
Terms 2,4, 5, 6and 7arenegligible under the constraints described before
and term 8denotes the deposition and entrainment of particles at a depth b
very close to thebed

(A2.26) is the equationofbalance of sedimentmass for a turbidity current.

dCh+d(UCh)

dt

=v

{

E

)

dx

(A2.26)

where E s isthe entrainment coefficient ofsediment particles.Vs E s indicate
the rate of sediment entrainment and V s C b denotes the rate of deposition.
(A2.27)represents the steady condition

d(UCh)

dx

-VAE-Cb)

A2.2 Equations onmildbed slopes
Assumptions aremadethatthechange invelocityoftheturbid underflow
(du/dx=0)andamountofdepositionorentrainmentofparticlesarenegligible
(Chap. 5 - Part 1 ) .Under these constraints, (A2.20) and (A2.27) can be
written as
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(A2.27)

dh_P,

(A2.28)

(A2.29)

dC__ Eyf
dx
h
Substituting (A2.28) and (A2.29) into the momentum equation (A2.15), and
introducing the Richardson number,Rj= (RgCh)/U2 results in (A2.30)that
describesthemomentumequationofturbiditycurrentsonmildbedslopes.

E^C^R^S-IEJ

(A2.30)

A2.3 Recasting the equations for t r i a n g u l a r c r o s s - s e c t i o n
For a t r i a n g u l a r c r o s s - s e c t i o n the following d e f i n i t i o n s can be made:
b

a(area) =h2tan<x
b (width) =2Mana
P(wetted

perimeter)

=2h tana

Theequations (A2.20), (A2.27),and(A2.15)fortriangularcross-sectioncan
bewrittenas

d(Ua)
--bEJJ
dx
d(UaC)

dx

D

(A2.31)

-bVs(Es-Cb)

*

3

(A2.32)

dx

Substitutethedefinitionofa,b,andPinto(A2.31)-(A2.33),assumingvsEsvsCb=0 and 3u/3x=0, and 3a/3x=0, and introduce the Richardson number as
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(A2.33)

R!=(RgCh)/2U2 to o b t a i n
dh
= E„
dx

(A2.34)

dC _ _ _ „ C

Ew + — ^ 2 - = R
smo

(A2.35)

ls-(±)Ew)
3

(A2.35)

A2.4 D i l u t i o n by entrainment ( t r i a n g u l a r c r o s s - s e c t i o n )
The amount of d i l u t i o n AQ/Q0 due to water entrainment along the r i v e r
channel x can be obtained from (A2.31) and (A2.34) as follows:
Q=Uh2. t a n a
Q0=Uha. t a n a
Q-Q0=AQ=U[h2-ho]

tana

(A2.36)
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Appendix 3

NUMERICALMODEL DYRESM
A3.1Model description
The dynamic reservoir simulationmodelDYRESM, is a one-dimensional
numerical simulationmodelfor the prediction of temperatureandsalinity
insmalltomedium lakesandreservoirs. DYRESMwasdevelopedby Imbergeret
al. (1978), concentrating on parameterization of the physical processes
rather than numerical solution of the appropiate differential equations.
DYRESM makes use of a layer concept, inwhich it divides the reservoir
into uniform horizontal slabs which form the computational building
blocks of the model. These layers move up and down, adjusting their
thickness inaccordance with thevolume-depth relationship, as inflow and
withdrawal increase and decrease the reservoir volume. In this way
the problems of numerical diffusion associated with computation of
vertical advection above the levels ofinflowandwithdrawalareavoided.
Themodel incorporates two time steps; afixedbasic timestepofoneday
and a variable sub-daily (l/4-12hrs)timestep for themixing algorithm.
This procedure allows small time steps when the dynamics so require; in
less critical periods, the time step expandswithout loss in accuracy.
The outstanding features of DYRESM are: the accuracy by which the
various components (saltand temperature)are modelled, its variable time
step, its dependance on only physical interpretable calibration factors,
and its Langrangian structure. The one-dimensional
assumption places
certain restrictions on the applicability ofthemodel. Therefore,one
needs tovalidate the one-dimensionality criteria (as described in Chapter
5)for the lake or reservoir forwhich themodel isused.
DYRESM was developed over the last decade. The development of the
model iscontinuing, Version6.4 isusedfor the present study. A brief
description of the model is given here. Fig.A3.1 contains a scheme
of the model and the major relationships that govern the different
processes.

A3.2Model structure
The model is constructed as a main program with subroutines which
separately model each of the physical processes as inflow, outflow, mixed
layer dynamics in epilimnion and vertical transport in the hypolimnion
(Flowchart 1).
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Input physical data
Initialization

Daily data input

Surface heat exchange
(HEATER)

sub
daily

daily
loop

Mixed layer deepening
and billowing
iMIXER) and (KH)

loop
(U-12hr)

Turbulent diffusion
ENER.DIFCALandDIFFUSE

Perform inflow foreach
stream
(INFLOW)

Perform withdrawal for
each offtake and overflow
(OUTFLOW)
L

END

Flowchart 1. DYRESMmainline.

The main program inserts the fixed input data; physical dimensions,
volume-area asafunction ofdepth, physical properties of the inflowing
streams, offtake locations, initial temperature and salinity profiles, and
output control parameters.
The daily loop begins with the input of the inflow, outflow and
meteorological data. Aftersomeoutput, thesub-daily loop commences. The
heatexchanges through thesurface aremodeledby HEATER, which simulates
radiation penetrative heating and evaporative,conductive,andlongwave
radiation exchanges at the surface. The updated slab structure is then
adjusted for mixed layer deepening by MIXER and for Kelvin-Helmholtz
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billowing at the interfacebyKH. Themixed layerdynamics aremodelled in
four distinct sections; deepening by convective overturn, deepening by
stirring, deepening by shear production and mixing atthe thermocline
by Kelvin-Helmholtzbillows.Once the new thermocline depth and thickness
have been computed, the model then calculates the vertical turbulent
diffusion inthehypolimnion by subroutines ENER,DIFCALandDIFUSE.These
subroutines calculate the eddy diffusivity, and the net heat and salt
transport fromthebottom through the hypolimnion intotheepilimnion.This
sub-daily loophas a time-step varying from 15minutes to 12hours.
At the end of the diffusion routine,which is carried out in the same
timestepasthemixedlayer dynamics,anewstructure fora particular day
is obtained. This density structure is then used to route the
inflowing water from the
various contributing streams into the
reservoir. The subroutine INFLOW allows for turbulent entrainment and
subsurface intrusions (amodified version of INFLOW, Chapter 5, also
allows forthe sediment intheinflowingwater). Theoutflowis calculated
by the model using the structure leftafter the inflow has been added.
The simulation models withdrawal from each submerged offtake, and if
necessary, flow over the crest. Two idealized outflow structures are
modelled. First,atwo-dimensional flow intoaline sink (Fig. A3.1), and
second, aradial flow into apoint sink,both of finite dimensions.
At this stage the predicted temperature and salinity structure
is recorded as output. In thepresentwork, themodel is extended with
the calculation of the average salinity of the withdrawal water at the
offtakes andoverflow, the total mass and salt content, and the average
salinity of the reservoir. This routine is repeated for each day of the
simulation.
A number of service routineswhich are called from thevarious segments
of the main program and the dynamics subroutines complete the structure of
DYRESM. The first isTHICK,which maintains the model layer volumes between
specific limits. The maximum and minimum volumes V^x and V MIN as set in the
present study are; V MIN =0.01*storage volume and vMAX=2VMIN). DENSTY
calculates the density of water for given temperature and salinity (it is
modified to calculate thewater density as a function of temperature, salt
and sediment (Shiati, 1990). SATVAP evaluates the saturated vapor pressure
of air corresponding to a given temperature, and RESINT provides an
interpolationbetweendepth,volumes and areas from thephysical data input.

A3.3Model constants
There are seven constants used in DYRESM, of which only one is
adjustable,theothersarerelatedtowellidentifiedphysical processes and
aredetermined fromexperimental or field data. Theconstants areshown in
Table A3.1.
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Table A3.1 Values of constants used inDYRESM

process

constant

value

units

Rad. penetration
(thermal)heating

fj

0.35

1/m

Mixing in the
epilimnion

description

extinction coefficient
for short-wave
radiation

0.125

the stirring efficiency
ofconvective overturn

0.20

the efficiency of shear
production for entrainment

0.51

constant determining
rate of increase of kinetic
energy

1.23

the stirring efficiency
of thewind

Mixing inthe
hypolimnion

0.048

the efficiency ofmixing
in the hypolimnion

Inflow

0.016*

drag coefficient for
inflowing streams

Avalue ofCD-0.025 isused inthe present study.
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Surface heat , mass and momentum exchanges :

H = - C„fi,C p Uie-9s)

n

E = - Cwft,lv U(q-q s )
X= C 0 P 0 U 2
slab moves vertically

|°LAC | Q LR |QLA jE jH

with the water
Langrangian

N^T

Mixing in Epilimnion [Energy balance)

jtaLP-*™*" ^•Tfrvw-w.
heating
qei= Bit

^ l g i # q j g |«.]Ah

Ck„c 3 r'.^'iAt i i A i r 2 ».Uld6\ay6 dAu.Ah
=T t o r , * E l f I M * T ' A i r * T " a T r * ~ " a T , 4 h

Mixing in hypolimnion
Outflow
liine sink case)
6 = 2LFL^

I E.
R*1

^

H

'TTs

"6 = 2 1 6 , ' "

Intrusion

e =c u L R w t '
e = 0.57 L R ^ I f ) * *

• 6 «- : t

Fig.A3.1A schematic of thenumerical model DYRESM.
Notations :
B
CD
CK

Cs

CP
Cw
E
e
Fl
FL
g
g'

the reservoir width (m)
drag coefficient (-)
respective bulk transfer coefficients (-)
coefficient of stirring efficiency (-)
coefficient of the efficiency of shear production (-)
temporal effects due to changes insurface wind stress or
surface cooling (-)
specific heat of air (J/kg°C)
respective bulk transfer coefficient (-)
evaporative heat transfer flux (W/mz)
intrusion length (m)
internal Froudenumber (Q/BNL2) (-)
internal Froude number (q/NL2) (-)
Grashofnumber (N2L4/e22) (-)
acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
modified acceleration due to gravity, g(A/>/p) (m/s2)
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,

H
H
h
h

= the reservoir depth (m)
= conductive (sensible)heat transfer flux (W/m2)
= depth ofmixed layer(ra)
= depth ofunderflow ineq. ofentrainment (m)
= initial depth ofunderflow (m)
ho
L
= the reservoir length (m)
= latentheat ofevaporation (J/kg)
Lw
N
= Brunt-Vaisala frequency N-[gdp/(p0 dz)] 1 / 2 (1/s)
NS
= totalnumber of slabs
- discharge (m3/s)
Q
= Re-emittedback long-wave radiation from sky toearth (J/m2 s)
QLA
clouds emit long-wave radiation (J/m2 s)
QLAC
long-wave radiation emitted from thewater surface (J/m2 s)
QLR
- solar radiation at surface (J/m2 s)
Qs
= discharge perunitwidth (m)
q
specific humidity (kgofwater moisture/kg ofair-water moisture)
q
- saturation specific humidity (kg ofwater moisture/kg of air-water
qs
moisture)
2
q<z) = radiation remain at aheight Z (J/m s)
= non-dimensional number R= Fj G r 1/3
R

s
TM

t
t'
At
U
AU
*
U

Z
<*l

8
S

f

P
Pa
Pa

Ap

= non-dimensional number RL= FL G r 1/3
=• normalized water column s t a b i l i t y S= (H/Ap) (dp/dz)
= time s c a l e for mixing (s)
- time (s)
= non-dimensional time tN/G r 1/6
= time s t e p (s)

(-)

- wind speed (m/s)
- mean shearvelocity (m/s)
- current wind shearvelocity (m/s)
= the depth (m)
= constant ineddy diffusivity inhypolimnion (-)
= half thickness of intrusion orwithdrawal layer (m)
= billow thickness (m)
- coefficient measuring stirring efficiency of thewind (-)
- thebulk extinction coefficient (1/m)
- air temperature (°C)
= surface water temperature (°C)
= density ofwater (kg/m3)
= density of air (kg/m3)
- mean density ofwater reservoir (kg/m3)
= density difference between themixed layer and the next layer of
thickness Ah
- shear stress (kg/m/s2)
= effective vertical diffusion coefficient (m2/s)
= turbulentvelocity scale (m/s)
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Appendix 4

DIFFUSIONOF SALTFROMRESERVOIR BOTTOM
The Jarreh Reservoir will be formed in salty strata of the Agha-Jari
formation. The saltwillmoveby diffusion from thebottom formation towards
the lake. If the lake remains fresh, this will finally result in
desalinization ofthebottom sediments, first of the top layers,later also
atgreater depth. Salt diffusion from theJarreh reservoirbottom appears to
be a slowprocess and isnegligible after the first fewyears.
Macroscopically diffusion insoil isdescribed by Fick'sLaw:

J=-eD dc

(A4.1)

dx

where
J - flux density (arealmass flux density) in (kgnT2s'1)or

(kg

yr" 1 )

D =-diffusioncoefficient in (m2s"1)or (m2yr -1 )
C = salt concentration inthepore water in (kgm"3)
x = distance in (m)
t = time in (s)or (yr)
e =porosity of soil in (%).
The concentration (C)at any depth (x)and time (t)can be obtained by the
following relation (Volker, 1942;Crank, 1967).

(A4.2)

C=C0exf(m)

x=0

m=-

2/Dt

eif(m) =—/"'V^.dm
JO
V/TI

where
C0- the initial salt concentration of the formations (pore water)
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differentiationofeq.(A4.2)withrespecttoxgives:

dC_CQ.e

">*

(A4.3)

substitutingeq.(A4.3)ineq.(A4.1)givesforx=0:
ac,
J

( x - o ) ~eD~fa

_ec o V /5

ix-o

(A4.4)

/it

Intherelation (A4.4),theupwardfluxisconsideredpositiveandtheminus
signhasbeenneglected.
The amount ofsaltenteringtheJarrehreservoir (AM)intimestepAtcan
be calculatedasfollows:
AAf=JA\ t

f c*4t eCns/D ,

t+AC

—-—dx

/
J(-c) dz]A=Al

eAC^D ( 2 T 1 / 2 ) ^t__2eAC0JP

[s/^-t_rt]

H=averagedepth
V-volume
V=A. H
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LetAC be the increase in the salt concentration due tobottom diffusion in
time step At then

AC=

AAf_ A M

V

AH

2eC0s/D

AC=a[v't+4t-/t]

(A4.5)

ForJarreh Reservoir: H = 24.1m,porosity of formation - 0.2, and D =
0.018 m2/Yr ,Fig.A4.1 gives the increase insalt concentration due to salt
diffusive flux for different initial salt concentrations of the bottom
formation. As can be seen from Fig. A4.1 the amount of salt diffusive flux
fromtheJarrehR.bottomformation (C0=25kg/m3)isabout13g/m3 inthefirst
year and reduces to 4.8 and 3.4 g/m3 after 10 and 20 years, respectively.
Apparently, this isnot significantwhencomparedwith theaverage reservoir
salinity of around 2000 g/m3. This is even the case if the salinity of the
bottom formationwouldbe ashigh as 100kg/m3.

0.12\ 0.10-)

J 0.08^ 0.06:
C0=100kg/m 3
° 0.040.02

C 0=50kg/m 3
C 0 -25kg/m 3

0
Year

Fig.A4.1 The increase in salt concentration inJarreh R. due to salt
diffusion from the bottom.
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